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This study explores the experiences of mentors who support pre-registration
nursing students in clinical practice. The research was conducted in a remote and
rural Scottish Health Board area. It poses the question, 'What role do mentors
play in faCilitating learning in practice?' Sub-questions explore how mentors see
their role in promoting students' professional development, how they support
students across the four domains of practice identified by the NMC (2004), and
what factors impact upon mentors' abilities to promote student learning.
An interpretative approach was adopted, guided by the principles of grounded
theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The theoretical framework drew upon social
learning theories in helping to explain how possibilities for learning are dependent
upon the social situation, social practices and student admission to 'communities
of practice' (Lave and Wenger, 1991).
The key data collection method was that of interview. 10 mentor volunteers were
interviewed on two occasions, 8 of these mentors also kept diaries of their
mentoring activities and reflections over a 12 week period.
Findings led to the development of a tentative theory 'Fostering student learning' in
which mentors facilitated the learning and development of their mentees in a
supportive atmosphere likened to that of a nurturing family. The quality of the
personal relationship between mentor and mentee was important as mentors
established on-going dialogue with their mentees and 'coached' them towards
achieving proficiency, instilling in them the values of kindness, compassion and a

pride in the profession. In clinical placements in remote settings the pastoral role
of the mentor appeared heightened and this added to the pressure mentors
experienced as they sometimes struggled to balance competing responsibilities.
The role of mentor is vital to supporting student learning, it has significant impact
upon those who undertake it. A number of recommendations are made concerned




Presenting a rationale for this research
My interest in workplace learning can be traced back to my experiences as a
student nurse some four decades ago. Student nurses were then considered part
of the workforce and learned 'on the job' in an apprenticeship model described as
'sitting by Nellie'. Despite the passage of years, I still find it easy to recall the
powerful learning experiences of this period, both positive and negative. These
were largely dependent upon the very variable calibre of 'Nellie'! I have never
since been in any doubt of the significance of the role of the 'mentor' in clinical
learning, reinforced when I held the role. Today I am employed as a Practice
Educator in a National Health Service (NHS) Scottish Health Board area, in a
remote and rural island setting. I have responsibility for ensuring that pre-
registration nursing students, on clinical placement from mainland universities, are
well supported. I wanted to enhance my understanding of workplace learning so
that in my Practice Educator role I could do my best to support mentors' facilitation
of student learning. Evidence suggests the key role that poor clinical placement
experience plays in influencing students' decisions to quit their programmes of
study (RCN, 2008). In undertaking this project my aim was to ultimately help avoid
such poor experiences occurring within my own Health Board area.
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Nursing is a fundamentally skills based profession and the workplace is
considered to be essential in providing nursing students with an authentic work
context in which to learn and develop. Within nursing the focus on workplace
learning was increased when a commission investigating nurse education
published its findings in 1999. The report 'Fitness for Practice' (United Kingdom
Central Council (UKCC) for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting, 1999)
recommended that learning should occur in the practice setting for at least 50 per
cent of pre-registration education programmes. In part this was an effort to
redress criticism that nursing had become too theoretically focused when nursing
and midwifery education was moved from hospital based schools into higher
education in the 1990s. The Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC), the statutory
regulatory body for the nursing and midwifery professions, has stated that this 50
per cent balance between theory and practice will continue for all newly approved
programmes (NMC, 2010). The quality of experience gained on clinical placement
will therefore remain a very significant aspect of students' learning. Mentors have
an important part to play in contributing to effective practice placement experience.
The role of mentor attained greater prominence and was brought into very sharp
focus indeed with the publication, 'Standards to support learning and assessment
in practice' (NMC, 2006), revised in 2008 (NMC, 2008a). This document set out
clearly the role and remit of the mentor. Mentors and 'sign off' mentors were to
take responsibility for facilitating student learning in clinical practice and for
assessing student competency. Given this enhanced role, the quality of mentoring
that students receive has never been of more Significance in determining the
future of the profession. This increased emphasis on mentorship and increased
recognition of the importance of clinical learning was a prompt for me to explore
this area as my research topic.
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A further prompt to this study occurred when I conducted a small investigation into
students' perceptions of their experiences of learning whilst on clinical placement,
as part of The Open University MEd module E835. Students provided me with
insights into the complexities inherent in the mentor-mentee relationship, and I
wanted to explore these in more depth. I also saw this project as a means of
developing professionally, enhancing my knowledge of the research process so
that I could advise students with more confidence. On a personal level, I relished
the challenge of study at doctoral level, which if successfully concluded would
enhance my self-esteem.
A Mentor survey - a further stimulus to this study
A major aspect of my Practice Educator role is to ensure that clinical placements
for nursing students comply with the Quality Standards for Practice Placements
(National Health Service Education for Scotland (NES), 2008). These standards
derive from the Quality Assurance Agency (OAA) Code of Practice precepts for
Placement Learning (aAA, 2007). They are the standards against which mentor
activity is assessed both locally and nationally and provide a framework by which
the quality of clinical placements can be judged. In order to audit compliance with
these national standards I devised a questionnaire (Appendix 1) and distributed it
to all 100 names on our local register of mentors. Low response rates are often a
feature of postal questionnaires (Bryman, 2008) and my survey achieved a
disappointing response rate of 39%, considered not acceptable by Mangione
(1995). There is an increased risk of bias in survey results with low response
rates, as there may be differences between participants and non-responders.
Whilst my questionnaire results could not stand up to statistical scrutiny for this
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reason, they did provide an overview of the mentoring experience of those that
responded (Appendix 2). The quantitative data that was generated provided
information on mentor experience prior to, during and after student placement.
For example, some mentors seemed to be indicating that they did not always have
time for student induction on day one and that they did not always deliver care with
their student at least two times each week. Some thought that support was
available for them and yet were unsure about systems that were in place for them
to feedback their mentoring experiences. The use of questionnaires as a data
gathering tool has disadvantages. Those who return questionnaires anonymously
cannot be approached individually so that queries can be followed up. I wanted to
be able to probe mentors to find out more about some of the issues raised. The
qualitative data provided by participants in the 'open response' sections of the
questionnaire particularly captured my interest. These snapshots of their world
offered a tantalising glimpse of what it is to be a mentor. For example,
I have newly qualified in role of mentor but I am eager to pass on my skills,
knowledge and information. Questionnaire 4
/t is a/ways encouraging to see growth ... it helps us jaded oldies remember
why we chose this profession. Questionnaire 11
My biggest concern is time - with the reduction in staff numbers, I fear that
mentoring will be placed under increasing strain. Questionnaire 16
These open responses reinforced the value of undertaking structured research
into the mentor perspective. Mentors hinted at their aspirations, motivations and
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frustrations and I wanted to explore them in more depth so that I could better
understand their experience and provide appropriate support for them.
Educational Theory and Nurse Education - Background to the study
Before embarking upon this research, I thought it important to review general
education theories to help provide a background to this study, contributing to my
knowledge of how learning might occur in clinical settings. No single, all-
encompassing theory of adult learning exists. Burnard (1990, p. 349) states that
the search for such an 'educational golden fleece' is on-going. In the meantime,
there is a range of theories contributing to the understanding of how learning takes
place. Mentors need to facilitate student learning in a range of ways to help
mentees to achieve NMC (2004) proficiencies. Students must gain knowledge
and understanding of their subject, for example anatomy and physiology, so they
know how the human body functions. They must demonstrate problem solving
skills, for example, recognising and responding appropriately to abnormal
behaviour. They need to develop clinical skills such as wound dressing and they
must learn how to conduct themselves in an appropriate, professional manner
when faced with difficult issues in clinical practice, for instance, supporting
bereaved families. Mentors must flexibly adopt a range of approaches to meet
these needs.
Situated learning
Much of our thinking about learning and education is based on the principal that
learning is something that individuals do, and that it is the result of a discrete
teaching episode, often based in a classroom (Felstead et al., 2005). Jean Lave,
a social anthropologist, and Etienne Wenger, an educationalist, present a very
different perspective (Lave and Wenger, 1991), important in helping to unravel the
complexity of how learning occurs in clinical practice. They argue that it is the
social situation, social practices and social relationships that create the
possibilities for learning, and that these are presented continuously as we engage
in daily human activity. In this view, effective socialisation within a 'community of
practice' is essential to attaining what they term 'legitimate participant status', it is
this that provides access to learning.
The 'community of practice' is a rather diffuse concept, far wider ranging than the
physical environment to which student nurses might be allocated for their clinical
placement. For Lave and Wenger the 'community' does not necessarily mean a
well-defined, identifiable group. Rather they describe it as 'a set of relations
among persons, activity and world, over time and in relation with other tangential
and overlapping communities of practice' (Lave and Wenger, 2002, p.115). The
community of practice is therefore not confined by place or time, nor is it just
concerned with the acquisition of technical knowledge or skill, important though
these aspects are. They view it as, 'an activity system about which participants
share understandings concerning what they are doing and what that means for
their lives and for their communities' (Lave and Wenger, 2002, p.115).
Newcomers need to 'absorb' and be 'absorbed into' the culture of practice (Lave
and Wenger, 2002, p.113). For a student nurse this would involve gaining an in-
depth understanding of what it is to be a registered nurse and what accepted
standards of behaviour are. Students need to understand how registered nurses
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'talk, walk, work and generally conduct their lives' (Lave and Wenger, 2002,
p.113).
Socio cultural theories
The work of Vygotsky (1896-1934), a Russian scholar, has much to offer when
considering neophyte nurses and how they learn in clinical settings. Spouse
(1998a) draws upon socio-cultural theories of human learning to explain her
findings when investigating nursing students and uses concepts such as the Zone
of Proximal Development (ZPD), 'scaffolding' and 'fading' to explain how her
participants seemed to integrate theory and practice. These concepts have their
origins in the theories of Vygotsky (1986).
Vygotsky introduced the notion of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) in his
book, 'Thinking and speech' in 1934 (Wertsch, 1985) as the range of tasks that are
too difficult to do alone but which can be managed with guidance. In the field of
child development, they are those functions that have not yet matured but are in
the process of maturing. As a task becomes more familiar to a child and more
within its competence, those who provide the 'scaffold' leave more for the child to
do, 'fading' the support that they provide, until the child can perform the task
competently. In a similar way, mentors must first assess the boundaries of a
student's knowledge. They must gauge the extent to which the student needs to
be 'scaffolded' to help them progress through their ZPD and to meet the learning
outcomes agreed by both at the start of the clinical placement. For example, the
mentor might 'scaffold' a student in performing a complex wound dressing, 'talking
them through' the procedure in detail until the student gains confidence and the
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support from the mentor is gradually withdrawn or 'fades'. Thus, the mentor must
make a complex formative assessment of the student's competence and set
learning objectives that will 'scaffold' their learning in order to help them advance.
Scaffolding is an important strategy for mentors to adopt when guiding novices in
attaining new skills and knowledge (Spouse, 1998a). Cope et al. (2000) concur
with Spouse stating that one of the defining characteristics of 'cognitive
apprenticeship' is the way in which experts make their situational knowledge
explicit as they coach the learner and strategies such as scaffolding and fading are
an important means of doing so. In other words they must be concerned with the





Vygotsky and social theorists argue that for students to learn effectively in the
workplace they need to be guided towards learning experiences appropriate for
their stage of training. They need to be conversed with in language that they can
understand where professional terminology and jargon is not used as a means of
excluding them. Vygotsky emphasized the roles of cultural and social factors in
cognition, arguing that social interaction and speech were instrumental to human
development and learning and that language was the most important symbolic tool
provided by society. It can be argued that the professional development of nursing
students is also dependent upon social interaction and language use (Spouse,
1998b). Vygotsky (1986) explored the inter-relationship of language, development
and thought and made explicit the connection between speech, both silent, inner
speech and oral speech, and the development of mental concepts and cognitive
awareness. He believed that intrapersonal speech was qualitatively different from
interpersonal speech, the former having developed from external speech by a
gradual process of internalisation. Vygotsky argued that intrapersonal speech
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promotes higher mental functions such as problem solving and the development of
conceptual frameworks and can be used as an internal organizer of activity. This
is evidenced when a nursing student is undertaking an unfamiliar task, for instance
dispensing medication and can be heard 'thinking out loud'. In such a case the
student is using an internal voice to act as their own personal guide or coach to
help them gain proficiency in conducting a new procedure or in utilising the
vocabulary of new knowledge. As mature learners we can self-instruct and
'scaffold' ourselves through difficult tasks. Others may have 'scaffolded' us during
earlier attempts. Vygotsky was concerned with the social origins of human
development, unlike Piaget who held that social development was dependent
upon the stage of physical development (Spouse, 1998a).
A number of parallels can be drawn between Piaget's theories (1950, cited in
Atkinson et al., 2000) regarding the development of intelligence in children and
how mentors support students in practice. Piaget argued that cognitive
development in children progresses through a series of hierarchical, qualitatively
different stages. Teachers must provide children with appropriate learning
opportunities so that they can progress to the next developmental step; they must
consider the child's state of 'readiness to learn'. In a similar way, mentors must
adopt a 'student centred' approach and provide appropriate learning opportunities
for students in the clinical setting, mapped to their stage in their education
programme. To do otherwise might expose students to situations for which they
are unprepared. This might leave them feeling thrown in 'at the deep end', unable
to cope and their confidence undermined. For example, expecting a junior student
to inform relatives of the death of a patient would be inappropriate in most
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instances, and might result in the student feeling traumatised, unable to learn in
such circumstances.
Mentors have an important role to play in helping students to relate theory to the
practice they see on clinical placement and vice versa. In helping students to
learn they need to encourage students to make links and understand relationships
within and between subjects (Spouse, 1998b). Jerome Bruner (1966) argued that
educators need to provide learners with the means of grasping the underlying
principles and concepts of a subject, rather than just mastering factual information.
This allows students to develop their own ideas and go beyond what has been
taught. For example, a student may be taught by her mentor how to wash her
hands and become very skilled at hand hygiene. However, in order for the student
to apply her newly gained skills appropriately in all situations, she must have an
underpinning knowledge of infection control principles. Bruner (1966) had an
important role to play in extending Vygotsky's ideas and applying them specifically
in an educational context. He stressed the role of language and interpersonal
communication, especially in the 'scaffolding' process. It was Bruner and his
colleagues who coined the term 'scaffolding' (Wood et al., 1976, p.90). Unlike
Piaget, Bruner did not identify 'stages of development', as such. He describes
three modes of representing the world; they are enactive (action based), iconic
(image based) and symbolic (language based). These are not neatly delineated
stages; they are integrated and translate into each other. This is the crux of the
'spiral curriculum' where a subject comes to be learned at increaSingly complex
levels of difficulty. For example, nursing students are introduced to basic hand
hygiene early in their programme but progress to the complexities of microbiology
in the latter stages. The mentors' role is to help relate theory to the practice they
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engage with on clinical placement. Ultimately, this is about helping students to
achieve a deep level of learning, to understand the meaning, rather than just
having a superficial knowledge of the subject (Marton and Saljo, 1976).
Theories of Adult Learning
I considered adult learning theories for what they might add to my understanding
of learning in clinical practice. 'Andragogy' is defined as the art and science of
helping adults learn. It is most closely associated with the work of Knowles
(1998). At the heart of this model is the way in which learners are regarded.
Knowles stresses the significance of the prior experience that learners bring to
education, making them a rich resource for peers and teachers alike. It is possible
to envisage a neophyte nurse making a contribution as a result of their own
experience, perhaps as a patient, or bringing a new perspective from their
experiences as a Health Care Support Worker. However, as very new recruits to
the profession it is difficult to see them using prior knowledge as a 'rich resource'
for colleagues in each clinical speciality.
In Knowles's andragogical model adults are self-directed in their learning. They
become ready to learn when they need to know something and they need to be
able to apply what they learn. Nursing students should have a powerful impetus to
learn in that they have chosen to enter the profession and their goal is to gain
registered nurse status by achieving the proficiencies required by the NMC (2004).
In clinical practice they have the opportunity to directly apply this learning. For
adults, self-concept is often affected by what is learned. This self-concept moves
from dependency to independency as individuals grow in confidence. The role of
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mentor is important in helping students progress from a state of almost total
reliance upon them to independent working, when they can 'fly solo' (Spouse,
1998a, p. 265).
The Humanist perspective
Humanist learning theories have a contribution to make in understanding how
nursing students learn in clinical practice (Burnard, 1990). A key principle of
humanist education is an emphasis on respecting the individual who is seen as
being motivated by an urge to learn from within themselves. In this paradigm the
learner is seeking personal growth and development for their own sake, the focus
is on the experience of learning. To help in this aim the student requires a
facilitator to guide them towards achieving goals and objectives, rather than a
'teacher' who attempts to directly transmit knowledge, for instance by means of a
lecture. Within this view there is an emphasis on the active learner who must take
control of their own learning amidst a world of complexity and change. Nursing
students have chosen to undertake a programme of study and should therefore be
self-motivated to meet the goal of attaining registration with the NMC. The mentor
is the facilitator and guide in helping the student to achieve this objective amidst
the uncertainty and change experienced in modern health care delivery.
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The humanist perspective and the educational theories generated by it have had a
huge impact upon the way that pre-registration nursing programmes are designed
and delivered. Milligan (1998) argues that in the socialisation process inherent in
nurse education, care is difficult to teach or facilitate unless the philosophy and
methods are consistent with such ends. Humanist educational principles,
asserting that education is about personal growth, underlie much of the remit of
the mentor. Mentors are expected to 'facilitate personal and professional
development of others' (NMC, 2008a, p. 20). In 1915, Dewey described education
as 'a fostering, a nurturing and a cultivating process' (cited in Purdy, 1998, p.114).
Nursing mentors take on this role for their students, providing learning experiences
for them, assessing them, providing feedback and acting as role models for them.
They hold a central position in helping students to develop professionally and
personally. Rogers (1967) claims that the personal relationship between facilitator
and learner is paramount in the initiation of learning. This is borne out in the
nursing literature, which reveals the importance of the personal relationship
between mentor and student to the success of the mentoring process (Spouse,
1998b, 2001a, 2001b, Gray and Smith, 2000). Rogers (2002) advocates the
establishment of a community of learning in which the learner is 'prized', accepted,
trusted and valued as an individual. These humanist theories with their emphasis
on the individual, personality and the circumstances of learning go some way to
enhancing understanding of the ways in which nursing students can be helped to
learn in the workplace. However, there has to be an acknowledgement that whilst
the ideal is for the learner to be 'prized', in the busy health care environment this is
not always the case and the literature bears witness to often poor student
experiences on clinical placement (Gray and Smith, 2000).
Student learning can be seen as a complex amalgam partially explained by a
range of educational theories. All make a contribution in helping to explain what
occurs in clinical practice. Given that nursing students' placements are within
clinical teams, the work of Lave and Wenger (1991) seems particularly pertinent,
offering a perspective in which it is the social situation and social practices that
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create the possibilities for learning. Humanist theories help in an appreciation of
the facilitative role that mentors play in guiding students to achieve their learning
objectives.
An overview of this thesis
In this introductory chapter I have provided a rationale for this study, derived from
both professional and more personal motivations. I began with a very broad and
tentative research question, 'What are the experiences of mentors supporting pre-
registration nursing students?' to help provide a framework in searching and
reviewing the literature. My final and more detailed research questions arose as a
result of this review, as described in Chapter 2. My research design is discussed
in Chapter 3, where I present a rationale for how I decided to investigate my
research questions, guided by the principles of a grounded theory approach. The
results of my research are presented in Chapter 4, where I focus on the key
themes that emerged from the data. In Chapter 5, I discuss my findings and
present recommendations for future practice. Chapter 6, the concluding chapter,
offers an evaluation of my project, its key findings, strengths and limitations. This
final chapter ends with a personal reflection upon my own learning.
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In this thesis I will be adopting the definition of a mentor defined by the NMC
(2008a), as one who facilitates learning and supervises and assesses students in
a practice setting. It will be used to encompass the terms clinical supervisor,
practice supervisor, preceptor and the many titles that are used to describe those
who undertake this role. The term 'clinical placement' is used to define a place
where learning opportunities are available for nursing students and where practice
can take place under supervision.
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I have organised my review structured under headings that aim to present an
organised approach to the literature in terms of what it can offer in contributing to a
broader understanding of how mentors support students. I begin with an account
of how I accessed relevant literature and then present themes derived from it.
have concentrated first upon what the literature has to offer in helping to
understand how the current role of nurse mentor has evolved over the years.
then explore what the literature can contribute to an appreciation of the qualities of
an effective mentor and the value that mentors can add to learning in clinical
practice. I move on to consider what the literature has to say about how effective
working relationships are established between mentors and mentees and consider
how mentors assess students and their accountability in so doing. This section
ends with a review of the support that mentors say they need to help them carry
out the role. Arising from this analysis of the literature I was able to develop my
research questions and I present these in the final section of this chapter.
2. Literature Review
In the previous chapter I set out my rationale for undertaking this study exploring
the experiences of mentors supporting pre-registration nursing students. I
described a range of both professional and personal motivations driving the
research. In this chapter I present a review of the existing literature for what it can




In order to identify relevant studies the literature was accessed via the 'The
Knowledge Network', previously known as NHS Scotland 'e-library'. This is an
online resource (www.knowledge.scot.nhs.uk) available to all NHS staff in
Scotland, giving access to 12 million information and learning resources from 100
providers. It allows searching across all the major databases, including ASSIA,
CINAHL, Medline, BNI, OVID and AMED. For my initial review of the mentoring
literature I set very broad inclusion criteria as I wished to enhance my knowledge
of the role generally and gain a broad overall sense of how the mentor role had
developed. Burgess et al. (2006) discuss the importance of the exploration of a
wide range of texts to establish background to a study. This can then lead to a
progressive focus on those areas where research information is deficient. As I
was contemplating the use of grounded theory methodology I was conscious of
the advice of Strauss and Corbin (1998) who state that there is no need for an
exhaustive search of the literature in the early stages of a project. They argue that
it is impossible to know what will emerge from the investigation and that
researchers must not be 'constrained and even stifled by the literature' (Strauss
and Corbin, 1998, p. 49). However, I thought it important to identify the range and
types of previous research to provide a background to my research and to help
establish its importance. It was also a requirement of the Open University EdD
programme to conduct a literature review at this stage.
Looking at the databases, it was immediately apparent that terminology relating to
mentorship was diverse, with titles such as mentor, preceptor, practice supervisor
and clinical supervisor being used synonymously. I therefore used these titles as
24
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my search terms combined with 'pre-registration nursing' in conducting my
searches. I followed up citations in the most pertinent literature and accessed
relevant websites such as the Nursing and Midwifery Council (www.nmc-uk.org),
Royal College of Nursing (www.rcn.org), Department of Health (www.dh.gov.uk)
and the Scottish Government (http://home.scotland.gov.uk). The concept of
mentorship relating to nursing seems to have emerged from the USA (Darling,
1984, 1985). I considered literature within this timescale focusing on UK studies
that began to appear in the early 1990s when formal support mechanisms started
to be reported. Of most significance to my project were studies following the
introduction of Project 2000, when mentoring was accorded more significance for
pre-registration nursing students. I reviewed the literature regularly throughout the
research process.
Reviewing the literature has been problematic. Titles used to describe various
support roles were often used interchangeably though there were differences
described in roles and responsibilities, a fact I had to bear in mind when
comparing studies. There were also major changes to consider in the pre-
registration nursing programmes over the years and developments in the mentor
role in consequence. I had to consider whether or not direct comparisons across
time were appropriate given these changing circumstances.
Mentorship in Nursing
The role of the mentor in nursing has become very significant. Mentors have a
vital contribution to make as they are now required to support students to achieve
learning objectives in clinical placements, passing on their skills and knowledge
and helping students to develop appropriate professional behaviours. When the
NMC published 'Standards to support learning and assessment in practice' (NMC,
2006) mentors' existing responsibilities were formalised by introducing 'sign off'
mentors, who carry accountability for the decisions they make in admitting
students to the professional register. Myall et al. (2008) note that in this respect
the role of mentor is even more important than originally envisaged. In addition to
their education and support role, mentors have an enhanced part to play in patient
safety and public protection as they are the 'gatekeepers' to the profession.
The Evolution of Mentorship in Nursing
Here I review the literature relating to how the role of nurse mentor has evolved.
do this to provide a context in which to view the current role. In addition, mentors
with long service have had the lived experience of these changing roles.
Therefore, an understanding of this history might help in appreciating current
perspectives of potential recruits to the study.
Whilst the origins of mentorship can be traced to ancient times, the term 'mentor'
is now used in common parlance to describe a friend or role model to an often
younger protege. In the business world a mentor may smooth the career pathway
of a new recruit. However, within the nursing profession, 'mentor' has a very
specific meaning. The current role and remit is defined in detail by the NMC
(2008a) and this represents the most recent manifestation of a role that has
developed incrementally over many years. Pellat (2006) suggests that Florence
Nightingale may have been the first nurse mentor but in the modern era the
concept has been located to the USA in the 1980s, though in these early years
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mentoring seems to have related mainly to post qualifying nurses. The literature
bears evidence to an intense debate over the decades regarding the role and
remit of those who support students in clinical practice in the UK. It reflects the
radically changing expectations of the role in line with changes to nurse education.
The move from an apprenticeship model to Project 2000 (UKCC, 1986) and then
the changes brought about as a result of Fitness for Practice (UKCC, 1999)
resulted in a change in emphasis on the mentor role. Mentors are now required to
support students, who have supernumerary status, in achieving their learning
objectives in clinical placement. This is a very different role to when students were
part of the workforce and the emphasis was on learning by getting the work done.
In consequence the role of mentor has increased in importance.
Historical development of the role
The statutory bodies played a part in directing the way in which the mentor role
developed. The English National Board for Nursing, Midwifery and Health visiting
(ENB) expected mentors to be 'wise and reliable counsellors' in 1987. In 1988
their advice was that the mentor would not normally be involved in assessment but
by 1990 the role had been redefined so that the mentor could be all things to the
student (Cahill, 1996). With the statutory bodies mandating that each pre-
registration student should receive mentor support much of the early literature was
descriptive and anecdotal, concerned with defining the role of mentor (Donovan,
1990, Morle, 1990, Armitage and Burnard, 1991). It was not until later that articles
appeared that were research evidenced, the earliest UK study I have identified
being Littlejohn (1992). This early study considered the effects of mentorship on
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learners, though its contribution is limited due to the size of the study (n=4) and
that it relates to 'pupil nurses'.
In these early years the profession was considering the remit of the mentor role.
Consequently, the main thrust of debate centred on whether or not mentors could
guide and nurture students and then objectively assess their performance (Clifford,
1994, Neary, 1997, 2000a, Bond and Holland, 1998). It was argued that the
introduction of 'managerial' aspects, such as summative assessment into the role
of mentor would result in role conflict and interfere with nurturing relationships
(Armitage and Burnard, 1991, Anforth, 1992). For instance, a registered nurse
participant of Neary's (1997) research described this conflict in terms of being
either a friend or executioner. Neary's (1997) findings identified the potential for
conflict in combining the two roles and importantly highlighted the poorly defined
role of the mentor at this time and the confusion this generated. As Neary's
research was based on a large sample size (n=300 nursing students, n= 155
practitioners) from 3 different college sites and utilised a range of data gathering
tools, including interviews, questionnaires and non-participant observations, the
findings can be regarded with confidence. Other authors contributed to the debate
suggesting that the need to assess students would impinge upon a positive
working relationship between mentor and learner, creating stress for learners due
to fear of revealing weaknesses and fear of failure (Jarvis and Gibson, 1997). This
was an interesting proposition. Even if it could be demonstrated that there is merit
in separating the 'guiding and nurturing' aspect of the role from that of assessor,
implementation would be problematic given the pressures of time faced by clinical
staff in contemporary health care settings. The complexity of having different roles
to consider prior to allocating students to mentors seems impractical.
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Furthermore, it is hard to understand how professional guidance and advice could
be provided to students without an assessment of their needs being made on an
on-going basis. The other main strand for debate arising from this discussion
concerned itself with whether or not students should be able to select their mentor.
Advocates suggested that an element of choice in mentor-student pairings might
improve the chances of success of the relationship (Anforth, 1992).
The current mentor role
The document 'Standards to support learning and assessment in practice' (NMC,
2008a) has replaced all previously published standards relating to student support.
It is a clear declaration of the NMC's expectations of the role, in which both
supportive and assessment elements are encompassed. Debate surrounding the
remit of the role, which so exercised researchers and commentators in the past,
has been resolved meantime. The standards present an unequivocal statement of
expectations of the role and were introduced in an effort to bring much needed
clarity. Their purpose was also to drive up the standard of mentorship to ensure
that those admitted to the professional register were able to function at the
required standard. They also provide recognition of the important role that
clinically based professionals have in the education and training of recruits. To
comply with these standards, achieving and then maintaining mentor status has
now become a much more formalised process (NMC, 2008a). To be eligible,
individuals must meet stage one criteria by complying with 'The Code, Standards
of conduct, performance and ethics for nurses and midwives' (NMC, 2008b) by
facilitating students and others to develop their competence. To act in a mentoring
capacity they must meet stage 2 standards, demonstrating that they have
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successfully achieved all of the outcomes of this stage (NMC, 2008a). To become
a mentor an approved mentor preparation programme must be successfully
completed (NES, 2007), following which, mentors names are added to the locally
held mentor register, with existing mentors. To remain current, mentors must
update annually, mentor at least 2 students in a 3 year period and declare that
they have done so at a triennial review meeting with their line manager. The
'mentor standard', 'criteria for mentors' and 'competence and outcomes for a
mentor' (NMC, 2008a, p. 19-20) represent the culmination of a long journey in the
development of the mentor role over many years. They provide an unambiguous
statement of mentors' accountability and responsibility (see Table 2.1) and
consequently are intrinsic to considering the experiences of mentors supporting
pre-registration nursing students.
Organising and co-ordinating student learning activities in practice
Supervising students in learning situations and providing them with constructive feedback
on their achievements
Setting and monitoring achievement of realistic learning objectives
Assessing total performance-including skills, attitudes and behaviours
Providing evidence as required by programme providers of student achievement or lack of
achievement
Liaising with others (e.g. mentors, sign-off mentors, practice facilitators, practice teachers,
personal tutors, programme leaders) to provide feedback, identify any concerns about the
student's performance and agree action as appropriate
Providing evidence for, or acting as, sign off mentors with regard to making decisions about.
achievement of proficiency at the end of the programme
Table 2.1 Mentors' accountability and responsibility (NMC, 2008a, p.19)
The value and effectiveness of the role of the mentor
Generally, the early literature, as discussed in the previous section, largely
concerned itself with defining the role and remit of the mentor. Later studies
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supplemented this earlier research by exploring the value and effectiveness of the
role of mentor. It is this literature that I now discuss. I draw upon domains
identified by the NMC (2008a) to help organise my review relating to establishing
effective working relationships, facilitation of learning and assessment and
accountability as areas most prominently identified in the literature.
Establishing effective working relationships
The NMC (2008a) standards provide clarity regarding the role and remit of the
mentor. In order to carry out the role effectively mentors obviously need a very
wide range of personal attributes and professional skills to equip them to deal with
the range and complexity of the role they are expected to undertake. The success
or otherwise of mentoring seems largely dependent upon interpersonal
dimensions of the mentor mentee relationship. A systematic search of the
literature led Wilkes (2006) to declare that the skills, qualities and attitude of
individual mentors are of more importance to a positive practice placement than
the learning environment. Now I present what the literature can provide in helping
to unpick the qualities that are valued in an effective mentor.
Trying to define what constitutes an 'effective mentoring relationship' is quite
difficult, given its complexity. A working definition might be that an effective
relationship is one in which mentor and mentee work together in a mutually
supportive way to achieve student learning outcomes. The significance of
personal relationships has long been recognised as a key determinant of the
success of mentoring. Early researchers attempted to describe the qualities of the
'perfect' mentor. For example, Piemme et al. (1986) suggest the following
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attributes: patience, enthusiasm, knowledge, organising ability, positive attitude,
non-threatening, non-judgemental, flexible, open minded, objective, sense of
humour, maturity, mastery of clinical skills, assertive, advocate for learner, able to
use resources, self-confident but knows own weaknesses, responsible,
professional and respect for peersl It is hard to argue with the assertion that such
a paragon, if they ever existed, might indeed be an excellent mentor. However, as
Armitage and Burnard (1991) point out, such a list is of little real practical value
other than perhaps as an indicator of the complex nature of the role.
Moving on to the relationship between mentor and mentee, researchers have tried
to pin point the defining qualities of success. Darling (1984), an oft quoted
American researcher, suggested three essential requirements, mutual attraction,
mutual respect and investment of time and energy. Her research, based upon
interviews with approximately 150 health care professionals, including 50 nurses
who had mentors, can be criticised for the lack of detail provided in terms of
participant selection and data analysis. Despite this she made an important
contribution in opening up discussion about what it was that mentors actually did.
She identified 14 specific roles, including challenger, feedback giver, eye opener,
door opener, problem solver and career counsellor, important in helping to
understand the dynamics of the mentor-mentee relationship.
This early work led to attempts to devise tools that might help select potential
mentors and to 'match' suitable mentors and mentees. For instance, Darling's
'Measuring Mentor Potential (MMP) scale' and questionnaire arising from this was
a means by which individuals could self-assess their mentoring potential.
Mentoring could thus be reserved for those who could demonstrate a particular
'flair' or interest. Anforth (1992) suggested the use of a questionnaire to identify
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common ground between mentor and mentee, though provides no template for
such an instrument. Whilst the rationale underpinning such tools is laudable, the
practical application is very limited. For instance, in my own small Health Board
area, any element of choice in whether registered nurses take on the role or not
tends to evaporate as placements are viable only when all registered nurses
commit to the role. In such situations there is an expectation that providing level2
standards (NMC, 2008a) are met, registered nurses will be mentors, and this is
formalised in job descriptions. Given the complexity of human relationships there
must be doubts surrounding the validity and reliability of tools, such as that
suggested by Anforth (1992), to match mentors with students. Even if this were
not the case, the logistical difficulties involved in administering questionnaires and
achieving 'matches' in each clinical area would limit its usefulness.
Nursing students, on clinical placement have to deal with change and adaptation
to new environments, an experience that some have described in terms of anxiety
and dread (Phillips et aI., 2000). How well such changes are negotiated seems to
largely hinge on the quality of the personal relationships that are established. The
literature attests to the view that what students seem to value beyond all else is a
supportive relationship with their mentor. (Andrews and Chilton, 2000, Gray and
Smith, 2000, Lloyd Jones et al., 2001, Spouse, 1998b, 2001b, Andrews and
Roberts, 2003). I now consider what the literature has to say about the qualities
that students value in their mentors.
Students appreciate mentors who value them as people; this seems to be of
primary importance to them. It is of more significance than the rank that mentors
hold, as illustrated in an early study by Earnshaw (1995) where students gravitated
to junior staff, the C and 0 grades at the time of the study. These staff had fewer
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managerial responsibilities, delivered 'hands on care' and consequently had
frequent contact time with students and were willing to support them. These are
factors highly prized by students. Significantly, Earnshaw noted that the
relationship worked best when both parties contributed equally, recognising each
other's strengths and weaknesses. Earnshaw's findings were based on a small
convenience sample. He distributed 19 questionnaires, with a response rate of
58% (n=11), raising issues of respondent bias and bringing into question the
validity of his findings. His study considered only the views of students and did not
take into account in any detail the way in which mentors viewed their role.
Whilst mentors seem to consider the possession of a teaching or assessing
qualification to be an important factor in their effectiveness, students are less
certain and rate their mentors positively irrespective of the possession of such a
qualification (Andrews and Chilton, 2000). It is the personal qualities of the mentor
in their roles as 'eye opener, idea-bouncer and problem solver' that students found
praiseworthy in Andrews and Chilton's study (2000, p.559). The authors
interpreted this as an indication of the importance of mentoring as a personal
process where formal teaching is less important and not a sole determinant of
successful mentoring. This was a small pilot study conducted over a 3 month
period, gathering the views about the mentoring process from registered nurses
(n=22 mentors) and students (n=11 mentees). The authors acknowledge that their
findings should be read with caution as they are based wholly on the mentors' and
students' perceptions and are not generalizable.
Cahill (1996, p.794), reported that what appeared important to the students in her
study was, 'not so much a clearly-defined mentor role but consistency,
genuineness and respect'. Based upon only 16 participants, with data collected by
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means of group discussion and follow up interviews, Cahill's research might be
criticised for being non-representative, small and descriptive. This is in common
with other research studies regarding mentorship, where sample sizes are often
small, the researchers acknowledging that generalization is not the intention of the
research, the findings being specific to the research participants under study.
That students value mentors who are interested in their learning, convey a
genuine concern for them as individuals and prepare for their arrival in placement
were key findings of Gray and Smith's (2000) study. This was a longitudinal
cohort study using Grounded Theory to explore the impact of mentorship on
nursing students. 10 students were interviewed on 5 occasions during the
progress of their studies over a three year period on a Diploma of Higher
Education in nursing programme. These students also kept diaries recording their
reflections and a further 7 students participated in the study by means of diary
only. This was a small study but the longitudinal element allowed the researchers
to track the development of the mentor-mentee relationship. The findings
suggested that the students soon lost their idealistic view of their mentor and were
able to gain insights into the qualities they perceived as being required in an
effective mentor. 'Good' mentors were deemed those who spent time with the
student, had good teaching and communication skills and paced their teaching to
meet students' needs. Conversely, poor mentors broke promises, lacked
knowledge and had poor teaching skills, with no structure to their teaching. They
delegated unwanted tasks to the student and either 'threw them in at the deep
end' or were excessively overprotective. Students noted that poor mentors often
disliked their jobs and other members of the team disliked them. Again, emphasis
on the personal qualities of the relationship was apparent, with words and phrases
such as 'support', 'encourage', 'allow', 'a relaxed relationship', 'look out for them'
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and 'confidence and trust' predominating in descriptions of the valued
characteristics of mentors. In a review of 159 studies, Ehrich et al. (2002) noted
the weight that students placed on the importance of the personal dimension of the
relationship, citing such mentor qualities as support, empathy, encouragement and
counselling as being most important to them.
The key feature of this literature overall then is the focus on the importance of the
interpersonal relationship that exists between mentor and mentee.
Mentors and Facilitation of Learning
The purpose of mentoring is to enhance the professional development of the
mentee and the literature reveals the multi-dimensional and nuanced nature of this
process. A considerable body of knowledge has amassed regarding nursing
students' views of clinical learning and mentorship (Earnshaw, 1995, Cahill, 1996,
Spouse, 1998a, 2000, 2001a, Andrews and Wallis, 1999, Watson, 1999, Gray and
Smith, 2000, Chow and Suen, 2001, Neary, 2000a, Pearcey and Elliot, 2004, van
Eps et al., 2006). This provides us with an inSight into the experiences of students
and their views of what the mentoring role should consist. It has much to
contribute to our understanding of the ways in which mentors facilitate learning
and the aspects of the role that students have found beneficial to their learning.
It seems that there is a 'settling in' period (Earnshaw, 1995) in which mentor and
mentee assess each other, and then, as the relationship becomes more relaxed,
trust is developed. Despite the confusion that surrounded the role, as discussed in
a previous section, students themselves articulated what it was they felt they
needed to support their learning. Students required mentors to be assessors,
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facilitators, role models and to help with planning and provide them with support in
clinical settings (Watson, 1999). Assisting, guiding and befriending were aspects
of the role identified as being most crucial to students in Chow and Suen's (2001)
study. Generally, this literature reveals that appropriate contact and sufficient time
spent with mentors is appreciated by students.
There are many challenges that exist in the facilitation of learning in the workplace.
These difficulties are an enduring feature of the literature across the decades,
evident despite the many changes to pre-registration nurse education during the
period. The most frequently cited problems are lack of time and poor planning. In
Cahill's (1996) study, students identified lack of contact time with mentors as a
major source of dissatisfaction. Students attributed this to a combination of
mentors' lack of interest in them and poorly organised shift patterns. This being a
small, non-representative study, conducted many years ago it might be dismissed
as now being irrelevant to contemporary experience. However, a number of
subsequent studies corroborate the findings. For example, lack of mentor contact
was a feature of Watson's (1999) study, where all students had an interrupted
period of mentoring. Watson's study is also based upon a small sample size
(n=35) and is limited in scope in that it considered students on one module during
the common foundation programme. It is notable that lack of mentor contact was
reported by all students in Watson's study. Unfortunately, the author does not give
a clear account of the degree to which lack of contact applied to each student. For
some students, contact time with their mentor was certainly minimal, or even non-
existent, as a result of mentors being moved to different areas, having conflicting
shift patterns, annual leave or sickness absence.
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Lack of mentor contact time is an enduring theme within the literature, the impact
of which has been shown to have a negative effect upon student learning (Lloyd
Jones et al., 2001, Gray and Smith, 1999). In the absence of the named mentor, it
seems that other staff attempt to cover activities of their missing colleagues.
However, the most significant finding of Lloyd Jones et al. (2001) was that
students whose mentors were absent spent considerably less time than other
students working with a registered nurse. The amount of time that such students
spent on education-related activities was reduced. Their findings should be
treated with some caution for a number of reasons. Data were gathered by means
of activity diaries for a 'snapshot' of one week, over such a short timescale activity
may not have been typical. 270 students and their named mentors were
approached to participate in the study. The overall student response rate was
46.3% (n=125); the overall mentor response rate was 45% (n=117), only 81
student-mentor pairs completed the diary for the same week. These are relatively
low response rates; furthermore, the authors conjecture that staff and students
who did not complete the diary were particularly busy but this was stated explicitly
only in some cases. From this they make an assumption that mentor-student
contact may have been lower amongst non-respondents than amongst
respondents and therefore their findings are likely to be an overestimate of the
time spent by staff mentoring students. This is a conclusion that is not based upon
sound evidence.
Students are largely dependent upon their mentors to provide them with
opportunities to engage in professional activities (Spouse, 1998a, 1998b). Without
such support it is understandable that students would not gain access to
appropriate learning activities to contribute to their learning and development.
Spouse (1998b) argues that the mentor is the 'sponsor' to the placement and
without effective sponsorship students find it difficult to participate in the clinical
setting or to learn. In a similar way, Gray and Smith (1999) see the mentor as the
'linchpin' of the students' experience in clinical settings in relation to their
professional socialisation. They reported that, left unsupervised, students were
more likely to be delegated tasks that were more appropriate for a health care
support worker.
The literature has less to contribute in helping to discern how mentors see their
role in promoting students' professional development. Jinks (2007) points out that
mentor specific research is an under addressed area but one that is becoming
increasingly important. What emerges from the literature that does exist confirms
that mentoring is a skilled and complex activity. Mentors, in common with their
mentees, acknowledge the significance of the interpersonal aspects of the role.
(Atkins and Williams, 1995, Andrews and Chilton, 2000, Watson, 1999, Watson,
2000, Spouse, 2001b, Pulsford et al., 2002, Myall et al., 2008).
Mentors have raised issues such as the importance of being prepared for the role,
the time and energy consuming nature of mentoring, the complexity inherent in the
role and the high level of commitment required to undertake it successfully. They
have also recognised the potential of mentoring to further their own personal and
professional development (Atkins and Williams, 1995). Mentors in Atkins and
Williams (1995) study emphasised the importance of 'supporting' students and
identified a variety of ways in which they did this. They also believed that their
presence reduced the anxiety of students, particularly for those students new to
clinical practice. According to their findings mentors empathised with students,
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encouraged them and talked them through difficult situations in clinical practice.
They spoke of concern for the mentees as individuals, highlighting the many
stressors that impact upon students. For instance, how extraneous issues such as
debt and living away from home for the first time can impact upon students'
professional lives. This was a small-scale study (n=12) published some 17 years
ago in a single health authority area in England. The participant mentors were
nurses, midwives or health visitors, though the authors do not attribute roles in any
of the quotations used to illustrate their findings or identify the numbers of
midwives or health visitors supporting nursing students. The implications of this, if
any, are not considered by the authors. The participants constitute a small
purposive sample and the authors do not make any claims for generalizability of
their findings. It is important to remember that at this time mentor preparation
tended to be rather 'ad hoc'. The authors state that the participant mentors in this
study were selected, prepared and supported in their roles by lecturer
practitioners. Detail of selection criteria, type of preparation or how support was
given is not provided. Furthermore, this study was conducted at a time when the
participant mentors were new to their role. In evaluating what this research has to
contribute to current understanding of mentor-mentee relationships it is important
to consider that the student profile of those entering the profession may have
changed since this research was conducted. For instance, fewer students enter
the profession directly from school now; more mature individuals may be more
resilient to the pressures of student life. That said, Atkins and Williams (1995)
research does give an indication of the heavy emotional toll that is exacted upon
mentors. In my Health Board area, students undertake clinical placements in a
remote setting removed from usual networks of support. This can be challenging
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for students as they adjust to new living and working conditions, mentors may
have to deal with more student issues as a consequence.
Assessment and Accountability
The literature revealed that for mentors the area that seemed to provoke most
concern and anxiety related to assessment of students. Assessment of clinical
practice has been recognised as problematic for some time (Clifford 1994, Neary
2000a, Watson et al., 2002, Dolan, 2003). Clifford (1994) in an early paper
bemoaned the distancing of nurse teachers from the assessment process located
in the practice setting. Clifford was concerned that clinical practitioners might not
be as able as nurse teachers in making assessment decisions. Much has
changed in nurse education since Clifford's contribution to the debate and the
suggestion that nurse lecturers resume responsibility for student assessment
seems unfeasible even if it could be shown to be desirable. Today it is mentors,
prepared for their role, who carry out continuous assessment of their mentees.
However, achieving fair and reliable assessment of students' clinical performance
is still at issue. Watson et al. (2002), having conducted a systematic review of the
literature during the period 1980-2000, raise the problem of subjectivity relating to
assessment of competence in nursing. In their view competence is a poorly
defined term and assessment of competence is problematic due to lack of rigour in
the instruments and methods used for assessment. They point out the likelihood of
bias, in either direction, where one person, such as a mentor, is making an
assessment decision. The mentor is likely to be assessing a student over a
significant length of time during which a socialization process takes place that may
bias assessment. This was a key finding of a study by Webb and Shakespeare
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(2008) who conclude that judgements of student competence are made on a
relatively subjective basis, with the personal relationship between mentor and
mentee a fundamental element of how decisions were made. Their findings were
based upon a small, exploratory study with participants in the categories of
experienced mentors (supervised three or more students, n=10), inexperienced
mentors (still training for the role or had only previously had one or two mentees,
n=5) and third year students (experience of mentorship, n=9). The authors had
hoped to recruit equal numbers to the study in each category but note the
difficulties in achieving their original aim due to securing appointments with busy
clinicians. Furthermore, for the same reason, the researchers adopted a very
flexible approach to data gathering. Interviews were employed to collect data but
they took a variety of forms, four of the nine students being interviewed as a
group, the others being interviewed in individual face to face interviews. Five
mentors from one hospital site had telephone interviews, a" other mentor
interviews were face to face. The limitations of the study lie in the small number of
participants and that it was a convenience sample. However, the authors argue
that dependability and transferability are enhanced in that 2 researchers, from
different professions, nursing and sociology, carried out the interviews, lessening
the likelihood of researcher bias. Also, varying interview types and the fact that
data were drawn from different research sites enhance the trustworthiness of the
research. On the other hand, four of the students were interviewed as a group. It is
possible that the views of one strident student might have swayed the views of the
others and thus skewed results. The authors claim that this is unlikely as their
findings are a replication of other studies. Their findings revealed that students
must invest in a considerable degree of emotional labour in order to convince their
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mentor that they are a 'good student' in terms of attitudes as well as clinical
competence.
These findings indicate the complexity involved in student assessment. There is
also recognition that assessment of one individual by another can never be viewed
in completely objective terms, particularly in the clinical context where there are so
many variables to be considered. The literature acknowledges how problematic
assessment of student performance can be but alternatives seem to offer no better
solutions. Clifford's (1994) early suggestion that assessment might be conducted
by an 'external' person is fraught with difficulty. Such a person, possibly a
member of the university practice education team, would be making decisions on
competence based on a very short observation. Students might not perform at
their best in such circumstances, for instance due to nervousness. Assessment
decisions would be made on the basis of a 'snapshot' that may not reflect overall
performance. Furthermore, given the constrained financial situation in which most
universities operate it would seem unrealistic to implement such arrangements,
given the complexity involved in organisation and consequent pressures that
would result on nurse lecturers' workloads.
Neary (2000a) reports the findings of two studies carried out over a period of 6
years (1991-1996), aiming to establish what occurs in relation to assessment of
competence of nursing students. The data from the two studies are merged in
Neary's account to provide a focused picture of how both students and participants
perceived their roles in assessment and support systems in place at the time of
the studies. Neary drew data from a large number of participants, 200
practitioners and 300 students over 3 colleges of nursing in the first study, in the
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second data were drawn from interviews with policy makers, teachers and nurses
(n=360), this formed the basis for a questionnaire administered widely (n=1332).
Reflective diaries were also completed by 138 students and 133 practitioners.
This research was carried out during a period of time when there was intense
debate surrounding the remit of the role, whether or not assessment should be
included within it. This aspect of debate is currently resolved with assessment of
students as a key component of the role (NMC, 2008a). Nonetheless, Neary's
study provides interesting insights that still have resonance in contemporary
practice regarding the process of assessment. Neary (2000a) draws attention to a
variety of problems associated with assessment; these include 'personality
factors', the constraints of time and disparity that existed between objectives set in
college compared with the realities of placement. In Neary's study one student
said that assessors were afraid to give adverse comments because it could cause
problems with college staff and that 'it creates too much paperwork if a student is
reported because of failing to achieve' (Neary, 2000a, p. 472). The issue of
mentors being ill equipped to make decisions about a student's 'fitness to practise'
has been a major concern. Indeed, it was concerns about the quality of support
that students received and the nature of assessment in clinical practice led the
NMC to embark upon a consultation exercise in 2004 that led to the publication of
the 'Standards to support learning and assessment in practice' (NMC, 2006). The
consultation proposals were informed by research conducted by Duffy (2003)
relating to mentors 'failing to fail' students who perform poorly in practice. Duffy
(2003) conducted a qualitative study of factors that influence the decisions
regarding assessment of competence in practice. Mentors commented upon the
time involved in supporting a failing student and the emotional impact of failing a
student, giving resonance to research discussed in the previous section. Mentors
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used such words as 'horrendous', 'traumatic' and 'draining' to describe their
experiences and spoke of the sadness and sometimes anger engendered by the
process (Duffy, 2003, pp. 34-38). Their sadness derived from the personal impact
that their decisions had upon students and the feeling that they had let down their
students. Anger resulted when they had to deal with students whose poor
performance should have been identified much earlier in the programme.
The NMC (2008a) expect mentors to provide constructive feedback to students
and assist them in identifying future learning needs and actions. 'Sign off' mentors
are expected to confirm whether or not students have met the NMC standards of
proficiency in practice and are safe and capable of effective practice. However, the
literature reveals that assessment of capability remains an area of difficulty for
mentors. A survey of nearly 2,000 nurse mentors by the Nursing Times (2010)
found that 37% had passed students whose competencies or attitude concerned
them, or whom they felt should fail. 69% struggled with or did not manage the
paperwork relating to students, 17% had their decisions to fail poorly performing
students overturned by a university. This seems to demonstrate that assessment
of students is an area of the mentor role that remains problematic. The literature
indicates the multi-faceted nature of the problem. Mentors know that the process
of failing a student on clinical placement is time-consuming and takes a heavy
emotional toll on all involved. A percentage of 'fail' decisions are overturned by
universities, either because the decision making process is not transparent or
mentors have not adhered to correct procedures within timescales. Duffy (2003)
noted mentors sometimes 'left it too late' before notifying a student that there was
a problem. This made a successful appeal against the decision more likely as the
student could argue that they were not given enough time or support to correct the
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problem. Mentors may feel inadequately prepared to make decisions that can
have such a devastating impact upon students' careers and lives and may not feel
able to cope with students who may become upset, angry or disagree with their
assessment decisions (Carr et aI., 2010). The literature reveals assessment of
students as a particularly challenging aspect of the mentor role.
Mentor preparation and support mentors say they need
In this section I review what the literature says about mentor preparation. This is
an important element within the literature, helping to shed light on how mentors
have been prepared for their role, contributing to my understanding of the
experience of potential mentor recruits to my study. I also consider what the
literature can add to an understanding of the on-going support that mentors say
they need to help them carry out the role effectively.
In 2006 the NMC stipulated that nurses who intend to take on the role of mentor
must have successfully completed an approved NMC mentor preparation
programme, or an accredited programme (NMC, 2006). In response, there is now
a core curricular framework for the preparation of mentors across Scotland (NES,
2007), the aim being to refocus current mentor programmes on the principles
supporting learning. However, prior to the implementation of the NMC (2006)
standards there seems to have been a lack of consistency across the UK in the
ways in which mentors were prepared for their role. For example, in England a
number of programmes were utilised to prepare mentors, such as the ENB 998
Teaching and Assessing course and the City and Guilds 730 course. In Scotland
a range of approaches was adopted by HEls for example, Duffy et al. (2000)
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describe an approach to mentor preparation that included either half or full study
day and 'drop in' sessions for practitioners on-site at their workplace. The authors
do not provide any detail of learning outcomes for such sessions.
There has long been acknowledgement of the need for robust preparation and
updating for those who undertake the mentor role (Atkins and Williams, 1995). The
main benefit of undertaking a mentor preparation programme seems to be in the
confidence this engenders, helping mentors to feel more at ease with the role,
rather than any direct application to practice of what they had learned (Andrews
and Chilton, 2000). Andrews and Chilton's (2000) study revealed that registered
nurses with a teaching and assessing qualification rated themselves as more
effective and supportive than those without. The authors do not seem to have
considered other variables, such as length of time in the role of registered nurse,
which may have impacted upon confidence levels. Furthermore, the possession of
such a qualification was not reflected in the way in which students rated mentors.
The literature provides evidence that the rather inconsistent approach to mentor
preparation and variable quality of on-going support resulted in mentors feeling ill-
prepared for their role (Jinks and Williams, 1994, Wilson-Barnett et al., 1995, Lloyd
Jones, et al., 2001). Confusion surrounding the remit of the role and perceived
deficits of mentors in undertaking it, led some to call for the introduction of
additional support roles. For example, Andrews and Roberts (2003) report on the
introduction of a 'clinical guide', a senior member of clinical staff allocated to
students for the duration of their programme. Such guides did not work directly
with students, or assess them; rather their role was to help students make sense
of clinical placement, helping them to achieve deeper learning in and through
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clinical practice. As experts, Andrews and Roberts (2003) argued that guides
were able to deal more ably than junior mentors with increased academic
emphasis in nursing curricula. It is interesting that the authors saw the solution to
mentor deficits in providing another layer of support rather than addressing the
perceived short comings of the current mentors. This was not a view that was
widely accepted. In 2004 the NMC launched a consultation on how mentorship
could be supported and made more robust, leading to the development of the
NMC (2006) standards to support learning and assessment in practice. The focus
is now very firmly on the mentor as the key support for nursing students.
However, Andrews et al. (2010) draw attention to the challenges for both
practitioners and the organisations in which they work to implement and sustain
the nursing and midwifery standards for mentoring.
In terms of on-going support, the literature reveals much dissatisfaction amongst
mentors in this respect. Duffy et al. (2000) concluded that much was still required
to provide mentors with the support they felt they needed but specifics remain
unclear in their report. Lack of time is a key aspect of the dissatisfaction that
mentors identify both in terms of their ability to attend updating sessions and to
devote to carrying out the role effectively. Heavy clinical commitments impact
upon mentors' ability to attend study days (Duffy et al., 2000), thus denying them
potential means of support. Pressures of time led mentors to undertake aspects of
the mentor role in their own 'off duty' periods (Pulsford et al., 2002). As well as
identifying lack of time, mentors also identified management support and
partnership working with HEls as areas that required more support. Pulsford et al.
(2002) gathered data by means of a questionnaire distributed to 400 mentors.
Their findings should be treated with caution as their response rate of less than
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50% (n=198) is considered 'not scientifically acceptable' by Mangione (1995, p.
61). The methodology they employed must also shed doubt on their findings, as
some of the mentors surveyed had very little contact with students, bringing the
value of their contribution into question.
The issue of lack of support from academic staff is reported elsewhere in the
literature (Cahill, 1997, Aston et al., 2000). The reason for this seems to be that
academic staff based in universities had many competing demands upon their
time, reducing the time to meet support needs of mentors in clinical practice.
Phillips et al. (1996a, 1996b) found that the support that was provided was not
always acknowledged by mentors but that academic staff described their roles as
linking and liaising with practice rather than providing 'active' support to mentors.
The rather nebulous terminology used makes it difficult to understand the support
that academic staff were able to provide. Watson's study (2000) lends weight to
the view that both HEls and NHS trusts provide inadequate support to their
mentors. He called for lecturers to be more available to mentors and for NHS
trusts to invest more in mentoring to provide better mentor preparation and more
time to undertake staff development in the facilitation of learning. In 2004 the
Practice Education Facilitator (PEF) role was established in Scotland, whose
purpose was to ensure that the student experience is of the highest quality,
primarily through the support of mentors. The role was introduced in an effort to
improve student experience, acknowledging that there can be a number of
challenges in providing a positive learning environment in busy clinical settings.
Evaluation of such roles seems to demonstrate that they are a valuable resource
in achieving high quality support for mentors (Carlisle et aI., 2009).
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Summary of the literature relating to mentoring in nursing
Learning takes place in practice settings for at least 50 per cent of pre-registration
nursing programmes. The existing literature reveals the vital role that mentors
play in the education and development of the next generation of registered nurses.
It also indicates the complex and demanding nature of the role as mentors must
supervise unregistered staff in delivering care and provide support for their
mentees. The early literature concentrated on the role and remit of the mentor
whilst later contributions focused on the value and effectiveness of the mentor
role. The literature charts the evolution of the role of mentor, culminating in the
introduction of new standards for nursing and midwifery practice education (NMC,
2006). When the role is undertaken effectively it can be seen as the Iynchpin in
providing access to good quality learning experiences for students in practice.
The NMC (2006) standards provided a clear statement of what the expectations of
the role were to be, mentors were to facilitate student learning in practice and to
assess student competence. 'Sign off mentors were introduced, experienced
practitioners who would make judgements about a students' suitability to be
admitted to the professional register. These mentors have a professional
responsibility to protect the public, acting as gatekeepers to the profession. Issues
surrounding student assessment are prominent in the literature and identified by
mentors, students and lecturers as an area of concern. Many factors are identified
in the literature as impacting negatively on mentors' ability to support student
learning. Chief amongst these is lack of time which is identified as a key
impediment to effective clinical learning. Mentors have also identified lack of
support from university staff and NHS managers as being detrimental to the way in
which they are able to carry out the role. The literature reveals the extent to which
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interpersonal relationships are considered to be the key determinant of a
successful clinical placement.
Conclusion
Reviewing the existing literature helped me to gain a deeper understanding of the
subject. It helped to set my own research in context from both a policy and
historical perspective. Mentors' experiences and perspectives seem a relatively
under researched area when compared with the body of knowledge that has
accrued regarding student views. This is particularly so for mentors located in
remote settings. I therefore felt it appropriate to develop research questions that
would provide insights in this respect. I devised a broad overarching research
question to explore the role of the mentor, 'What role do mentors play in
faCilitating learning in practice?' My analysis of the literature identified three
main areas of mentor experience relating to how they view their role, how they
pass on their skills and knowledge and the factors that impact upon mentors'
abilities to carry out their role effectively. My sub-questions were more focused to
address these areas identified in the literature.
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• How do mentors see their role in promoting students' professional
development on clinical placement? This sub-question was derived from
the literature relating to the value and effectiveness of the role of the mentor
and how mentors establish effective working relationships.
• How do they support students across the 4 domains identified by the
NMC (2004) (Professional and ethical practice, care delivery, care
management and personal development)? This sub-question derived
from the literature relating to mentors and the facilitation of learning.
• What factors influence mentors' ability to promote student learning?
This sub-question sought to explore areas that mentors identify as having
either a positive or negative impact upon their ability to promote student
learning. It integrates the literature relating to the support that mentors say
they need to carry out the role and includes the literature relating to
assessment, in which mentors seem to indicate they require more support.
This research was undertaken to gain further understanding of some of the issues
discussed in the literature review. I sought to explore the perceptions of mentors,
seeking to gain insights into their personal experiences of supporting students in a




In this chapter I discuss the research design of this study. It deals with the
underpinning methodology and the methods used to collect and then analyse the
data. My literature review revealed the complexity of the mentoring process and a
number of key issues for potential exploration regarding the mentor role. These
related to mentor motivation in undertaking the role, how mentors transmit
knowledge to mentees and the circumstances in which learning takes place in
clinical settings. My research questions arose from this analysis of the literature
as I sought to contribute to understanding of the experiences of mentors
supporting pre-registration nursing students in the context of a remote and rural
setting. This led me to pose the question, 'What role do mentors play in
facilitating learning in practice?' I devised sub-questions to sharpen focus on
my main research question and specifically address the areas arising from the
literature regarding motivation, day to day activity and what helped or hindered
mentors to carrying out their role effectively,
• How do mentors see their role in promoting students' professional
development on clinical placement?
• How do they support students across the 4 domains identified by the NMC
(2004) (Professional and ethical practice, care delivery, care management
and personal development)?
• What factors influence mentors' ability to promote student learning?
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To answer these research questions I developed a research design directed by
this purpose, to increase understanding of the experiences of mentors. The
research takes an interpretative approach guided by the principles of grounded
theory. As a novice researcher, my research design was not 'cut and dried' at the
start of the project, rather it evolved slowly and 'painfully' as I carefully considered
my research goals and how I could reasonably achieve them. As I struggled to
decide on the approach that would best provide me with the information I sought I
came to realise that the research process necessarily involves compromises and
'trade-ofts'. This chapter presents a justification for the choices I made in my
eftorts to attain knowledge that was trustworthy, constrained as I was by limited
resources and by being in full time employment as I pursued my EdD studies.
The first two subsections deal with why I adopted an interpretative approach using
grounded theory methodology. I then describe how I negotiated access and
recruited participants to the study, then present the participant mentors. This is
followed by a reflection upon ethical considerations that influenced my research,
and the implications of my 'insider' status, including a reflexive account
acknowledging my role and influence on the research. I describe how data were
gathered by means of interviews and diaries and then discuss rigour and
trustworthiness, I conclude the chapter with a detailed account of how the data
were analysed.
An interpretative approach
In deciding upon my research approach I considered a number of research
traditions. To guide my choice I kept the purpose of my research to the forefront
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of my mind at all times. My task was to select an approach most closely aligned to
my research questions to increase understanding of the experiences of mentors.
The literature reveals that there are different philosophical positions taken on the
nature of reality and on the researcher's relationship with research participants.
Schutz, cited in Bryman (2008, p.16) captures this difference when he states that
The world of nature as explored by the natural sciences does not 'mean' anything
to molecules, atoms and electrons'. In contrast, social reality has a specific
meaning and relevance to those individuals, such as mentors, being studied.
Bryman (2008) argues that an epistemology is required that can reflect and
capitalise on this difference. Bearing this in mind, I considered both qualitative
and quantitative research traditions, considering carefully the underpinning
philosophical differences between them. These approaches are often presented in
starkly divergent terms in the literature. Silverman (2004, p.1) speaks of dwelling
in 'armed camps' and of 'fighting internal battles'. Morse and Field (1996, p.2)
speak of the 'rift' that exists between proponents of the two paradigms. More
recently Burgess et al. (2006) have argued that such 'warfare' is a waste of time.
In making my research choices I felt it important to weigh the relative merits of
each approach as I now describe.
I decided that a qualitative approach seemed to be most appropriate for my needs
because it lies within an interpretivist tradition. In this view it is argued that there
are no 'absolutes' and that phenomena can be studied and interpreted by humans
in different ways (Burgess, 2006). Bell (2010, p.6) asserts that such an approach
is appropriate for those who 'doubt whether social 'facts' exist and question
whether a 'scientific' approach can be used when dealing with human beings'. A
qualitative approach tends to focus on natural settings rather than controlled
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laboratory settings. Polgar and Thomas (2008, p. 84) define it as, 'disciplined
enquiry examining the personal meanings of individuals' experiences and actions
in the context of their social environments', and this seemed to encapsulate the
aim of my project. The interpretivist perspective lies within a naturalist, or
constructivist, paradigm. In this view, 'reality' is a rather elusive concept, not a
fixed entity but a construction of those participating in the research. This
naturalistic view stands in contrast to that of the 'scientific' method with its
assumption of a 'detached' researcher (Tarling and Crofts, 2002). Quantitative
approaches lie within a positivist tradition, which asserts that an objective reality
exists and is possible to measure by utilising tools and principles borrowed from
the scientific world. Within this paradigm there is less room for doubt (Burgess et
al.,2006). I decided that a positivist approach was inappropriate as I sought to
gain an understanding of mentors' subjective interpretation of experiences.
Positivist approaches can disregard data considered too subjective and I felt that
this would result in important aspects of mentor experience being rejected. Within
a positivist tradition the researcher would tend to use research tools such as
structured questionnaires and complex sampling techniques. To provide answers
to my research questions a qualitative approach, utilising such tools as semi-
structured interviews, would allow me to gather data from mentors where I could
take account of how social and other factors influenced their experiences and
behaviour. Icould thus value respondents' views in helping me to understand the
world in which they live, accessing their 'personal, intimate and private world'
(Parahoo, 2006, p. 65).
As I now reflect back to the start of my project I feel embarrassed at my rather
naive attitude. I set out with the aim of recording 'the truth' and identifying 'reality',
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eliciting insights never before realised! As I thought more deeply about my
research topic and read the literature I saw that even by strict adherence to data
collection methods that eliminated or minimized the scope for personal judgement
and subjective bias I still was not guaranteed to gain what Eisner (1992) describes
as 'ontological objectivity'. Eisner argues that perception and understanding are
part of a framework that allows us to perceive and understand some things but not
others and this framework plays a role in actually constituting what we see and
understand. He states that there is an unwillingness to relinquish the notion of
objectivity because this would leave us feeling cast adrift, without bearings (Eisner,
1992). His views are hotly debated in academic circles. Phillips (1989) argues
that 'extreme' relativism leaves us in an untenable position and that abandoning
objectivity would mean accepting that any view is as good as any other. Having
considered these different perspectives I concluded that working within a
naturalistic paradigm was an appropriate way in which to move forward with my
research. Within such a paradigm I could acknowledge that 'reality' is not a fixed
entity but a much more elusive concept, mentally constructed by those involved in
the research. In trying to gain insight into mentors' experiences and perspectives I
was relying upon their subjective views and my findings were a product of the
interaction between us. Taking such a stance, accepting that all knowledge is
fallible, still allows for a disciplined enquiry. I have tried to demonstrate
trustworthiness in the way that I have collected and analysed my data,




Having decided to conduct my study within a naturalistic paradigm I then sought
an approach that would best help me to achieve my research aims and objectives.
I perceived there to be advantages in adopting a grounded theory approach and
here I present my rationale for doing so. Grounded theory is an inductive
approach to research and as such is in keeping with the research paradigm I have
chosen to adopt. It was developed by sociologists Glaser and Strauss (1967),
described in their influential book, 'The Discovery of Grounded Theory'. My
research questions aimed to increase understanding of the experiences of a small
group of mentors within an island Health Board setting, this having been revealed
in my review of the literature to be an under researched area. I considered
grounded theory to be an appropriate approach as it is often used when little is
known about a topic (Holloway and Todres, 2006), and my literature review
revealed little regarding mentor experiences in remote settings. I was aware that
my sample size, being so small, might preclude attempts to build theory from my
analysis but it would provide information about how participant mentors view their
practice. Crooks (2001, p. 25) states that 'grounded theory gives us a picture of
what people do, what their prime concerns are, and how they deal with these
concerns'. As it is drawn from the data, a grounded theory approach can offer
insights into the way that individuals make sense of their world, helping me to gain
understanding of the mentors' world from their perspective. Holloway and Todres
(2006, p.193) suggest that the most important research questions in grounded
theory are process, behaviour and meaning questions such as 'how do people act
and interact in this situation?' and 'what is the meaning of people's experience?'
These reflect my own research questions reinforcing the appropriateness of a
grounded theory approach. Furthermore, it could be argued that an emergent
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theory derived from the data is more likely to resemble 'reality' than one derived
from piecing together different concepts. Taking all of the above into
consideration, I concluded that a grounded theory approach offered an appropriate
methodology with which to explore mentors' experiences of mentorship.
In reaching my decision I did consider other approaches commonly used within the
interpretivist tradition. For example, an ethnographic approach initially seemed to
offer prospects of gaining insights into the mentors' world. Ethnography is an
approach relying on the collection of data in the natural environment; the
ethnographer is interested in how the individual being studied is influenced by the
culture in which they live. In this approach, human behaviour can only be
understood if studied in the setting in which it occurs (Parahoo, 2006).
Ethnography is a research method in which the researcher is immersed in a social
setting for an extended period of time, making regular observations of the
behaviour of members in that setting (Bryman, 2008). Participant observation is a
key element of this approach, interviews only being used to supplement data
gathering on those issues not directly amenable to observation. I rejected an
ethnographic approach for a number of reasons. I wanted to gain insights into the
mentors' own experiences and felt that this might be better achieved in an
approach grounded in the data mentors provided themselves. On pragmatic
grounds, as a lone researcher with very limited resources, I felt that participant
observation in clinical settings would be difficult to co-ordinate and carry out and
was potentially intrusive to the work of busy clinicians.
However, grounded theory is not without its critics. Thomas and James (2006,
p.768) challenge the 'lofty place' its methods have come to hold in social analysis.
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Whilst acknowledging the major contribution Glaser and Strauss (1967) have
made to legitimising qualitative enquiry they argue that creating 'theory' with strict
procedures for doing so, might inhibit rather than liberate discovery. In their view,
grounded theorists and other qualitative researchers are human listeners who then
interpret the data on their experiences of being human. I also took account of the
way in which grounded theory has evolved over the years since its inception.
Glaser and Strauss (1967) started together developing grounded theory but
subsequently they diverged from each other. Glaser's approach to grounded
theory is termed 'traditional', whilst Strauss and Corbin'S (1998) is described as
'new positivist'. I decided to adopt an approach adhering most closely to that of
Strauss and Corbin (1998). I made this decision because as a novice researcher I
felt more reassured by the detailed descriptions of how to carry out coding
provided by Strauss and Corbin (1998).
On balance, I concluded that grounded theory as a methodology had much to offer
in helping me to answer my research questions as outlined above. Additional
reasons for using grounded theory included its flexibility, which is suited to a
novice researcher such as me. It offers an entire approach to the conduct of field
research and data analysis without being tied to a pre-determined theoretical
framework. Grounded theory is very popular in investigating nursing phenomena
(Schreiber and Stern, 2001) and appealed to me because my familiarity within the
field can provide theoretical sensitivity to concepts and issues that are important
for the developing theory (Holloway and Todres, 2006).
Tesch (1990) depicts 26 different types of qualitative research but argues that just
because some research methods have been named this does not mean that they
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must always be used in exactly the same way by every researcher. In the present
study I have adhered to the principles of a grounded theory approach in
conducting my research and in data analysis. The structure of the Open
University EdD programme encouraged early identification of clear research
questions arising from a comprehensive literature review. This seemed to
contradict Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 49) who argue that it is impossible to know
prior to the investigation what the salient problems will be and that researchers
should not be 'constrained' or 'stifled' by the literature. However, I felt it important
to review the literature at an early stage in the study to enhance my knowledge
and build my confidence and from this review was able to set a broad research
question. Another issue that arose was that the collection of data was dependent
upon the availability of busy clinicians. This impacted upon the chronology of
when interviews could be held and when diaries were completed, so that diaries
had not always been completed prior to second round interviews. Tesch (1990,
p.71) says there is only one requirement of research, 'that you can persuade
others that you have indeed made a credible discovery worth paying attention to'.
Horton Merz, cited in Burgess et al. (2006), echoes this point stating that doing
research is about developing one's own research voice or way of thinking that is
not bound by tradition but instead by the meaningfulness of the study. I hope in
this study to convince the reader of the merits of my research.
Data collection
In this section I provide a description of the methods used to collect the data.
discuss issues relating to access, present the participant mentors and give a
rationale for my choice of interviews and diaries. I kept my research questions
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uppermost in my mind as I considered research tools that would help me access
the personal insights of mentors, in keeping with the naturalistic paradigm of my
research. I first considered not 'which methodology?' but 'what do I need to know
and why?' before considering how to gather information (Bell, 2010). Interviews
and diaries seemed particularly appropriate in providing data that were congruent
with my grounded theory approach, as they provided a means of gathering data
directly from the mentors expressing their own personal views. Furthermore, they
could be used in conjunction with one another, for example, using information
gleaned from diaries to inform and focus subsequent, 'second round' interviews.
Using two data gathering tools in this way might allow me to obtain different
perspectives from participants on the same topic thus enhancing the
trustworthiness of my data (Oenzin, 1989). I also had more pragmatic issues to
consider when making my choices. I needed to employ research methods that
would not be onerous for busy clinicians; I also was subject to constraints of time.
The research strategy that I adopted was a compromise between methods I hoped
would provide me with appropriate data and the time and resources available to
me. I decided to interview mentors who responded to an advertisement for
volunteers. Data were collected by means of one to one interviews with
participants. Further data were garnered by means of reflective accounts
recorded in diaries, compiled when these same mentor participants next mentored
a student. I then held 'second-round' interviews, the data from the 'first round'
interviews and diaries bringing a sharper focus to these subsequent interviews.
The data gathered by interview and the reflective accounts from diaries were
analysed according to the principles of a grounded theory approach.
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Recruiting to the study
I met with the Chief Executive of my Health Board and gained agreement for my
project in principle, subject to NHS ethics committee approval. This was
encouraging; I felt that I had achieved the support of a 'champion', someone who
would be prepared to vouch for the value of me as a researcher and the project
(Bryman, 2008). The Nurse Director was also supportive and gave her consent to
mentors being interviewed whilst 'on duty', rather than during their own time. I
realised that the key 'gatekeepers' were the senior charge nurses who were the
direct line managers of mentors. I attended meetings with them and explained my
research aims, objectives, and research methods. This met with a positive
response. I was aware that people would be doing me a favour if they agreed to
help and I wanted to be clear about what I was asking of them. I tried to be honest
with regard to my estimates of mentors' time involvement in the project, stressed
that it would not be onerous, involving 2 interviews of one hour or so during the
total duration of the project, estimated at 3 years. I confirmed that I would employ
flexibility in arranging meetings with mentors.
Participant mentors
There are 18 clinical placement areas across hospital and community settings,
with approximately 100 mentors recorded on the locally held mentor register. They
support a range of nursing students in the workplace; the majority undertaking
NMC approved pre-registration nursing programmes of three or four year's
duration. This research set out to explore the perceptions of these mentors.
I devised an advertisement (Appendix 3) seeking expressions of interest from
mentors who might be willing to engage with the project. I distributed this widely
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throughout my Health Board area electronically and in 'hard copy' to all clinical
areas. It was also displayed on notice boards. I was keen to reach both new and
experienced mentors from both hospital and community settings to access a range
of views and experiences. With a pool of only 100 mentors, I did not want to set
restrictive admission criteria and fail to achieve sufficient respondents. Therefore,
the only criterion I set for admission to the study was current registration on the
locally held mentor register. I received 10 expressions of interest. Each
respondent was sent an information sheet (Appendix 4) providing more detail of
my research. Having read this, all agreed to proceed. I allowed a minimum of two
weeks between issuing information sheets and commencing the research so that
potential participants did not feel pressured into proceeding. 10 mentors were
recruited to the study. Prior to interviews taking place I asked participants to sign a
consent form (Appendix 5). Later in the project, I provided a further information
sheet to explain the use of diaries and gained consent for this also (Appendices 6
and 7). 8 diaries were completed in total. Table 3.1 presents the mentors
participating in the research. Pseudonyms have been used to protect mentor
identity.














































Table 3.1 Participant mentors
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Ethical Considerations
I was conscious of the importance of conducting my research within an ethical
framework. Dockrell (1988) points out that concern with ethical considerations in
educational research has increased in recent years; previously the emphasis was
on technical standards. To ensure that Iwas following best practice I adhered to
the British Educational Research Association's Ethical Guidelines throughout. As
this research was being conducted within the National Health Service, Iwas
required to seek approval from the Regional Research Ethics Committee. Iwas
keen to progress my application, aware that when dealing with ethics committees
the approval process can be lengthy and there is the potential for delay (Bell,
2010).
My decision to use diaries as a research tool came following my initial submission
to the research ethics committee, I was then required to submit a 'substantial
amendment request' (Appendices 8, 9 and 10 provide examples of
correspondence with the NHS research ethics committee). Permission to conduct
the research was also sought and obtained from the Open University's Human
Participants and Materials Ethics Committee and our partner University's School of
Nursing and Midwifery Ethics Review Panel. I registered the project with the Open
University's Data Protection Office. As a registered nurse I adhere to 'The Code:
Standards of conduct, performance and ethics for nurses and midwives', (NMC,
2008b), I provided participant mentors with written information to remind them of
my obligations to act should any information be revealed during the course of the
research that might indicate poor practice in the workplace (Appendix 11). This
situation did not arise but I felt it important to make my intentions explicit at this
early stage.
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I hoped that my information sheets and consent forms provided reassurances that
the research would be conducted ethically. Anonymisation of the research
participants occurred on recruitment to the study. Each mentor was allocated an
identifying number, this was used to identify all the data provided by means
interview and diary so that quotations could not be attributable. In writing this final
report I have assigned pseudonyms, this is a personal preference, one I feel adds
a human dimension to the narrative. I have removed references to the name of
my Health Board area, conscious that the small numbers involved have the
potential to compromise anonymity.
'Insider' research
Being an employee of the Health Board in which I was undertaking research
conferred me with 'insider' status. 'Insider' researchers are variously defined
(Hellawell, 2006) but are generally considered to have an intimate knowledge of
the community they are researching due to previous and on-going association. It
is usually assumed that this intimate knowledge is beneficial in that it offers
insights that are difficult to achieve by an 'outsider'. As an 'insider' there were
certainly practical advantages for me. For example, as I was 'on-site' travel was
not a problem and I could contact mentors easily. Gaining initial access to
mentors, once ethics committee approval had been granted, proved to be easy as
I was able to tap into long established working relationships with the Chief
Executive, Nurse Director and Senior Charge Nurses. I received a good response
to my advertisement seeking participants to the study, which might not have been
the case had I been completely unknown. I felt that I could establish a rapport with
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mentors that might have taken many months to build as an 'outsider'. However, I
saw my 'insider' status as a rather double edged sword in that there were also
many pitfalls. On a personal level, I was conscious that as an 'insider' I would
have to live with my mistakes if things went wrong with the research and that
'failure' would be a rather public affair. 'Outsider' research is where the researcher
is not familiar with the setting being researched. This can be advantageous in that
being a stranger, outside the social setting, it may be easier to 'retain perspective'
and not take things for granted in the way that an 'insider' researcher might do.
The regional research ethics committee had some concerns regarding my insider
status and rejected my first application. The committee's view was that potential
participants might feel obliged to take part due to my senior role in the
organisation. The committee was reassured when I confirmed that I had no line
management responsibilities for mentors and that participation was entirely
voluntary. They were drawing attention to the 'power dynamics' that can be
particularly problematic for insider researchers. There was a possibility that
mentors saw participation in the research as a means of currying favour with me,
of manipulating me in some way or of trying to impress me. I have no power to
directly influence their careers and so thought this unlikely but awareness of such
issues was important so that I could adopt strategies to minimise such
possibilities. The committee thus highlighted one aspect of my relationship as an
'insider' with my research participants from an ethical perspective but there were
many other dimensions to consider. I carefully weighed my relationship with my
research participants throughout my research and have presented this in a
summary format by adapting a framework devised by Le Gallais (2003) (See
Appendix 12). Here I try to capture my understanding that 'insider' or 'outsider'
research is not the stark dichotomy that might be assumed and that it is better
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considered as a continuum (Le Gallais, 2003). I followed the advice of Hellawell
(2006, p. 489), who asks that researchers consider the 'subtly varying shades of
'insiderism' and 'outsiderism". He suggests that rather than there being one
continuum, researchers should gauge their varying positions on a multiple series
of parallel ones. This helped me to understand that my relationship with research
participants was complex, multi-dimensional and in a state of flux and to consider
how my 'insider' status impacted upon my research.
I tried to keep alert to the impact that my insider status might have as I conducted
the research. For example, whilst interviewing I considered ways that being an
'insider' impacted upon my perspectives and interpretations and the way that
respondents reacted to me (See Appendix 12). I devised strategies to mitigate
negative aspects of my insider status, for instance, at interview stressing that there
were no right or wrong answers to my questions. I have to accept that participants
may not have been reassured by this but their often frank responses indicate that
they were not inhibited.
Reflexivity
In qualitative research there is an acknowledgement that researchers influence
and are influenced by the research they undertake. Reflexivity is one means of
recognising this reciprocal relationship and making it explicit. This is in contrast to
a positivist approach where in an effort to avoid the appearance of 'contaminating'
data, researchers tend to 'write themselves out of the text' (Scott, 1997, p.133).
Throughout my research I tried to adopt a reflexive approach to help account for
my influence on the research process, as I hope to have illustrated with my
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discussion throughout this chapter on the potential impact of being an 'insider'.
tried to be proactive in seeking out the subjectivity in my work, considering its
implications as the research progressed, rather than just acknowledging
retrospectively that it existed (Peshkin, 1998). As I was a lone researcher I did not
have the different perspectives that colleagues might have offered and was aware
that bias can be particularly insidious when only one person conducts a set of
interviews (8ell, 2010).
Keeping a reflexive journal helped me to consider the part I played as a researcher
and author in the construction of knowledge. The research methods I utilised, the
decisions I made and my values and biases all had the potential to influence the
research in a variety of ways. I used my journal to help explore the implications of
such issues and to devise strategies to deal with them where possible. My
research journal served a number of purposes charting both my personal as well
as my research journey. For example, I wrestled with decisions regarding my
research design, trying to balance advantages and disadvantages of approaches
and seeking solutions to problems. For instance, I decided to audio record
interviews, rejecting video recording as being too intrusive and inhibiting. Making
a note in my journal of any issues that seemed of particular significance to
mentors was a strategy to compensate for the lack of a record of body language.
also used a section of my journal in a more personal way, writing down my hopes,
fears and doubts about the research process itself. For example, castigating
myself for my lack of confidence and poor interview technique that I felt hampered
me in gaining the information that I sought! Writing in this way was positive in that
it provided much needed perspective and helped to keep me on track when I felt
like giving up! I also tried to identify my own personal biases, for instance,
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acknowledging that I admired mentors for the work they did and that this might
lead me to present too 'rosy' a picture of their world and guarding against doing
so. Bryman (2008) points out that 'Reflexivity' can encompass a variety of sub-
meanings, including taking account of the researcher's relationship with those
studied as well as methodological self-consciousness and self-reflection. My
reflexive journal was used for all of these purposes and in this way was a resource
in itself contributing to my research.
Research Instruments
In this section I discuss my use of interviews and diaries as data gathering tools.
In making my choice of research instruments I considered those that were
appropriate to my research approach. Interviews and diaries seemed congruent
with a grounded theory approach, in giving access to the perspectives that
mentors brought to their role.
Data collection by means of interviews began in March 2008 and continued until
July 2008. Unfortunately, a number of personal issues arose at this time
necessitating a suspension of my studies. Interviews resumed, with the same
participants, in June 2009 and all data collection was completed by August 2010.
tried to arrange interviews allowing for a minimum of a two week interval between
each but this depended upon the availability of participants who travelled from
outer islands to meet with me, and I wanted to be flexible to accommodate them.
This time span between interviews was to allow for 'constant comparative
analysis'. This is a key feature of grounded theory, in which data analysis helps to
bring sharper focus to subsequent interviews, as I discuss in more detail later in
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this chapter. In a similar way I hoped to collect data from diaries so that this could
inform subsequent data gathering by means of interviews. However, the
chronology of when diaries were completed was very dependent upon when
students were allocated to clinical placements and whether participant mentors
were allocated to mentor them, as presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Data gathering tools and chronology
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Interviews
I decided to conduct one to one interviews with mentors from both hospital and
community settings. I chose interviewing as the primary source of data collection
as it offered an approach that was adaptable (Bell, 2010). This meant that I could
adopt an interview style providing respondents with as much flexibility as possible
to discuss issues that were important to them. In subsequent, 'second round'
interviews I could focus on matters of significance that emerged from the data, in
keeping with my grounded theory approach. Miller and Glassner (2004) state that
the interview method may provide access to the meanings people attribute to their
experiences and social worlds, helping me to achieve my research aims by
gaining insights into the perceptions of mentors. Interviews offered the chance to
probe mentor experiences in detail and gain an understanding of workplace
learning through their eyes, providing, I hoped, rich information. I explained this
approach in my pre-interview briefing and reiterated the written information
distributed at the start of the study (Appendix 4).
My aim was to balance retaining control of the interview, by keeping mentors
focused on the topic of mentorship, with adopting an 'informant interview' style
(Powney and Watts, 1987). Powney and Watts avoid the myriad terms used to
describe and categorise interviews, for instance, structured, semi-structured,
unstructured, formal, in-depth and so on. They identify only two main styles
described as 'respondent' or 'informant interviews', determined by where the locus
of control is held. I tried to engage with mentors as informants and in such a way
as to encourage them to collaborate with me in expressing their interests and
concerns. I did this by having a broad topic list of areas to discuss in my 'first
round' interviews but I used this as a prompt to stimulate discussion rather than as
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a line of questioning to which I rigidly adhered. I tried to devise questions in
reaction to the responses of the interviewees as a means to open up avenues of
conversation. In this way I was able to probe responses and give latitude to what
was discussed. This is important as in a grounded theory approach the field of
enquiry derives from the participant's perspective (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). In
'second round' interviews I was more focused as a result of my on-going data
analysis. In grounded theory, data gathering occurs until no new data emerges.
Due to my small number of volunteers and limited capacity to generate large
volumes of data, I was aware that I may not achieve 'saturation' (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998, p.136). This would have implications for my research in a more
'tentative' presentation of assertions arising from my findings.
Venue
I carefully considered when and where to hold the interviews. I sought a relaxed,
informal setting, away from busy, clinical areas. Bryman (2008) advises that
interviews take place in a quiet place and one that is private, so that interviewees
are not concerned about being overheard. I hoped such a venue might help to
distance my role as 'researcher' from that of my position as 'Practice Educator'.
offered coffee and biscuits at the start of interviews in an effort to make the
interview as non-threatening as possible so that mentors could relax and speak
freely. I had known these mentors in a variety of capacities over many years, as I
have held a number of roles within my Health Board area prior to my current post,
including those of senior midwife and senior nurse. I hoped to build on an already
established rapport but at the same time was cognisant of the disadvantages that
can accompany 'insider' status, as I have discussed above.
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Recording Interviews
Interviews were recorded, having obtained both verbal and written consent from
interviewees (Appendix 5). As soon as interviews were concluded I labelled the
tape, preserving anonymity of the mentors. All tapes were stored securely, in line
with assurances provided to the ethics committee. I transcribed the tapes
verbatim as soon as possible following interviews, in all cases within one week of
the interview taking place. Interviews on average lasted for 1 hour and took
approximately 10 hours to transcribe. I was concerned that audio recording might
make the mentors feel awkward and reduce spontaneity of responses. This
proved not to be the case and after a short period the interviewees seemed hardly
to notice the microphone and recorder.
Interview style
Once interviews had been conducted and transcribed, I revisited the transcripts
many times to analyse the mentors' responses but also to scrutinise my own role
in the interview process. I tried to demonstrate the characteristics of 'good
interviewers' as described by Morse and Field (1996, p.77) by adopting a passive
role and not leading the interviewees. However, I was conscious of a dilemma. I
was attempting to follow Morse and Field's (1996) advice by being an
'inconspicuous' researcher at the same time as trying to encourage the mentor in
conversation. This was a difficult balance to achieve; I was full of angst, trying to
'pitch' the interview appropriately. For instance, in an effort to stimulate
conversation I posed potentially leading questions such as, 'If I were to say that
mentoring is demanding, how would you respond?' There were times in which I
urged responses with a 'Yes, I know what you mean', or 'mms' and 'that's very
interesting'. My body language supported this with nods and smiles and I
wondered if lied the mentors by expressing my approval. The technique of
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summarising participants' responses is also denounced by Morse and Field (1996)
on the grounds that it can make participants feel self-conscious. In the transcripts,
I found examples of myself doing so, all in an effort to ease the discourse. I took
some comfort from other novice researchers who wrestled with similar challenges
(Carolan, 2003, Hand, 2003). Wilde (1992), discussing the relationship between
researcher and informant in qualitative research, proposes that interventions by
the researcher, far from being undesirable, can open up avenues of enquiry
previously unexplored adding a richness to the research. I set out with the
intention of trying to establish a dialogue when I began my interviews, attempting
to achieve 'a conversation' with mentors in which they could speak freely. Stroh
(2000) argues that attempts at conversation should acknowledge that, to varying
extents, bias and subjectivity will playa part just as would be the case in 'normal'
or 'natural' conversations. Holstein and Gubrium (2004) describe the 'active
interview', suggesting that there should be explicit recognition that both
participants in the interview are implicated in meaning construction. They thus
cast bias in a new light. Reflecting upon my own part in the interviews has led me
to appreciate that rather than 'contaminating' the data, I contributed to the
'meaning' that was constructed by us both together, in keeping with the naturalistic
paradigm I had chosen to adopt.
I was grateful to mentors for giving up their time to meet with me, for some the
experience seemed to have some benefits, with my questions sometimes opening
a 'flood-gate' of dialogue. Gloria felt that our interview sessions were 'cathartic'
and a number of mentors commented that they found the sessions therapeutic.
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For example,
That is why I like coming and telling you things .... when you speak it through
yourself and you think it through, you think well it was o.k. to do that so ..
that's why I like to come here. Fiona, interview 2, 67-72
I felt pleased that mentors felt able to speak openly with me and that I was
generating rich data from my research. Other researchers have reported that
interviewing can be a positive experience for respondents. Oakley (1981, p.50)
describes the impact of her interviews on women in the peri-natal period,
respondents commented upon the therapeutic effect of 'getting it out of your
system'. I was aware that for the mentors in my study there were sometimes
sensitive issues that might cause distress in their telling, for example, dealing with
failing students. Therefore, at the end of each interview I gauged the situation,
prepared to offer referral to staff support services as required. This proved not to
be necessary. However, it did increase my realisation that mentors might benefit
from the opportunity to discuss their mentoring experiences.
Documentary Research
Documentary sources are often used in qualitative research. They can include a
wide range of personal and official materials such as diaries, letters and reports. I
decided to ask participant mentors to complete a diary when they next mentored a
student. I asked them to do so for the duration of one episode of mentoring, that
is, for a maximum 12 week student allocation. My rationale for the use of diaries
was twofold. Firstly, as a data gathering tool, diaries seemed to offer many
advantages in helping address my research questions. They offered a means of
generating data produced by mentors themselves whilst they were engaging with
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students in clinical practice. I asked that mentors complete their diaries
'contemporaneously' on a daily basis when time permitted. Diaries thus had the
potential to provide insights that might not have been forthcoming by means of
interview, as diaries are less affected by recall bias (Bowling, 2009). Importantly,
diary research seemed appropriate for the grounded theory methodology I had
chosen to adopt, providing direct access to the mentors' perceptions of their role
and their lived experience. I planned to analyse the reflective data generated from
the diaries according to the principles of a grounded theory approach,
substantiating data generated by interviews and moving me towards saturation of
categories that had evolved from the data. I had rejected the idea of direct
observation of mentors because it was potentially intrusive in clinical areas,
difficult to co-ordinate, time consuming and not directly congruent with my
grounded theory approach. Diaries seemed to offer an alternative solution as they
can serve as a proxy for direct observation (Robson, 2002). I liked the notion that
diarists would be almost 'co-researchers' if given appropriate instruction on what to
record to help meet my research aims. Diaries usually deal with behaviours rather
than emotions. However, they can be adapted to suit a variety of purposes (Bell,
2010). I sought to utilise this flexibility and set about devising a diary format in
which mentors could record their mentoring activities and reflections, providing me
with access to their thoughts and attitudes (Appendix 13). I noted from reviewing
the literature that diary research had been used successfully in nursing research
(Baglin and Rugg, 2010).
The second reason for utilising diaries as a research instrument related to my
personal objectives in undertaking this project. I wanted to enhance my research
skills and felt that I could broaden my repertoire in the use of data gathering tools
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by using a documentary data source. I was also very aware that this project was
undertaken in an effort to gain an academic qualification. I was worried that a
study relying on interview data alone might not generate a sufficient volume of
data, and the use of only one data gathering tool might not impress my examiners.
In retrospect, I now realise that these fears were unfounded.
Diary research did not provide a panacea in terms of data collection. However, by
using diaries with a committed group of volunteers I hoped to minimise problems.
Those who are 'press-ganged' into completing diaries, a potentially irksome task,
are unlikely to complete them thoroughly, if at all (Bell, 2010, p.178). I provided
detailed written instructions, a 'sample' diary, (Appendix 13), and verbal briefing to
guide mentors in providing the type of reflective material I sought. Instructions
must be explicit when asking participants to complete diaries (Bell, 2010). The
diary format was devised to encourage reflective accounts in the open 'comments'
sections on a daily and weekly basis. I hoped to generate data pertaining to time
that mentors spent undertaking mentoring activities with their students in the 'week
on one page' sections. As mentors are busy clinicians, they made only brief diary
entries. I was able to note core mentoring activities but unable to make estimates
of time spent engaged in them. The 'free response' comments were transcribed
and coded in the same way as data generated by interview and provided some
interesting insights, helping me move towards saturation of categories.
When documents are used in research they have frequently come into existence
for another purpose and are then accessed and analysed by researchers to inform
their studies. In such a situation researchers must carefully consider the quality of
this documentary data. Bryman (2008) suggests that four criteria are used for
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doing so; these are authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning.
Although the diaries were produced at my request as a data gathering tool, I
considered them in the light of 8ryman's criteria. With regard to authenticity, I was
confident that the material was generated by specific mentors as I could identify
the handwriting of all. However, doubts existed regarding credibility. The data
generated from diaries was produced specifically for the purpose of my research
and as such the data did not hold the advantage of 'non-reactivity'. In other words,
a major problem for me to consider was the extent to which completing a diary had
altered the mentors' behaviour (Oppenheim, 1992). Mentors might seek to
present themselves in a better light by documenting activities with students that
they would not normally undertake. I hoped to minimise this by discussion at my
verbal briefing with mentors. With regard to representativeness, I was struck by
the similarity of the diary entries, despite the distance between mentors and
different working environments. In total, I collected data from 8 diaries, all of which
recorded similar activities. I am therefore confident that the data is typical of its
kind. As diaries were kept over a period of several weeks, I felt this more likely to
capture a broad span of usual activity than if I had collected shorter 'snapshots' of
a day or week that may have been atypical. There have been some difficulties with
comprehensibility in that occasionally handwriting has been difficult to decipher. In
addition, most diaries were only very partially completed, with some weeks devoid
of any entries at all. Mentors adopted different styles in the way that they recorded
material. For example, some provided detailed, reflective accounts in the 'first
person' whilst others adopted a more detached approach, writing with the reader
in mind. I had suspicions that the mentors completed the diaries retrospectively,
possibly just before I was to collect them, as most were filled in with exactly the
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same ink. I may be incorrect in this assumption, as one mentor explained to me
during an interview session,
'Actually it was really helpful. I used it in my own way that after every shift
that I had done with the student, I actually just dated it and kind of said what
had happened in the day. . ...... but certainly doing the log everyday was a
good way to look back and reflect really'. Irene, interview 2, 14-27
Overall, the diaries have provided information regarding the range of learning
experiences to which students are exposed. The 'open comments', whilst variable
in their quality and quantity; have added some insights into mentor experience that
helped to substantiate my findings. If diaries were completed at some time later,
as I suspected, the advantages of more contemporaneous accounts would be lost
but the quality of reflection still provided further access to mentor perceptions. The
data from the 'open comments' sections were transcribed and analysed in the
same way as the interview transcripts, using a grounded theory approach.
Rigour and trustworthiness
In quantitative studies the extent to which findings are deemed 'valid' and 'reliable'
is determined by the objectivity with which data gathering tools are administered
and bias is controlled. The situation is rather different in qualitative studies such
as mine, where the tools of data collection are not predetermined or standardised.
Furthermore, the researcher is an instrument of data collection and analysis and
contributes to the construction of knowledge with the participants. This has led
some authors to suggest that 'Trustworthiness' is more appropriate as a means of
assessing the quality of qualitative research (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Parahoo
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(2006, p.410) claims that researchers are 'still grappling with what constitutes
rigour in qualitative research', a point also made by Tobin and Begley (2004). A
number of strategies have been utilised, for instance, audit trail, reflexivity and
validation by experts and lor participants to ensure rigour (Koch, 1994). In
qualitative research, terms such as 'credibility', 'auditability' and 'transferability' are
preferred to those of validity, reliability, objectivity and bias.
Credibility
The core element of a credible study is that the author has provided enough
description of the methods, the participants, interactions and decisions taken so
that the reader is convinced of the believability of the study because the 'integrity
of the findings are rooted in the data themselves' (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p.
243). In this report I have attempted to convince the reader of the credibility of the
study by providing a detailed account of the methods I employed in collecting and
analysing the data, with richness of presentation and discussion of findings.
Credibility refers to the extent to which findings are believable and judged as
accurate by both the research participants and independent experts. To address
the extent to which the participant mentors felt my study reflected their
experiences, I made short 'Power point' presentations at 'mentor update' sessions
as my data analysis progressed. Mentors told me that they could recognise my
interpretation of their experience as their own, that I had 'got it right'. Such
'member checks' are 'the single most crucial technique for establishing credibility'
according to Guba and Lincoln (1989, p.239), a view endorsed by Polit and Beck
(2006). I felt that such an approach was an appropriate way of 'member checking'
to enhance the credibility of my research. I considered seeking more detailed,
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individualised feedback from mentors but rejected this. Difficulties can arise in
participant validation, for example, in how to resolve disagreements between
participants (Sandelowski, 1998). I decided that I had taken adequate measures
to broadly gauge mentors' views on my interpretation of the data, balanced against
this potential difficulty of resolving a protracted dispute.
I did not discuss my work with external independent experts as I had access to my
supervisors, established experts in the field of practice education. They provided
on-going feedback as they scrutinised my work as I submitted twelve project
reports throughout the progress of the research. I also received detailed feedback
from the wider EdD team following submission of my Year One report. I decided
that this was robust and adequate feedback bearing in mind the issues that
Sandelowski (1998, p.467) raises regarding 'expert validation', questioning
whether even those with very impressive credentials are 'in any position to certify
as valid the findings, descriptions, categories, theories, or meanings in studies in
which they played no intimate part'.
The personal credibility of the researcher has an important contribution to the
credibility of the research overall. This is because the researcher is seen as
central to data collection, analysis and reporting. By making qualifications and
experience explicit, the researcher can help to convince the reader that they are a
trustworthy researcher (Riley, 1996). I have been registered with the NMC as a
Lecturer and Practice Educator for 10 years. In this role I have closely supported
mentors and students in both acute and community settings. My Master's degree
in Education was undertaken during this period, this included a small study
exploring students' experiences of learning in clinical practice. Prior to this I held
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the role of mentor as staff nurse and midwife, demonstrating experience in
practice education spanning many years. By making my 'credentials' explicit in this
way I hope to enhance the credibility of the study.
As I have alluded to above, the Open University's EdD programme is very
structured, with formal reports submitted on a regular basis. Hence the level of
scrutiny is intense as the on-going research is monitored very closely. This adds to
the credibility of the findings.
Auditability
Auditability refers to the ability to track the research data. It also refers to each of
the steps of the research process being clearly described so that an independent
researcher can critique the research from its beginning to the analysis and
interpretation of the data (Polgar and Thomas, 2008). This would entail a second
party auditing the decisions and analytical processes of the primary researcher.
Parahoo (2006) states that auditing all the actions and decisions of a qualitative
researcher is an impossible task. Furthermore, Cutcliffe and McKenna (2004)
argue that the absence of an audit trail does not necessarily challenge the
credibility of qualitative findings. As this research was undertaken as part of an
EdD programme, I did not ask another researcher to audit my work, having
feedback from my supervisors as previously described. However, throughout this
report I have provided details and the rationale for the key decisions that I have
made. I have also provided detailed examples of how coding has taken place and
themes and categories derived from the data, with labelling of all data permitting
tracking to their original source. I have done this to demonstrate transparency in
the way that I have conceptualised the data.
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Transferability
Transferability or 'fittingness' is the extent to which the findings of a grounded
theory study can be of use to other populations or settings similar to those in the
study (Parahoo, 2006). The researcher should provide sufficient contextual
information to make judgements possible by others (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). In
this final report I have set the context in which this research was conducted,
describing the remote and rural island setting. I have provided detail of the
participant mentors and their areas of practice. I have I also provided detail of how
the data were gathered, analysed and how findings were conceptualised.
Judgements can then be made by readers as to the transferability of the findings.
Data Analysis
Interviews and diaries generated qualitative data; in this section I discuss my
analysis of this data. I begin with a description of how data were transcribed and
then provide detail of how coding of the data was undertaken.
Transcribing the data
My first step in analysing the data was to ensure that I had each transcript
identified correctly whilst maintaining anonymity. I then numbered each line of text
in each transcript and numbered each page. My decision to transcribe the data
myself rather than employ an audio typist paid dividends in that I became very
familiar indeed with the data, essential when adopting a grounded theory
approach. Whilst transcribing I had the opportunity to jot down initial thoughts
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about what was being said and identify potential codes. Also, although time
consuming, I was confident that my painstaking approach had produced a very
accurate transcript. Dave Ebutt (cited in Powney and Watts, 1987, p. 105)
describes his frustration at having to correct the 'free and highly imaginative
interpretation' of an audio typist he employed. I read and re-read the interviews
with the audio tape playing as a final check for accuracy. I noted on the transcript
any nuance, emphasis or particular tone of voice that I felt was important in
conveying the intended meaning or capturing the demeanour of the interviewees.
I sent copies of the transcripts to participants. I did this to offer them the
opportunity to confirm the accuracy of the texts and also to generate a sense of
'ownership' and inclusion; no amendments were made as a result. Qualitative
data from the diaries were transcribed and analysed in the same way as the data
generated from interviews.
The coding process
I began the coding process as soon as I had transcribed my first interview using
an iterative process of questioning the data in a systematic, detailed way. Coding
entails reviewing transcripts and allocating 'labels' to those aspects of the data that
seem to have potential significance. They are a shorthand way of helping label
and organise the data. I recognised that in adopting a grounded theory approach,
my interpretation of the data would influence the emergent codes. I planned to
check my interpretation with participant mentors as analysis progressed. In
keeping with Strauss and Corbin'S (1998) recommendations, I progressed through
the three stages of open, axial and selective coding.
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There are a number of computer software programmes available to assist with
qualitative data analysis, such as NVivo. The computer takes over the 'manual
labour' involved, such as making marginal notes and physically cutting and pasting
data. However, I considered that I already had most of the cutting and retrieval
features that I required using 'Word for Windows' bearing in mind that my data set
was not massive. There were also the advantages of not having to purchase,
install and learn to navigate my way around new software when I was feeling
under pressure and deadlines loomed. Furthermore, there are some perceived
disadvantages to the use of 'Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software'. These criticisms centre on the fact that the use of such software can
result in an exaggerated degree of fragmentation of the data. The consequence
being that the narrative flow of transcripts can be lost (Weaver and Atkinson, cited
in Bryman, 2008) and this can adversely impact upon the context in which data are
viewed. Taking this into account I decided to analyse my data manually.
Open Coding
I began by using the open coding process, described by Strauss and Corbin
(1998), on the first interview transcript, having first labelled each page and
numbered each line for subsequent references and auditing, as I have described
above. As I worked through the transcript I underlined words and phrases that
seemed significant and relevant to my research questions and I made comments
in the margins. I assigned preliminary codes to short phrases or significant words.
I made summaries of each transcript in words, and I used 'Mind Maps' as a means
of summarising interviews and assimilating some of my initial thoughts (Appendix
14). I found 'Mind Maps' useful in helping to organise my thoughts, Buzan (2003,
p.11) describes them as the 'Swiss army knife for the brain' and advocates the use
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of mind maps to help create order from chaos. Open coding is so called because
it opens up the text in order to expose 'the thoughts, ideas and meanings
contained therein' (Strauss and Corbin, 1998, p.102). I generated these
preliminary open codes very freely (Appendix 15).
I used quotation marks around some codes to indicate that they were derived from
the actual words of mentors, so called 'en vivo' codes. In this way, codes were
generated from short phrases or individual words with some data having more
than one code assigned to it. At this stage I did not discard any data, rather I tried
to code and comment upon everything as Glaser and Strauss (1967) say that
ideally all data should be accounted for.
The constant comparison approach
I examined the transcript from the next interview and all the interviews conducted
thereafter, with the first interview in mind and compared one with the other. In this
way I developed and added to the open codes as I went along, conducting
interviews, transcribing the data and then comparing one transcript with the other.
As I worked through each transcript, comparing one with the other, I noted what I
thought to be any inconsistencies, contradictions or any common themes that
seemed to be emerging. 'Constant comparison' is a process requiring the
researcher to compare incidents in the data with one another and to the literature
in order to develop codes, identify their properties and in due course develop core
categories (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). It is a means of maintaining a close
connection between data and conceptualisation. To help with the process of
constant comparison Ideveloped a database for each code, with quotations from
each transcript. (Appendix 16). Doing so helped me to identify patterns,
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similarities and differences in mentors' experiences as I interrogated the data. My
analysis and thoughts were recorded in the form of memos, discussed in more
detail below.
Axial coding
I began the process of axial coding by looking for relationships and connections
between the codes that had been established during open coding. I did this by re-
examining my transcripts and codes in a very focused way, establishing potential
links between codes and then considering carefully what such links meant. My
aim was to establish more abstract 'categories', encompassing more than one
code, at a higher conceptual level. In this way Iwas 'reassembling data that were
fractured during open coding' as described by Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 124).
Iwas attempting to put the data 'back together again' in a new way that took into
account the relationships between codes. To help in this process of establishing
relationships between codes I interrogated the data asking such questions as, how
are mentors supporting students, why are they adopting a particular approach,
what is in it for them, what are the consequences of their different approaches?
This was congruent with the 'paradigm model' advocated by Strauss and Corbin
(1988, p.128) described by them as 'nothing more than a perspective taken
towards data, another analytic stance that systematically helps to gather and order
data'.
Selective coding
Having been so immersed in the analysis of my research data for a lengthy period,
by this stage I felt that I had a 'gut' sense of what my research was all about
(Strauss and Corbin, 1998, p. 148). I tried to articulate this in memo format by
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writing a storyline to help me to understand 'what seems to be going on here' as
advocated by Strauss and Corbin (1998, p.148). This was important in helping me
to try to identify an explanatory core category or central concept. I was seeking to
identify a central concept, the key issue around which all the other categories are
integrated.
Memo writing
Writing memos was an integral part of the process of analysis. According to
Strauss and Corbin (1998) there are no wrong or poorly written memos. They
point out that they are unlikely to be seen by anyone other than the analyst. This
was reassuring because I was sure that my memo writing was of a poor literary
standard I However, memos provided an important function in that they helped me
to record the progress of my research, my thoughts on emerging categories and
sometimes my feelings on how the research was progressing. My memos took a
number of different forms. I began with summaries of interviews, written from my
'mind maps', 'margin' notes and my initial impressions of interviews. I also wrote
memos in the form of 'code notes' that explored my thoughts relating to how codes
had been defined and how my ideas evolved and changed as I revisited them on
subsequent readings of the transcripts. These served as 'memory joggers' to
record my initial ideas as I was working with the data.
Appendix 17 illustrates the process by which I gathered and analysed the data.
The disadvantage of such a diagram is that it makes it appear that each stage is
distinct and separate and that analysis was undertaken in a precise and ordered
way. The reality was very different as grounded theory methodology stresses the
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very cyclical nature of the process. I moved from different levels in a very flexible
way as I struggled to conceptualise what the mentors were saying.
Presentation of findings
I considered very carefully how to present my findings. I reflected upon how my
decisions as an author would impact upon how my findings were conveyed to an
audience. Jackson (2000) challenges researchers to consider such issues as
how data are attributed, the extent to which data are 'cleaned up' and whether it is
acceptable to rearrange extracts to support a particular point. I considered
presenting 'vignettes' of mentor activity (Miles and Huberman, 1994) but decided
that the best approach to present the data clearly would be to organise it around
the categories and subcategories that emerged from the data. Clearly attributing
data to individual mentors and adhering to accepted conventions indicating gaps in
the narrative were important in representing the data accurately. I hoped that by
providing detailed examples of how coding had taken place and how categories
and elements were derived I would be transparent in demonstrating how I have
conceptualised the data.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented the research design of the study. To explore the
experiences of mentors supporting pre-registration nursing students a qualitative
approach was adopted guided by the principles and procedures of grounded
theory.
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The purpose of the study, to increase understanding of the experiences of mentors
directed my choice of a qualitative methodology. Such an approach allows for the
inclusion of rich information that might be excluded had a positivist paradigm been
adopted. The main source of data was one to one interviews. Interviews provided
detailed insights into mentors' experiences. Data gathering by means of diaries
also provided insights and helped to move me towards saturation of some
categories. Data were analysed according the principles of grounded theory
utilising constant comparison. 'First round' interviews being conducted and
compared one with the other, data analysis commencing with the very first
interview. Data from diaries contributed to development of categories and all of
this data shaped 'second round' interviews. The coding process began with open
coding, to 'open up' the data and proceeded through axial and selective coding,
each stage taking the data to a higher conceptual level. The final stage was to
collect core categories together under one central category, 'Fostering student
learning'. In the next chapter I go on to present the categories and subcategories
that capture mentors' experiences of 'Fostering Student Learning'.
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4. What Mentors say about their role
In this chapter I present the themes that emerged from interviews with 10
participant mentors and from diaries kept by 8 of these mentors. My aim was to
identify their experiences of supporting learners and to understand their role in
promoting professional development so that students meet the requirements of the
NMC (2004) for registration. One to one interviews provided access to a rich
seam of material regarding mentors' experiences of their day to day interactions
with students and to personal reflections on their wider mentoring role. The diary
format provided the opportunity to generate detailed data, gathered
contemporaneously, providing information about mentoring activities, as well as
reflective accounts from mentors. Both data collection methods were congruent
with a grounded theory approach, providing access to the experiences of mentors.
From the data I identified 3 categories, 'Having a student', 'Passing it on' and 'A




'Having a student' 'Passing it on' 'A surrogate family'
Subcategories
'It's part and parcel of
nursing'
A good placement 'A mother and her child'
'Commitment' Establishing learning need 'Sussing them out'
'It's good for us' 'Showing them right' A new family member
'A big responsibility' Giving feedback
The feel good factor 'Speaking them through'
'Pride and passion' - promoting the
essence of nursing
Table 4.1 Categories and subcategories derived from the data
I now go on to present these categories and subcategories using examples of data
from the interview transcripts and diaries. The source of each quotation is clearly
attributed, with mentors having been ascribed a pseudonym and line numbers
indicating the location in the transcribed text, to facilitate tracking back to the
original transcript.
'Having a student'
The category 'Having a student' emerged from the transcripts as mentors
described the thoughts, feelings and emotions that supporting a student meant to
them. The following 5 subcategories are related to this category:
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• 'It's part and parcel of nursing'
• 'Commitment'
• 'It's good for us'
• 'A big responsibility'
• The feel good factor
'It's part and parcel of nursing'
The participants seemed to view their role as mentor as integral and fundamentally
important to the way in which they viewed themselves as nurses. Their
perceptions of how they first took on the role seemed not to be dependent upon
undertaking a mentor preparation programme. Rather, regardless of when they
had been admitted to the formal mentor register, it seemed that participants saw
supporting students as core to being a registered nurse from the start of their
careers, as Betty and Heather indicate:
'It's just something ... students ... were always there, so you were used to
having students most of the time, it's just part of nursing isn't it? To have
nursing students working alongside, I think it's something we're all used to
now and you just expect it ... it's part and parcel of nursing ... ' Betty,
interview 1. 10-14
'I don't think that there is really a down side to having a student, / think
that's because it has a/ways been part of our role, I don't really think that
there is such a thing as a 'mentor' to be honest. / think that in nursing you
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always mentor everybody, even your patients (laughs); do you know what I
mean?' Heather. interview 1.317-320
The Code (NMC, 2008b, p.4) states that all registered nurses must 'facilitate
students and others to develop their competence' and these mentors seem to be
reflecting this, 'having a student' is what they expect as part of their nursing role.
Nettleton and Bray (2008) found that respondents felt that being a mentor was part
of their 'job description' but that most were happy to take on the responsibility. In
the current study, Gloria, an experienced nurse who undertook a formal mentor
preparation programme 4 years previously, seems to be suggesting that student
support is intrinsic to her nurse persona,
'I suppose, really, officially, I have only been a mentor, is it about 3 or 4
years, yes as an official mentor ... Whether you are directly their mentor or
whether they just happen to be passing through where you are working, you
should really be mentoring all the time if you are qualified'.
Gloria. interview 1. 13-16
Participant mentors seemed unconcerned with titles and roles 'officially' ascribed
to them,
'I could say I've had students just about all the time I've ever been a staff
nurse. When actually the name mentor came along, I can't remember but
basically I've always enjoyed the students so I think that I've always actively
seeked out to get students. So em, I think I've had students for about 15
odd years, but I can't actually remember when the name mentor appeared'.
Chris. interview 1. 11-16
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This concurs with a study by Neary (2000a) who found that practitioners' concerns
lay not in what they were called but in how to teach, assess and support students
more effectively. Although academic debate regarding the role and remit of the
mentor has spanned several decades (e.g. Donovan, 1990, Morle, 1990, Anforth,
1992, Neary, 1997, Bray and Nettleton, 2007), the mentors in this study seemed to
take a detached approach to these changes. They appeared blase regarding
formal titles and seemed accepting of student support as intrinsic to what they do.
The data presented within this subcategory seem to indicate that participants
embraced student support and embedded it into their role early in their careers.
This is important as mentoring, a complex and challenging role, requires highly
motivated nurses in order to carry it out effectively (Pulsford et al., 2002, Myall et
al.,2008). Atkins and Williams (1995), in their small investigation of 12 mentors
note the distinction between mentors who regarded mentoring as integral to their
role and those who saw it as an additional responsibility. The former regarding it
more positively and this would seem to be borne out by my findings. Mentors in
this current study seemed to regard mentoring as 'part and parcel of nursing'.
Viewed in such a way, integral to their registered nurse status, seemed to be
powerful in driving their commitment to the role.
Commitment
This subcategory emerged from the data as personal commitment seemed to be
viewed by participants as an essential component to the success of the mentoring
relationship. Participants seemed to demonstrate their commitment to the role in
terms of time they devoted to it and their declared interest in education and the
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facilitation of learning. All the mentors spoke of giving up their own personal time
to fulfil their mentoring obligations,
'I am vsI}' lucky in the aspect that I bide in X town, so if there was a student
that I didn't get a chance on the ward with ... I can nip in. I've had to do that
a couple of times ... because I will be honest, getting time, an hour off the
ward, is just not possible a lot of the time '.
Irene. interview 1. 147-155
This supports findings of Pulsford et al. (2002) and Dolan (2003) who found that
aspects of mentoring are sometimes undertaken in mentors' own time. Some of
the participants in this study gave students their personal mobile telephone
numbers so that they could access support out with working hours. They
described how they attended mentor updates on 'days off' if there were insufficient
resources to release them during 'on duty' periods, a point also noted by Nettleton
and Bray (2008). Interest in practice education and commitment to the role are
regarded as significant determinants of success in the mentoring relationship
(Andrews and Chilton, 2000, Myall et al., 2008). Here we have examples of
mentors 'going beyond the call of duty', giving their own personal time to support
students. The literature reveals that students very much value mentors who show
concern for them as individuals and are willing to spend time with them (Gray and
Smith, 2000).
It might be argued that mentors' motives are driven not by commitment to the role
but rather as a means of enhancing job prospects (Watson, 2004). A mentor
qualification provides evidence that core dimensions of The Knowledge and Skills
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Framework (Department of Health, 2004) have been met. Evidence from
participants in this current study seemed to indicate that career aspirations were
not the key motivator and that commitment to the role sprang from more personal
sources. All acknowledged that supporting students could be problematic but all
wanted to maintain their mentor status. Chris identified that effective mentors had
to do more than just 'go through the motions',
'...you might get mentors who do the job but their heart isn't in it ... '
Chris, interview 1, 42
The literature bears witness to the poor mentoring experiences that students have
sometimes endured as a result of lack of mentor commitment to the role (Gray and
Smith, 2000, Duffy, 2003). For example, in Gray and Smith's (2000) study,
students encountered mentors who broke promises, chopped and changed their
minds and delegated unwanted jobs to them. They had little interest in education
and a poor understanding of the pre-registration programme that led them to throw
students 'in at the deep end'. The students noted that poor mentors often disliked
their jobs. By contrast, the participants in this current study seemed to enjoy their
nursing roles, viewing mentorship as a core and enjoyable aspect,
'I like working with the students and er .... I love nursing very much and I
really take an interest in them because I would like them to turn out to be
good nurses. I feel because I have quite a few years of experience that I
should be quite good at doing that'. Dora, interview 1, 14-17
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Dora seems to epitomise participants' views indicating a positive attitude and
commitment toward supporting student learning. An explanation for this might be
that these participant mentors joined the study because of their interest in practice
education. Those who did not might be less committed to the role. My
questionnaire, discussed in the introductory chapter as background to this study,
with its disappointing response rate of 39%, raised more questions than provided
answers in this respect. Those who responded seemed to demonstrate an
interest in student support but more than 60% of mentors did not respond and
whose views were therefore not reflected in these results.
'It's good for us'
This subcategory evolved from the data as mentors seemed to identify a number
of personal and professional benefits that accrued to them as a result of 'Having a
student'. For example, students could provide a 'boost' to slightly 'jaded' mentors;
they were viewed as a learning resource and an impetus to maintaining high
practice standards. What emerged from the transcripts was a sense that mentors
overwhelmingly viewed mentorship in positive terms. Very rarely, 'It's good for us'
hinted at a sense of penance as mentors described the hard work involved in
supporting a student. Despite this, the presence of a student seemed appreciated
for the rejuvenating impact this could have on the individual mentor,
'..that is what I find about students, it's almost like pressing the refresh
button on the computer when you are on the internet, if you can't get a site,
it makes you sit up and think, well you know there is more to my job than
just slogging it in day in and day out'. Fiona. interview 1. 85-88
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In small teams, particularly in remote community placements, the addition of a
student could have a very noticeable impact on the dynamics of team working,
'I think that it is good for everybody, good to have new blood, new faces ..,
we don't have to stare at one another ... (laughs) Yes, we get to meet some
lovely folk, who want to come back ... '. Irene, interview 1, 433-436
Mentors seemed to be saying that a student, possessed of vitality and enthusiasm,
could give a boost to energy levels of the individual mentor and wider team. Irene
is also suggesting that students, having been introduced to how care is delivered
in a remote and rural setting, might want to return. This was a point raised by
other mentors who saw this as laying the seeds for future recruitment and as a
potentially tangible return on their 'investment' in their mentees. This seemed to
be perceived as 'good' for the individual mentor and 'good' for the wider
organisation.
The mentors seemed to regard students as an impetus to maintaining high
practice standards and an incentive to keep up to date. Participants wanted to
ensure that their practice was evidence based and that they demonstrated the
highest professional standards to their students, aware that they would be
scrutinised and possibly challenged by them. Participants described how
mentoring students encouraged them to interrogate their own practice as Betty
describes,
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'I think that we sort of all realise that yes that's all vety well but it is quite
good for us to have students because it does keep you on your toes and
you do think about well actually 'Why am I doing it and why am I doing it like
this?' and they ask questions and challenge you a bit. So it's good, it's not
always convenient to have students but I think it's vety good as well ... they
can ask the most strange questions that you think 'God, I never thought of
that". Bettv. interview 1. 17-25
Students were also regarded as a 'learning resource' as Betty later describes,
'One student I had, she'd been on another community placement, and oh
we were talking about a particular awkward leg ulcer that we'd tried different
things and she said wnere I was before we tried such and such dressing',
and it was a dressing that I had never used before. And she described it to
me, she described how it worked, so we decided to get it, to get it on
prescription and to tty it and it worked. Because, you do use the same
things, you use what you are used to and do what you are used to doing
because it's sort of tried and tested, and then you do rely on other people
for different information '. Betty. interview 1, 45-53
This seems to corroborate the findings of Carlisle et al. (2009) who found that
mentors appreciate students for what they can contribute. Student contact had
benefits in other ways, as mentors seemed to derive learning and satisfaction from
the process of mentoring itself, as Heather indicates,
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'... they tend not to have been indoctrinated into nursing attitudes, if you like,
so that they are very flexible in their thinking and I enjoy that quite a lot and
the fact that because they have to learn so much, I have to learn so much
and find different ways to get that over to them is very stimulating'. Heather.
interview 1. 42-45
'If you see that they are struggling to either take in a concept or perform a
task in a certain way, you have to think, how else can they do it and still be
safe if you like em ... so it gives you a lot of different options for yourself as
well'. Heather. interview 1. 357-359
Here Heather seems to be reflecting upon her own mentoring skills. Having
identified that a student is having difficulty, she is debating the different means by
which she can convey her knowledge and skills to help the student. She seems to
be enjoying this element of mentorship as she considers the most appropriate
means of facilitating student learning. Mentoring students seemed to be viewed
as a way of honing skills that, once developed, might be transferable to different
situations,
'..it has definitely been good for me as a nurse in maybe hopefully in future
years being in a senior position, because you are going to have.. it's not
just going to be students that's going to be problems, you are going to have
issues with staff members, staff and colleagues are going to have issues
and it's being able to provide them with that support and knowing how to
deal with it'. Irene. interview 2. 209-213
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For participants mentoring a student seems to have benefits professionally, as
students seem to be regarded for the new information they bring and the way in
which they act as a spur to ensure that practice is evidence based. The data
suggests that participants also seemed to view mentoring as a way of enhancing
their interpersonal and problem solving skills. On a more personal level the
mentors appeared to enjoy the company of a new team member, this was
particularly noted in very small teams. Thus, contact with students had many
benefits in terms of enhancing team morale, developing the interpersonal and
leadership skills of mentors and in enhancing care to patients, points made by Hall
(2006).
'A Big Responsibility - Pressure and Stress'
This subcategory evolved as mentors provided detail of what they seemed to
consider as the personal responsibility they must bear in order to facilitate effective
learning and make appropriate assessment decisions for which they are
accountable.
' .... during the training [to be a mentor] you actually realise how much
responsibility it is that you have taken on ... '.Jacqueline, interview 1, 89-90
It seems that for Jacqueline, the mentor preparation programme crystallized her
understanding of the mentor role and what this would entail. The 'Standards to
support learning and assessment in practice' (NMC, 2008a) set out clearly the
responsibilities and accountabilities expected of those who undertake the role.
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Jacqueline seems to be alluding to the fact that this can seem rather
overwhelming. With the increased emphasis on assessment as part of the mentor
role the level of accountability for decision making is increased and this can add to
the pressure experienced (Nettleton and Bray, 2008, Myall et al., 2008), given the
environments in which mentors work. All of the participants stated that 'Having a
student' increased their responsibilities and as a consequence increased the
pressure or stress that they experienced. This seemed compounded by what they
felt was insufficient time in which to carry out the role, particularly apparent in
acute clinical areas where the ratio of registered nurses to health care support
workers (HCSWs) is increasing as a result of funding pressures (BBC, 2011). This
might result in fewer registered staff available to take on the mentor role and
increased workload for registered staff in post as they supervise care provided by
an unregistered workforce. Here Irene provides an insight into the difficulties of
trying to provide appropriate support for her student,
'.... but there were often days that I was in charge and being a first year
student, they need a lot of support, they need somebody there and they
need to explain it. And when you have social work to phone, home care to
phone, the ward round to do, it is difficult, ... '. Irene. interview 2. 142-145
In this quotation Irene highlights some of the everyday demands she faces when
supporting a student, in this case a very junior and inexperienced student. The
student will need constant support and supervision. Here, Irene is torn between
the demands of being the registered nurse, responsible for supervising the staff on
duty whilst attending to the doctors' rounds and contacting external agencies so
that patients can be discharged. We do not know if Irene has another registered
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nurse to support her. It could be argued that Irene might delegate her work more
effectively, though this would be difficult if she was the only registered nurse on
duty. She might have allocated an experienced HCSW to work alongside the
student as a strategy to lessen pressure in the short term. That said, all of the
mentors commented upon the additional pressures that mentoring brought and
this is borne out in the literature. Kenyon and Peckover (2008) describe the
'juggling act' that has to take place in order to meet the needs of both students and
clients. Students in Gray and Smith's (2000) study note that mentors were pushed
and pulled in all directions. Spending time with students has been identified as
essential in helping students to develop clinical, personal and professional skills
(Lloyd Jones et al., 2001). The mentors in this current study described how they
struggled to fulfil their mentoring responsibilities due to pressures of time and
competing responsibilities. This was exacerbated for those mentors who deputised
for senior staff and had to support junior staff members as well as students.
Hutchings et al. (2005) have drawn attention to issues of student capacity as being
an area of concern. In the current study participants spoke of the constant and
apparently increasing flow of students through their clinical areas. This was noted
particularly in small teams, who felt that they rarely had a break from their
mentoring duties as there were fewer mentors with whom they could share the
burden. The mentors described feeling under constant scrutiny, their every move
being observed and being bombarded by a continuous stream of questions from
which there was no escape,
'Because it is some days just, Oh... gosh, because you do get ones that
need you 110%, you do get ones, and it can be vel}' tiring 'Why are you
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doing this, why, why, why?'.. It can be stressful at times'. Irene, interview 1,
378-379
This was particularly onerous for those in very small community teams, who had
intense one to one relationships with their students, as Heather describes,
'You are having to think all the time, you are having to be 'on' all the time,
em instead of the usual mental break between patients, which you can
sometimes do to de-stress from one patient to another, I guess, you don't
get the opportunity to do that because you are having to go over what went
on with the last visit and what is going to happen at the next visit'. Heather,
interview 2, 194-198
In the very small community teams of my study, mentors are working in close
proximity to their students, directly supervising them at all times, as Heather
describes. There are fewer clinical colleagues with whom to share responsibility.
This concurs with Kenyon and Peckover (2008) who note that these elements of
time and space are features of community placements. Furthermore, very remote
placements presented some unique logistical challenges for mentors. Students
had to travel long distances, often involving ferry crossings, to arrive at their
placements. Co-ordinating travel arrangements, especially during inclement
weather was time consuming and sometimes stressful for mentors, adding to the
'juggling acts' in which they had to engage in terms of organising workloads.
Baillie (1993) notes that if students are tired from travelling this can adversely
affect their learning. All of this seemed to add to the daily pressures of supporting
a student in a remote setting. Of course, mentors tried to access support from
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colleagues when possible to reduce pressures upon themselves but even in areas
where this was possible, it tended not to be a panacea, as Fiona describes,
'I felt to begin with I didn't see him as much as I would have liked and I
farmed him out to other colleagues, maybe at the beginning I farmed
him out too much because of my workload. .... the pressures that I had on
me to be doing other things, being at meetings and being involved in ...
audits and things like that and I felt a bit guilty for that.. '. Fiona. interview 2.
228-236
Fiona is describing the way in which, due to pressures of work, she allocated her
student to other colleagues. This induced feelings of guilt as she was not able to
spend what she deemed as an optimal amount of time with her student, as Irene
described. The negative impact of pressures of time upon the quality of mentoring
has been identified in the literature over many years. Competing priorities, staff
shortages, heavy workloads and excessive numbers of students have all been
cited as causes of lack of time for mentors (Watson, 1999, Aston et aI., 2000,
Corlett, 2000, Pulsford et al., 2002, Aston and Molassiotis, 2003, Dolan, 2003,
Carlisle et al., 2009). Paradoxically, although the data revealed the many
pressures to which mentors were subject, all professed to enjoy the role and none
expressed a desire to relinquish it. It seems that participant mentors rose to meet
the responsibility of 'Having a student' and enjoyed the role despite the pressures
of the role and feelings of guilt engendered in not being able to devote as much
time to students as they would have liked.
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'The feel good factor'
The data revealed the challenges in undertaking the mentor role, as discussed in
the preceding subcategory. Rising to meet these challenges seemed to increase
the self-esteem of participant mentors. This category 'The feel good factor'
emerged from the data as mentors seemed to be describing ways in which
mentoring students improved the way in which they regarded themselves on a
personal level. Supporting a student effectively, seeing them develop personally
and professionally appeared to result in enhanced feelings of worth for the mentor,
a sense of satisfaction in a job well done. Data seemed to indicate that mentors
viewed mentorship as a life affirming experience, positively enhancing the way in
which they viewed themselves as nurses and as people. Linking with the
subcategory 'It's good for us' described previously, 'The feel good factor' seemed
to be a key motivator for mentors to 'Have a student' and maintain their mentor
role.
Mentoring a student seemed to provoke powerful feelings in the participants, for
instance, Fiona stated that being a mentor made her,
'... the better person and the better nurse ... ' Fiona, interview 1, 358-359
Jacqueline felt that being a mentor had a fundamental impact upon the way that
she saw herself,
'...yes there is a big positive thing having your student. It makes you look at
your whole life of being there and doing this job. Isn't it? Yes, it's good'.
Jacqueline, interview 2, 394-396
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Mentors spoke about a sense of achievement that derived from contributing to
students' development, enhancing the way that they viewed themselves, as Irene
describes,
'I like feeling that I am approachable to my students, and you get certain
ones and they just come and ask you and I think that is a kind of positive
thing about being a mentor because you think that you must be
approachable'. Irene. interview 1. 236-239
That students are not inhibited in seeking Irene's advice seems to have boosted
her self-image and confidence in performing the role. This positive feedback
seemed to matter to mentors at this very personal level, affirming the importance
of the role and their contribution to student development. It seems that for the
participating mentors there was much to be gained at a personal level from
mentoring students. This concurs with the findings of a small study conducted by
Kinnell (Kinnell and Hughes, 2010) in which mentors describe how the role has
impacted upon them personally, affecting their thoughts, feelings and emotions in
the way they view themselves and the world. This was a point also noted by
Atkins and Williams (1995) where mentors described gaining personal insights as
a result of mentoring students.
Summary of the Category 'Having a Student'
Mentors refer to 'Having a student' as a shorthand way of describing their
mentoring relationship. It hints at a rather impersonal, casual approach to student
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support. However, data presented within this theme depict an image of very
committed mentors who take their mentoring responsibilities very seriously. They
seemed to be blase about titles bestowed upon them over the years by the
professional bodies. They appeared to be more interested in getting on with the
job of supporting students to the best of their ability, apparently considered
intrinsic to their role as nurses. Participant mentors acknowledged the high levels
of responsibility involved in supporting students in practice, for most this increased
the pressure and stress they experienced. For some, feelings of guilt were
engendered when they could not spend as much time with students as they
wished. Participants also seemed to derive many benefits in terms of their
relationships with students. These gains are seen in terms of how contact with
students could enhance their professional skills and knowledge, hone their
mentoring skills and importantly enhance self-esteem.
'Passing it on'
The category 'Passing it on' emerged from the data as the mentors described what
seemed to be their core purpose in undertaking the role. This category captures
what mentors seek to 'pass on' to their mentees. This relates to skills, knowledge
and appropriate professional behaviours. 6 subcategories are linked to this
theme,
• A good placement
• Establishing learning need
• 'Showing them right'
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• 'Speaking them through'
• Giving feedback
• Pride and passion
A good placement
This subcategory emerged from the data as mentors seemed to be describing
their views of what constitutes an effective clinical placement for student nurses.
This seemed to focus on the 'atmosphere' that exists in the workplace and the
culture that surrounds student support. The physical resources available in the
workplace were sometimes mentioned by mentors as being important in
contributing to a good student experience. However, overwhelmingly, it seemed
that mentors considered the 'tone' or culture of learning as being the key
determinant of an effective placement. The mentors seemed aware that they had
a key role to play in cultivating such an environment, in which students could feel
comfortable, as Chris indicates below,
'But if you don't create the environment for them to feel comfortable and
ask, they're not going to learn anything, or it's going to limit what they learn
and I think sometimes you can ... you have to focus on the formal work but
you have to create the environment which makes them comfortable ... '.
Chris, interview 1, 76-80
Here Chris is providing insights into the way in which the facilitation of student
learning is approached. There is acknowledgement that the 'formal work' of
helping students achieve set learning outcomes must be done. Chris seems also
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to be aware that in order for this to occur most effectively, the student must feel
welcomed and at ease in their new environment. This relates to a number of
concepts, such as 'belonging ness' (Levett-Jones and Lathlean, 2008) and
'sponsorship' (Spouse, 2001 b). The participant mentors described how they
welcomed students into the clinical area, introduced them to their colleagues,
acting almost like gracious hosts in their efforts to make students welcome. As
Chris indicates, it was then that mentors could facilitate student learning by
providing access to learning opportunities for them. Lave and Wenger (1991)
argue that it is the social situation, social practices and social relationships that
create the possibilities for learning and access to what they describe as the
'community of practice'. It is mentors who seem to be providing this access. An
early study by Hart and Rotem (1995) confirmed the social context of learning
within nursing practice.
The mentors seemed to be trying to cultivate an atmosphere in which a dialogue
between mentor and mentee can take place, as Emma describes,
'I always say to the students for them to ask me questions, so that I can get
an idea of what they know and what they don't know. Em, and if they are
not asking me questions then I start asking them questions, encouraging
them to think for themselves, em and I quite often do reflective accounts at
the end of the day, particularly if we haven't done vel}' much em .. they can
tell me positive points, good points and things that they want to do better. In
that way, I can see what they are thinking so to speak, it's kind of a two way
thing, just tryinq to be positive, make them feel wanted and needed and
whatever they are learning is worthwhile'. Emma, interview 2, 59-67
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Here Emma is recounting the way in which she and the student look back on the
day's activities. Emma seems to be encouraging the student to engage in
reflective practice as a means of helping her to appreciate the tacit learning that
has taken place. Emma also seems to be describing her techniques for gaining an
understanding of what the student knows and what they do not. With an increased
understanding of her student's learning needs, Emma can go on to set appropriate
learning objectives to help her student move through their 'Zone of Proximal
Development' (Vygotsky, 1986), helping the student to reach their full potential
whilst on clinical placement.
From the data provided by Emma, it would seem that such an exchange could
only take place where there is a high level of trust between mentor and mentee, as
the mentee is encouraged to reveal areas in which their knowledge and skills are
lacking. Therefore, the quality of the personal relationship between mentor and
student appears key to creating a culture in which such a dialogue could take
place (Pearcey and Elliot, 2004). Moseley et al. (2004), in devising a tool to
evaluate the effectiveness of clinical placements, noted that key determinants of a
'good placement' were the personal characteristics of mentors and the quality of
relationships. The mentors seemed to take a pride in cultivating a workplace
deemed a 'good placement' by students and colleagues in the wider organisation.
The 'Standards of proficiency for pre-registration nurse education' (NMC, 2004)
stipulate that there should be an equal division of time between studying theory
and applying this knowledge in practice. The practice placement should be the
ideal environment in which mentors can help students to relate theory to practice.
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A placement in which social aspects of support are taken into account provides the
backdrop against which mentors are able 'pass on' their skills and knowledge to
students most effectively.
Establishing learning need
This subcategory emerged from the data as mentors debated the ways in which
they established the learning needs of their mentees. Mentors needed to make
decisions regarding appropriate skills and knowledge to 'pass on' to their students.
The facilitation of this learning seemed to begin long before they met their
allocated student as they pondered, 'what's this one going to be like?' Drawing
upon previous experience, mentors seemed to have developed expectations of the
characteristics and learning needs of students, making assumptions about
students prior to meeting them. It was on this basis they seemed to pitch learning
opportunities and pace learning at what they hoped would be an appropriate level,
rather than making an observed assessment of student performance, as Betty
illustrates,
'If you get a first year student where it's maybe their first or second
placement they're sort of, they're like sponges, they just take in anything
... because they really want to see the basic nursing things rather.. you
can't really take them to more complex things, because it's like running
before they can walk'. Betty. interview 1, 60-65
Betty seems to be assuming that all first years will be 'like sponges', motivated and
keen to absorb a wide range of learning as they have experienced so little
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previously, rather than doing a proper assessment of her student's capability prior
to setting learning objectives. She appears to be admitting the complexity of
determining the learning needs of students as she later goes on to discuss the
difficulties in anticipating the requirements of more senior students,
'tt's no good giving them things to do that they have done a lot of times that
they know. It's trying to think of things, with the students, like what can we
do to increase your know/edge and to increase your skills, and it's trying to
identify that sometimes, well that can be demanding..... so it's trying to pin
point what it is exactly that they need. So, I suppose that's why it's easier
for first year students because they basically just need anything but the
third years you have to be a bit more specific'. Bettv. interview 1. 70-79
The NMC (2008a) expects that mentors will use knowledge of students' stage of
learning to select appropriate learning opportunities to meet individual needs.
Betty has made some assumptions about students' learning needs to help her
begin navigating this process. Adopting a stereotypical view in this way might be
problematic as it could result in individual qualities or specific needs of a student
being overlooked. For example, a junior student may have had many years of
experience as a Health Care Support Worker. This attitude would also seem to
contradict the person centred approach advocated by Rogers (2002). With senior
students, Betty seems to indicate that a more individualised approach is
necessary. This is the perspective adopted by Gloria as she describes how she
identifies learning need,
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'I try and establish at that initial interview what is expected of them, from
their work book what their competencies are meant to be at that stage and
what that actually means, and then identify key areas of learning that are
specific to them and general areas of learning that are specific to their stage
in their training'. Gloria, interview 1, 152-156
Gloria seems to be adopting a more personalised approach, using the student
'workbook' (student assessment documentation) to help her understand the
specific learning requirements for the placement. She is using this assessment
documentation as a guide to directly support the student to achieve the learning
outcomes identified within it, tailored to meet the learning needs of her student.
Later in another interview she describes this process in more detail,
'I get my student to write what they hope to achieve from this placement,
sometimes I make a few notes, that gives them a bit of guidance as to what
we can expect. If they have got the documentation from the last placement
I like to read that because it gives a bit of insight into .. but they don't
always have it, then it could be that day or it could be the next day that we
commit our thoughts to paper, properly, neatly, as you might say, you know.
And the objectives that I set with them are based on what they have
achieved or what their last mentor has said about them but also has to
focus on the fact that this is often their last placement or their second to last
placement'. Gloria, interview 2, 57-65
Gloria seems to be describing a quite complex process in which potential learning
is negotiated and boundaries set and is doing this in a more targeted way than the
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'broad brush' approach Betty adopts with junior students. Gloria works in a clinic
situation on a one to one basis with senior students over an extended period of
time. She has to be confident that all student learning outcomes are met and that
her student is proficient prior to 'signing off' for entry to the professional register.
In contrast, Betty is describing her approach to newly recruited students. Neither
Betty nor Gloria indicated that decisions regarding learning objectives are made on
the observed assessment of students' performance. This is important, as it seems
that at the start of placements mentors are setting learning objectives on student
'say so', rather than their own careful observation of students' clinical practice.
In the early stages of contact with their student the mentor is able to set out some
ground rules regarding professional behaviour including appearance, punctuality
and attendance. Student and mentor can then work towards clearly identified
goals as a 'contract of learning' is tentatively established. Gloria uses regular
formal meetings with her student to review progress,
'I find that really useful to remind us both what we are there for and to look
back at what we have done and to see if we are actually going to achieve
our goal at the end'. Gloria. interview 2. 83-85
She provides insights into the way expectations of both mentor and student are
explored in these early stages of the relationship. Evidence presented by Gloria
and Betty seems to indicate that the mentor 'sets out her stall' as to the types of
learning opportunities that might appropriately be offered, taking account of
previous experiences of students at a similar stage. Learning outcomes for the
clinical placement, identified in students' placement documentation, provide some
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overall direction. The student's previous mentors feed into this process via written
commentary. This is taken into account in helping to personalise learning
objectives for the student. Parameters are set and a tentative agreement reached
as to what might reasonably be achieved. According to these accounts, decisions
regarding student learning requirements are made upon the basis of student 'say
so' at the start of the placement.
Rowntree (1987) draws attention to the negotiation of objectives and the
complexity of this process. He points out that that 'rarely, if ever, do objectives
emanate solely from the desires of students or solely from those of others. Choice
of objectives is a complex 'transaction' in which all parties concerned reach tacit
agreement as to what is to count as valid educational knowledge' (Rowntree, 1987,
p.109). Rowntree suggests that the student is either a 'client' of an educational
service or the 'product' of training. On such a continuum, the student's position
seems determined by the extent to which they are able to have a voice in setting
learning objectives, balanced by the need to achieve prescribed NMC
proficiencies. These preliminary negotiations between mentor and mentee seem
to indicate that the student is an active participant in negotiation of learning and
that mentors are willing to be flexible in terms of the experiences they offer.
Mentors seem to be adopting an approach that takes into account the principles of
adult learning (Knowles, 1998). As the placement progresses the mentor is able
to observe the student's practice and make an on-going evaluation of learning
need. These early objectives may be reviewed and modified as a result to
address specific deficits. These early discussions might be regarded as the first
stage of a process in which mentors are trying to establish the 'inner boundary' of
knowledge of the student. They seem to be trying to establish a baseline, a
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starting point from which they can go on to extend student knowledge, helping
them to achieve NMC proficiencies as they move through their Zone of Proximal
Development (Vygotsky and Luria (1930), cited in Spouse, 1998a). In this way
mentors can help students to learn and develop to meet their full potential.
'Showing them right'
Data presented within this subcategory emerged from the data as mentors
expressed an awareness of themselves as role models to their students. This links
to the category 'Passing it on' as mentors described how they wanted to 'pass on'
appropriate professional behaviours and values to their students by example. The
mentors seemed cognisant of students modelling their behaviours upon them.
They had done likewise as students and appreciated the influence that role
models had in clinical settings as Alex and Betty indicate,
'They are seeing it's a/right for us to do it then .. it's all right for them'.
A/ex. interview 1. 216-217
' ... / remember how / saw mentors. You remember the ones that you
thought 'Oh, / want to be like her' ..... / think someone who related vel}' well
to the patient, and who managed to get things done'. Betty. interview 1.
291-296
Betty seems to be echoing research by Davies (1993) who found that students
focused on their role models' interactions with clients. Students in Davies's study
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divided the values associated with practice that they witnessed into 'good' and
'bad' and were able to articulate those attributes of nurses which led to holistic
care and those that led to impersonal, rigid care. Students say that good role
models have a tremendous influence on the clinical learning environment and on
the development of their skills and confidence. They expect to identify with
someone whose behaviour and attitudes they can copy (Donaldson and Carter,
2005). Pearcey and Elliot (2004) noted that students' career aspirations were
directly affected by their observations of trained nurses. Students felt that they
also learned from the negative, in that when exposed to poor role models this
made them aware of how they did not want to behave when they entered the
nursing profession. This was a point made by Alex, in this current study, speaking
about a student who had such an experience in a previous placement,
'It was the staff's attitude towards patients' families, she said they were so
horrible, not to their faces but behind their backs and she just found it really
upsetting and thought 'I don't want to be like this'. Alex, interview 1, 37-39
Perry (2009, p. 36) describes role models as 'living lessons'. Bandura (1977)
argues that most human behaviour is learned observationally through modelling.
He states that this is.much more than just imitative behaviour but is a major
influence upon the observer's behaviour, in this case the student. Bandura
suggests that people generally adopt the standards exhibited by exemplary
models. The participants in this current study seemed aware of this as they
mentored students, making efforts to 'show them right' as they coached student
learning, as Fiona indicates,
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'And when you have a student you really have to.. you are teaching them
so you have to go 'by the book' you've got to say well, 'this is how it is
done". Fiona. interview 1.31-33.
However, Neary (2000b) argues that much of this role modelling occurs at a
subconscious level as the qualified practitioner goes about her routine activities
with the student also learning at a subconscious level as she works alongside the
mentor. This is 'vicarious' learning, where learning is occurring without realisation
that it is taking place. Perry (2009) argues that role modelling is an important
means by which 'craft knowledge' is transmitted to students. 'Craft knowledge'
being a body of knowledge that experienced practitioners have acquired over time
based on practical, everyday experience (Spouse, 2001 a). An expert nurse
absorbs information from many sources when caring for her patient, taking
account of subtle signs and symptoms, providing a complete picture of the
patient's condition. For example, whilst changing a dressing she might notice a
slight change in skin condition or that the patient is breathless. Such observational
skills are not usually documented and could remain unshared. It can be difficult to
'pass on' but role modelling can provide a means of tapping in to this tacit
knowledge. The importance of mentors working closely with their students is
therefore critical in transmitting this knowledge. This could be impeded if staffing




This subcategory 'Speaking them Through' emerged from the data as mentors
described how they transmitted knowledge to their students. Data are presented
of a range of strategies that mentors utilised across all four NMC domains of
practice to support student learning. This subcategory links with the category
'Passing it on' as mentors provided data of how they 'passed on' their clinical
skills, 'craft knowledge' and values to students and attempted to integrate learning
from practice and academic experience. The mentors seemed to draw a
distinction between 'coaching' and 'teaching'. 'Coaching' was described as the
way in which they transmitted knowledge working side by side with their students
going about their day to day activities together. By 'teaching' they seemed to refer
to situations in which they held more 'formal' tutorials and attempted to convey
'book' knowledge to their students. The mentors provided data that seemed to
demonstrate their use of a variety of approaches to support student learning. In
adopting the role of 'coach' they seemed to be working alongside their mentees,
demonstrating and then observing the student's performance in practice.
Jacqueline describes how she coaches her student in attaining a clinical skill,
speaking about it first, so that the student can be most receptive to the learning
opportunity,
'So you have got it implemented in their heads really, before you actually do
it and carry it out'. Jacqueline, interview 1, 295-296
Cope et al. (2000) report similar findings where students are 'talked through' by
their mentors, as they do a 'dry run' before letting students perform an authentic
task. Brown et al. (1988, cited in Cope et al., 2000) have coined the term a
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'cognitive apprenticeship'; this is a form of apprenticeship but one more
sophisticated than that of 'sitting by Nellie'. The authors describe a range of
strategies that the expert practitioner can utilise to support novices as they
develop competence. These include modelling, coaching, scaffolding, fading,
articulation and exploration. The mentors in this current study also used such
strategies, as indicated by Irene and Gloria below,
'.... take them to the patient's bedside and just try and speak them through
it, of course get consent from your patient.... and then you can speak them
through. And then the next time I would go with them, let them do it and
you would observe'. Irene. interview. 341-345
' ... 1explain to them that for the first part of their placement with me I am
going to show them how to do things and then they are going to do it and
then I'm going to watch them. And as our relationship develops they will be
more and more independent of me and 1'1/ sit back and they will run like, a
diabetic clinic for me, with me in the background, doing the things that I
need to do, ... and I'm in the room so that it is very much a case of to begin
with I show them what to do and I talk as I go along and explain .
Then after that they get their hands on and they do it, and I ask them why
they are doing it that way'. Gloria. interview 1.162-174
What appears to be happening in these situations is that the mentor is 'scaffolding'
student performance, providing guidance and 'speaking them through', helping
students to progress through their ZPD toward their maximum potential. In
'speaking them through' mentors seem to be providing examples of 'proleptic'
instruction (Spouse, 1998a). At such times the mentor provides a guiding
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commentary as a learner commences an undertaking they would be unable to
achieve without help. As her student becomes more competent and confident,
Gloria withdraws (fades) the support (scaffolding) so that more responsibility is
transferred to her student as she moves towards proficiency. A study by Webb
and Shakespeare (2008) reveals that students appreciated mentors who prepared
them for new experiences and then, when they thought they were ready, stood by
while students put what they had learned into practice. Van Eps et al. (2006)
noted that assistance in gaining competence in psychomotor skills in this way
contributed to self-confidence and overall professional growth. Atkins and
Williams (1995) reported that mentors were not always comfortable with such a
facilitative style. Gloria, above, however, seems to expect that her senior student
will 'run a diabetic clinic', indicating that the student is making a valuable
contribution to the work of the practice nurse, who is providing indirect supervision.
This is important as Lave and Wenger (1991) stress that becoming proficient is
largely dependent on being admitted to a community of practice, having a role and
being able to function in the same way as the 'old timers'. Gloria's student is a
novice but she is still able to make an 'authentic' contribution to the overall
workload, termed 'legitimate peripheral participation' by Lave and Wenger (1991).
Data from diaries illustrated the wide range of strategies and resources the
mentors seemed to employ to help students make links between theory and
practice (see Appendix 18). They described directing students to an array of
materials to support their learning, 'hard copy' and via the intranet. For example,
they described encouraging students to read local and national guidelines relevant
to their clinical experience. They reviewed case notes together and 'debriefed'
students following critical incidents, encouraging them to reflect in order to gain
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most from their clinical experiences. By such means mentors were able to support
students explore and appreciate their practical experiences by drawing on formal,
classroom knowledge.
The mentors spoke of 'teaching' their students by delivering 'mini tutorials' when
time permitted as Gloria describes in her diary,
'I usually give a short tutorial on disease or treatment that we have either
just seen or that features in general practice, e.g. 812 injections'. Gloria,
Diary
However, participants were reticent to associate themselves with the title 'teacher',
a point also noted by Nicklin and Kenworthy (2000). Mentors regretted and
apologised for not 'teaching' students more often, due to pressures of time. They
viewed themselves as clinical coaches rather than 'teachers'. This is borne out in
a study by Carlisle et al. (2009) who note that mentors rated 'supervising students
undertaking clinical skills' as the most important aspect of their role. Cope et al.
(2000) discuss the distinction that exists between 'knowing how' and 'knowing
that'. They argue that experts operate by drawing upon experience gained as a
result of complex situational understanding, rather than from 'higher-order
knowledge' alone. The data discussed within the subcategory 'speaking them
through' seems to indicate that for the mentors in this current study the emphasis
was on developing students' practical skills. A range of strategies was employed
to integrate practical experience with 'higher order' theoretical learning. Spouse
(2001 c, p.13) draws attention to the importance of this work-based learning and
that it not a 'cheap option', requiring considerable time and resources if it is to be
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done well. This has implications for workforce planning in considering staffing
levels and an equitable skill mix.
Giving feedback
This subcategory emerged from the data as mentors described how they observed
students in practice and then provided students with feedback, helping mentees
to gain insights into their performance by 'passing on' their experience to the
learner. The mentors described giving 'positive' feedback, in which student
behaviour was reinforced and 'negative' feedback suggesting corrective action to
be taken by the student. It seemed that mentors tried to deliver feedback in a
constructive way, 'passing on' their own expertise to help students develop and
building upon the learning objectives provisionally agreed at the start of the
placement. However, providing 'negative' feedback seemed problematic for the
mentors. They attested to the complexity of a situation in which they must exercise
their professional judgement to protect the public whilst acknowledging the impact
of their decision making at a personal level upon the students themselves. The
mentors seemed aware that they are gatekeepers to the profession and are
accountable for the decisions that they make in relation to feedback and formal
assessment. All recognised that this aspect of the role was emphasised in the
NMC (2008a) publication 'Standards to support learning and assessment in
practice' but they expressed concerns about assessment generally and in
particular when in the role of 'sign off' mentor. This corroborates the work of
Middleton and Duffy (2009) who found that there were anxieties about being a
'sign off' mentor.
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Here Emma provides an illustration of the dilemma that she feels is at the heart of
assessing students' performance,
'But it is so subjective and I have brought this up at CLET [Clinical Learning
Environment Team] meetings before and just because I think something is
good somebody else might not think it is good. It is so subjective and it is
difficult for the students. If people have said, yes they are fine, yes, no
problems, then they come across somebody who is saying well actually it is
not fine ..
Well, we are dealing with people and we are all different, so I just think that
it is very difficult'. Emma. interview 2. 192-199
Emma is expressing her concerns about the subjectivity at the centre of assessing
another person, suggesting that the reliability and validity of decisions might be
suspect. Students do have multiple assessments as they progress through their
programmes, so weak students should be identified. However, the difficulties
inherent in providing robust and fair assessment have been noted by a number of
authors. Caiman et al. (2002) draw attention to the wide range of assessment
strategies employed by universities across Scotland and Watson et al. (2002)
highlight the confusion that surrounds the definition of clinical competence.
Fitzgerald et al. (2010) found that some students were not receiving the feedback
that they needed and that there was much inconsistency identified in the feedback
that was provided to students.
In my own study, mentors accepted their accountability in addressing issues of
student behaviour or competence but discussed the difficulties they felt personally
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in having to provide students with negative feedback, as Fiona illustrates with this
diary entry,
'I felt really terrible about having a chat with X. I really wanted to encourage
him but felt I was giving him negative feedback only. I know that we need to
revisit the expectations we discussed at his first interview. I have to
remember that it is my registration as well. I couldn't sign him off if he was
under performing but everyone deserves a second chance'. Fiona, Diary
During 'second round' interviews, she returned to the topic of providing feedback
to her student, something that seemed to concern her,
'... 1mean it was something I had never had to do before, was speak to a
student and tell them I wasn't too pleased with what they were doing and
the things I was hearing back and fed back to me I didn't really think were
very good and I didn't like it, I'd have to say. That would probably be my
least favourite thing of being a mentor and I've always been quite lucky I've
never had to do it so I didn't like having to do it, I didn't like how I felt. I felt
pretty mean actually because I thought back to when I was a student and if
somebody said something that I didn't like it really knocked your
confidence, so I really went that we bit extra just to make sure that he knew
that it wasn't a personal thing, it was constructive, to get him to pull his
socks up a bit'. Fiona, inteNiew 2, 216-225
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Fiona describes her apprehension in broaching aspects of performance with the
student. A study by Carr et al. (2010) suggests that mentors might find it difficult
to raise such issues as they fear that their skills will not be adequate to deal with a
situation in which the student becomes angry, upset or disagrees with their
assessment. Duffy's (2003) study also revealed mentors' lack of confidence and
skills to address issues of failure. This being the case, it is not surprising that
mentors feel apprehensive as Heather indicates when recollecting her dealings
with a student several years previously,
Yes, it was awful, it was awful. It was just that the student was just not
interested; they weren't professional not even trying to be professional.
They would rock up to work with no tights, scabby shoes, dresses that
weren't ironed, hair out to here - as in I haven't combed it today, and
'glaekit' and when you asked them to do a job they just didn't do it. They
needed to be failed but they were about half way into their course and
nobody else had failed them, and we were working a night shift, so it was
like her and me. So, it was quite difficult going to the school and they were
'Really?' because it was obvious she was quite a bright girl and they were
quite shocked but yes, it was quite traumatic but I think it needed to be
done and I regret it a wee bit but I don't regret it ... '. Heather. interview 2.
405-414
Heather seems to be coping with the difficult but not unusual issue of trying to
shape a learner's personal behaviour when there are expectations of what should
be the norm. She is alluding to the lack of support from earlier placement
mentors, in their failure to address the student's unacceptable behaviour. Heather
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also seems to have encountered lack of support from academic staff, in that they
were sceptical of Heather's views, a factor that might deter a mentor from raising a
'cause for concern'. These findings corroborate those of Duffy (2003) where
mentors described experiences with failing students as 'horrendous', 'traumatic'
and 'exhausting'. The degree to which this took an emotional toll on mentors was
evident. In this current study the data revealed the impact that dealing with a
failing student had on mentors even when this had taken place many years
previously. Carr et al. (2010) also noted that mentors revisited their experiences
of dealing with failing students months after the event, recalling both professional
and personal challenges.
Despite these challenges, participants reiterated their responsibilities in the
assessment process, as Dora indicates,
'I think it's important to tell them where they go wrong and not just to let
them carry on, I don't find that too easy because I don't like telling people
off. Dora. interview 1. 73-74
In a subsequent interview she acknowledges her accountability,
'We can't just be passing them and hope that somebody else might pick up
the problem' .. Dora. interview 2. 195-196
The issue of assessment seemed to overshadow the relationship between mentor
and mentee, even when the student was performing well. Emma describes how
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she is aware that students feel that they are under constant scrutiny and how this
can impact upon their behaviour,
'I think that some students are vel}' aware that you are assessing them and
you are signing them off, and they do put on this 'front', they try to be
perfect as opposed to just being themselves .... but I am vel}' aware that
they are like little frightened mice sometimes (laughs) '. Emma. interview 2.
289-307
Emma is indicating that students feel under pressure to put on a 'show' to impress
her. This is not necessarily a bad thing if it indicates that knowledge of good
practice exists. However, it seems that the impending final assessment blights her
relationship with her student, Cahill (1996) also noted that students were pre-
occupied with gaining a good 'ward report'. Herein lies the tension within the role
and remit of the mentor much debated in the early nursing literature. for example,
Anforth (1992). It is argued that the need to assess learners might impinge upon
development of a positive working relationship between mentor and mentee,
creating stress for learners due to fear of revealing weaknesses and fear of failure
(Jarvis and Gibson, 1997). Students in Neary's (2000a) study indicated that they
felt stress due to the assessment process. Nicklin and Kenworthy (2000, p. 107)
argue that assessment can detract rather than enhance learning stating that, 'An
assessment is a judgement made by someone about someone else, which of
necessity invokes a hierarchical and authoritarian relationship between assessors
and assessed'. This would appear to be a negative consequence of having the
two roles combined within the remit of mentor. On the other hand, at some level
individuals are always assessing others as this is a human trait helping us to
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understand and relate appropriately to those with whom we come into contact. In
the context of the professional mentor-mentee relationship the consequences of
assessment are clearly more significant than such 'casual' assessments. Done
well, continuous assessment can provide mentors with a means of helping
students to develop. Students in a study by Gray and Smith (2000) valued the
feedback given to them by 'good' mentors when this occurred. In any case, it is
difficult to envision mentoring arrangements being organised differently by
separating the roles. Professional guidance and advice can only be provided with
on-going assessment of needs being undertaken by the mentor. Continuous
assessment of students, providing on-going feedback in a constructive, positive
manner is a way of supporting students to meet proficiency. Feedback is
described by Rowntree (1987, p.24) as the 'life blood of learning' as it enables the
student to identify strengths and weaknesses and to improve performance. The
provision of timely and appropriate feedback to their students seemed often to
challenge participant mentors as Irene here describes the dilemmas she faced in
trying to deal with a poorly performing student in a sensitive way. Irene is being
very thoughtful in what she feeds back to her student, so as not to overwhelm her
with negative points,
'... there were lots of times when things were brought up and I did not want
every single day for me to be nit picking, so I like, tried to make a point
when there was something positive.. 'You did really well today, that was
really good' ... But I did everything that I thought was best ... When I did my
'Facilitating Learning and Mentoring Module' that was always what they told
us. It is the same with complaints, take people away from the situation into
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a quiet room, always start with something positive, say what you have got
to say and end with something positive and I did try to do that'.
Irene. interview 2. 131-138
Irene seems to be drawing on knowledge gained from her mentor preparation
programme to help her to deal with this situation. Clynes and Rafferty (2008)
describe both formal and informal methods of delivering feedback to students that
are available to mentors. They suggest that both methods are utilised to ensure
that on-going and timely information is provided; participant mentors in this current
study seemed to be doing so. 'On the spot comments' given as mentor and
mentee work alongside each other have the advantage in that feedback is
provided immediately and important elements are not forgotten. However,
delivering feedback that was critical, as either part of formative or summative
assessment, was challenging for mentors. Whilst all professed to understand their
responsibilities in this respect, all seemed to have concerns regarding the personal
consequences that could ensue for both parties.
Pride and Passion - Promoting the 'essence of nursing'
This subcategory links to the category 'Passing it on' and emerged from the data
as mentors described how they passed on to students what I have termed the
'essence of nursing'. Within the subcategory 'Showing them right', mentors
described how they attempted to be good role models to their students in
demonstrating excellent clinical practice in terms of care delivery and
management. In 'promoting the essence of nursing', mentors seemed to be
fostering personal qualities in their students to help support this. Mentors
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appeared to 'pass on' to their students an appreciation of the fundamental
humanity involved in caring for another person, promoting an holistic approach
and demonstrating kindness, compassion and sensitivity. Mentors seemed to be
taking time to show students how to 'be with' patients, connecting with them on an
individual level and motivating students to be 'the best that they can be'. For
mentors this seemed to include satisfaction in being able to influence the
profession in a positive way.
In recent times there has been an acknowledgement that essential aspects of
nursing care, such as respect for the individual, have not been given the priority
that they should. The NMC's (2009) 'Guidelines on the care of older people' and
the RCN's (2008) 'Dignity Campaign' were attempts to refocus attention on these
fundamentals of care. It was therefore reassuring to note that the mentors
seemed to be fostering in their mentees a respect for the individual, as indicated
by Fiona below,
'...But what I really want to pass on is that hunger, be the best that you can
be, always strive to make a difference to somebody ... em ... even sitting with
somebody with a cup of tea on a supervisory visit to see how they are
getting on .... you realise that there is a lot of lonely old people .. To me,
passing that on to a student, o.k. it is a simple task of making a cup of tea
and they sit down and yam about everything and anything but in that half an
hour you have given that person something they lack and that is human
contact. And I mean the other thing that I always try to pass on is to take a
pride in what you do, take a pride in helping people and you know, try to be
the best that you can be, em .. you know, making it a positive experience'.
Fiona, interview 2. 629-646
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Baillie et al. (2008) draw attention to the importance of taking the 'small things'
seriously to promote dignity in care. Fiona seems to be providing her mentee with
an example of how a 'small thing' can make a difference to the patient's quality of
life. Making tea did not require highly advanced clinical skills. However, well
developed communication skills are required in order to recognise need and then
deliver care in a compassionate and sensitive way. The mentor can help develop
these in a neophyte nurse in the way that care delivery is approached.
In another context, the mentors were keen that students saw the patient's whole
situation regarding them as individuals rather than as an 'illness' or a 'condition',
'... but it is then trying to get them to see the bigger picture because you
can get very ... it can be very disillusioning you know, Mrs So and So's leg
ulcer and Mr So and So's BM check and it becomes very task orientated, so
it's trying to see the whole bit, who do they live with, who is looking after
them, do they look after somebody or is there problems there?' Bettv.
interview 1J 129-134
Betty seems to be describing how she encourages her student to adopt an holistic
approach to care, seeing each patient as an individual, wary of regarding care
delivery as a series of tasks. Later in the interview she elaborates this point,
'I'm happy as a mentor if I've passed on to students the.. the, you know ...
the whole ... because I am a community nurse ... the whole ... so that they
have a really good understanding of community nursing, all of the role of
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the community nurse and how we have to assess patients who are on the
community. I think that I am happy when I have done that'.
Bettv. interview 1. 266-270
The Francis Inquiry report into Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust (Francis,
2010) and the Health Service Ombudsman's report (Abraham, 2011) provide
examples of appalling standards of care. By contrast this study suggests that
participant mentors are very sensitive to the value of holistic care and see the
importance of instilling in their mentees attitudes that recognise the individuality of
patients. The mentors provided insights into the ways in which they approached
'passing on' an essential quality of nursing in which kindness and compassion for
the individual underpins all that we do.
'It is passing on the passion, passing on the skills, the knowledge that you
have built up over the years of nursing, encouraging them ... and you do
feel alive when you have got a student because it makes you think and it
makes you believe in what you are actually doing and passing that belief on
and that passion'. Jacqueline. interview 2. 389-394
Participants spoke of the satisfaction that they felt in being able to hand on their
skills and expertise to their students,
'I think you get a great sense of fulfilment, by passing on your knowledge
and your experience ... ' Gloria. interview 1. 21
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Chris, in the extract below, seemed to epitomise what it was that mentors were
trying to convey to their students,
'It just sounds really old fashioned but I am proud of the NHS, I want them
to feel proud of something they can work for ... '. Chris. interview 2. 222-223
Summary of the Category 'Passing it on'
The category 'Passing it on' encapsulates the many ways in which participant
mentors pass on to students their clinical skills and expertise across the four
domains of practice identified by the NMC (2004). We glimpse the complexity
involved in developing appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes in novice
practitioners. The mentors bear witness to the range of ways in which this complex
exchange of information takes place as they strive to 'pass on' a legacy of
excellence in nursing practice. The mentors contribute to a clinical environment in
which learning can occur by helping students to feel at ease and provide them with
appropriate learning opportunities by which they can make a valued contribution.
They negotiate learning objectives with their mentees, tentatively agreed in the
first instance and then developed as the mentor provides on-going feedback,
directing their support in a bespoke way for each student. This is an aspect of the
mentor role that many find problematic. 'Passing on' knowledge and expertise
occurs in a myriad of ways as mentors attempt to integrate learning from practical
and academic experience, for example, by acting as role models, 'coaching' their
students, 'scaffolding' learning and providing access to specific and legitimate
activities. Underpinning all of this is the way in which mentors attempt to develop
professional and ethical practice in their students. Mentors seem to derive
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satisfaction and take a pride in the fact that they have the opportunity to pass on
their skills to the next generation of nurses, 'repaying' those who supported them
in the past.
'A surrogate family'
This category presents student experience on clinical placement as analogous to
aspects of family life. What emerged from the data was that participant mentors
seemed to engage in caring relationships akin to those found in a nurturing family.
They described themselves and colleagues as a 'surrogate family' for students.
The mentors seemed to take into account the fact that students are often far
removed from their own families and usual networks of support when on
placement with them. Against this backdrop, this category describes relationships
that develop between the mentee, mentor and the wider clinical team. Data are
presented of how students are admitted into the 'family of learning'. Family life
can provide a nurturing environment in which young members can develop to their
full potential. Participant mentors seemed to be describing how they fostered an
environment in which student learning can flourish. However, family life is also
complicated and messy and family dynamics can be volatile, easily disrupted by
the arrival of a newcomer. Anguish can result for mentors, mentees and the wider
clinical team when effective relationships are not well established or maintained.
This category 'A surrogate family' captures the pastoral dimension of the role of
mentor. It links to the following subcategories,
• 'A mother and her child'
• 'Sussing them out'
• A new family member
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lA Mother and Her Child'
During interviews mentors often drew upon imagery of mothering to describe the
relationship with their mentees, this 'maternal' imagery pervades all of the
subcategories within this category. Its use was not confined to those mentors who
were mothers. Even those who did not associate themselves with a mothering role
described themselves as 'guardians' to their students. The element 'A mother and
her child' is included within the category of 'A surrogate family' because mentors
described their relationship with their students in terms of a close family bond.
The following quotation provides an illustration of this,
'Yes, it's a one to one relationship - like a mother with their first child, it's full
on'. Gloria. interview 1. 107-108
Those who were mothers drew upon experiences derived from their own children,
to offer an explanation of how they approached their mentees,
'. .. you warty about them, and I think that comes because as a parent
ourselves ... we know our children have got to go away and I think that's
how we would like our children treated - so I think that's where it comes
from really, just replacing - well, if that was my kid, I'd want them to be
looked after that way'. Jacqueline. interview 1. 195-201
Jacqueline seems to be suggesting that for mentors whose own children have left
the island, mentees provide a 'substitute'. The mentors often drew parallels
between relationships with their own children and those with their students,
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'I think that you have got to get it right, I know that some mentors are vel)l
maternalistic and I always try and remember what I felt like at that age, and
sometimes you want it and sometimes you don't so I try and keep it so that
it is ... I know that some mentors have their students round for tea and
things like that. If I had a student that I really felt needed that then I would
do it but mostly I think that you have to ... it's like your own children you tl)l
not to suffocate them'. Gloria, interview 2, 232-237
Gloria seems to be indicating that the relationship must be cultivated very
carefully. Later she goes on to describe how she draws upon her experience as a
mother to guide her approach in giving feedback to her student,
'...1think as a parent with grown up children you learn to tell people when
they are not doing something well or right, and not let it influence how you
are with them for the rest of the time, now having said all of that, this is not
your children, they are not your family, they don't love you and you don't
love them'. Gloria. interview 2. 249-253
Whilst mentors made comparisons to relationships with their own children, Gloria
makes an important distinction. The mentor-mentee relationship is set in a
professional context, distinguished by professional boundaries. Mentors do not
love their mentees. However, Campbell (1984) describes the relationship between
professional helpers and their patients in terms of a 'moderated love' and his
arguments bear comparison with mentor-mentee relationships explored in this
current study. Campbell suggests that professional care is a form of love because
it entails a personal commitment by the person offering the care which cannot be
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captured in the language of a contract. He argues that it is only when we view
professional care as a form of moderated love that we can appreciate its special
character. The mentors seem to be indicating that they too have a special
relationship with their mentees, expressed as a form of 'moderated love', which
cannot be fully captured in terms of a contract of learning. Campbell also draws
upon the image of nurse as 'mother' to her patients in a way that resonates with
mentor as 'mother' to her students. However, he urges caution in that such a
mothering relationship can only be beneficial if it promotes growth. A domineering
mother can hold back development. Campbell (1984, p.42) states that there
should be a 'consistent effort to promote independence and self-maintenance'. In
the early literature on mentoring, Darling (1985) drew attention to 'toxic' mentors.
Such mentors could inhibit student development by a variety of means. For
example, Darling described them as 'Blockers' who did not meet students' needs,
often as the result of too close supervision. A mentor adopting an 'over protective'
mothering role might fall into this category.
Within the mentoring literature a body of evidence has built up identifying the
importance of the personal relationship between mentor and mentee. Webb and
Shakespeare (2008) provide interesting insights into the emotional labour that
goes into establishing a good relationship between mentor and student. They
focus on the extent to which students must expend emotional labour in order to
develop satisfying relationships with their mentors. My findings would suggest that
mentors also invest considerable emotional labour in sustaining the relationship as
they view their mentees in terms of an 'attenuated' mother-child bond. Smith and
Gray (2001) also identified mentors as the key providers of emotional labour and
support, referring to the work of Hochschild (1983). The flight attendants in
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Hochschild's study described emotional labour as the ability to sustain an outward
appearance that produces in others a sense of being cared for. It would seem that
mentors in this current study aim to do this by adopting a 'mothering' persona and
displaying a moderated love to their mentees. There are risks for mentors in
adopting such an approach. They appear to invest in their students at a personal
and emotional level to make their students feel cared for and supported. At the
same time, they must always maintain a professional relationship that enables
them to provide appropriate feedback and assessment of student performance.
This is sometimes a difficult balance to achieve. McKinley (2004, p. 205) asks,
'How often has it been said that nurses eat their young?' and this perhaps is what
happens when mentors are operating at the other extreme, being harsh in their
criticism of their mentees.
'Sussing Them Out'
The development of this subcategory emerged from the data as mentors seemed
to be demonstrating attempts to gain a more holistic understanding of their
students. The participant mentors appeared to seek insight into their students'
lives, cognisant that attending a remote placement could pose added challenges
to students. Such challenges had the potential to impinge upon student learning
and mentors seemed keen to gain a broader understanding of their student's lives
to help better support their learning. The mentors seemed to appreciate that often
students were removed from usual support networks and sought means of filling
this void, as Emma indicates,
' .... but I do try and find out a little bit about the student's kind of personal
history and a bit about their background because we are all different, we all
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have our own 'baggage'so if you can understand a bit of what's going on in
their life it is kind of easier to help them, you know ... '.Emma. interview 2.
87-90
The participant mentors seemed to realise that in order to do this they needed to
establish a personal relationship at this very personal level, so that students would
feel able to speak freely to them, as Alex describes,
'So / think we need to be a/most a surrogate family to them, encourage
them to come to us if there is anything that they are worried about or know
that they can come to you to speak to you about anything ... '.Alex. interview
1. 71-74
Much evidence exists within the nursing literature relating to the importance of the
personal relationship that is established between mentor and mentee, this being
central to the success of the mentoring (Spouse, 1998b). The personal qualities of
the mentor are a significant determinant of success (Moseley et al., 2004). Alex
seems to be acknowledging the vulnerability of students removed from usual
support networks. The participant mentors spoke of students being young and
often away from home for the first time. They seemed to recognise that for some
students such a remote placement could exacerbate existing problems. For
example, the mentors raised such issues as student debt being compounded as
students had to relinquish part time employment to attend placement. Some
students had family responsibilities that were neglected whilst on placement and
homesickness was a cause of much unhappiness. Mentors recognised these and
other issues as having the potential to impact negatively upon students' clinical
performance.
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The mentors needed to be perceptive and use a range of communication skills in
order to fully appreciate the complexity of students' lives, as Dora describes below,
'Well, I think that you have to be able to really suss them out, em.. this last
student I had, she seemed to be wanting to go home a lot, and in the end, it
seemed that this girl's brother had been taking drugs and I think underneath
it was troubling her, and sometimes we would have a wee heart to heart
and she would say, 'Oh, I'm just a wee bit worried about my brother' .....
and then she opened up to me, she told me that that this was what her
brother was doing'. Dora. interview 2. 263-270
The mentors seemed to understand and empathise with students having much to
contend with, as they had to adjust to changes in their living conditions as well as
address the challenges of a new clinical environment. The mentors seemed to
take account of this, as Jacqueline implies below,
'You take an interest not just in their working environment but their social, I
suppose temporary home environment as well, em ... you know and if they
are unhappy because the home they are staying in is .... , the room is cold,
or it's draughty, the cooker isn't working or anything, we have to take that
on board and help them to sort it out'. Jacqueline. interview 1. 191-195
Jacqueline seems to be acknowledging that factors outside the workplace could
impact negatively on her student's ability to learn. She elaborates this point in a
later interview,
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'That can seem an awful long time to them [15 weeks on placement], and if
they get lonely, you know consequences can happen, they get depressed
and this and that can have an impact on them, their health and how they
work and sickness and stuff. So I think they ... yeah, they do need a bit of
mothering sometimes'. Jacqueline. interview 2. 172-175
This was noted by Atkins and Williams (1995), where mentors spoke of their
concern for mentees, not just as nursing students but as individuals. Young
students, recently moved away from home and struggling with debt were some
issues raised by mentors as issues of concern. The parallels with my own study
were striking. Supporting students in such situations was emotionally demanding
for mentors. Duffy (2003) noted that mentors took account of student's personal
circumstances in the context of making decisions about their performance.
The literature provides examples of the high levels of anxiety experienced by
students on clinical placement. Gray and Smith (1999), Phillips et al. (2000) and
Higginson (2006) have identified a range of fears and worries experienced by pre-
registration nursing students. It is likely that these feelings are magnified when
students are removed to a distant location, having to deal with the challenges
presented by a new social as well as professional environment. Mentors seem to
be taking this into account in the way they provide 'pastoral' support to students.
To do this effectively they must establish a good personal relationship with their
students, as Heather indicates,
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'We try and make sure that they have got that personal backup as opposed
to professional back up ... ' Heather. interview 2. 243-244
Here Heather seems to be indicating her perception of the role as including a
personal as well as professional element. In this subcategory mentors seemed to
be demonstrating an approach that sought to 'tease out' from students any issues
or concerns beyond the professional domain, so that they could better understand
and consequently better support their students.
A New Family member
This subcategory emerged as participant mentors provided data regarding the
impact that the arrival of a student could have. This could change the dynamics of
established relationships very markedly in very small teams. Furthermore, mentors
seemed aware that students needed to be orientated to the wider community,
outside of the professional setting. There seemed to be a recognition that
students had to feel comfortable in their whole environment in order to feel at ease
in the workplace. All of the mentors spoke of the importance of helping students to
feel accepted so that they could perform at their best. They described a variety of
ways in which they go about making the student feel 'at home'. This included
introducing them to other members of the team, helping them to have a 'voice' and
including them in social activities.
Here Fiona describes how her team approach students as 'one of them' in an
effort to make the students feel 'at home' and giving an insight into how they help
the student to orientate to their new wider environment,
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' ... 1suppose we just make sure that they are all right.... Things like, do
they know where the shops are and if they don't have a car we go and fetch
them, and then take them to the shops just ... If there is anything going on of
an evening socially ... that we think might interest them, we tell them about
that, if we are going to X town, say one of us is going to X town on a day
off, and the student was thinking to go, we would give them a lift down, you
know ... I mean we just, I suppose we just kind of treat them the way we
kind of treat ourselves ... '.Fiona. interview 1.378-385
The mentors seem to be befriending their students; this was considered a
significant factor contributing to success in the mentor-mentee relationship by
students in a study by Chow and Suen (2001). On very small islands, the mentors
saw this as an important part of their role. Tiny communities were very quick to
note the addition of a new student nurse to the community nursing team. It seems
that mentors considered it important that students should be welcomed to island
life and integrated into the wider island community too. All the mentors mentioned
social activities to which students were invited as part this integration process,
reinforcing a sense of belonging, as Alex indicates below,
'Try to involve them and if there is anything going on socially we would
always try and involve them and usually chip in so that they don't have to
pay for their meals, I mean sometimes you build up a really good rapport
with your student and have them home for their tea'. Alex. interview 1.162-
166
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By including students in social events and activities it seems that mentors are
conveying a powerful message of acceptance to their students. In his classic work
'Motivation and Personality' Maslow (cited in Banyard and Hayes, 1994) proposed
that there is a hierarchy of needs. These ascend from basic biological needs to
more complex psychological motivations. According to Maslow 'belonging ness
and love needs' must be met before an individual can progress to fulfil higher level
needs. According to Maslow's theory, mentors must engender a sense of
belonging in their students so that they can progress to meet their higher level
cognitive needs. The findings of a study by Levett-Jones and Lathlean (2008,
p.103) suggest that 'belonging is a prerequisite for clinical learning' . They
describe belonging ness as a response to which an individual feels,
• secure, accepted, included, valued and respected by a defined group
• connected with or integral to the group
• that their professional and/ or personal values are in harmony with those of
the group
The mentors in this study seem to be demonstrating an awareness of this as they
make attempts to create an environment that fosters a sense of 'belonging' in their
students. Chris describes how students are helped to feel that their views are
valued and respected, aligned to those of the group,
'If you are meeting with doctors, when say they are discussing a patient,
you can a/ways say to a student, 'Oh yes, you were with them last week
how did you find Mr Gray?', or whoever and they can chip in'. Chris.
interview 2. 69-71
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In the workplace the mentors seemed to understand that new students could feel
awkward and unfamiliar with ways of working, including them in a social sense
was important but as Chris illustrates above, mentors had a vital role in providing
students with opportunities to make a meaningful contribution, so that their
learning could fully develop. This is legitimate peripheral participation as described
by Lave and Wenger (1991). For newcomers this is at the periphery of the core
work, important but not always essential to it. The mentors were able to provide
opportunities so that students could make a valued and authentic contribution to
care delivery, as Alex describes below,
'... and sometimes you find them sort of taking a step back, you say to them,
'Well- you could put on the blood pressure cuff and get this for us and they
do and they get stuck in and then they are fine'. Alex, interview 2, 187-189
Domain one (NMC, 2008a) states that mentors should demonstrate an
understanding of factors that influence how students integrate into practice
settings. The data and discussion presented here seems to indicate that the
mentors are aware of the importance of helping students to integrate into the
team. As well as integration to the practice setting, participant mentors seem to
understand that integration to the wider community is important in small, remote
settings so that students can feel comfortable with their whole experience as they
begin to address their learning needs.
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Summary of the Theme 'A surrogate family'
The data and discussion presented within the theme 'A surrogate family' suggests
that mentors supporting students in remote placements have a heightened
pastoral element to their role. The mentors describe the relationship with their
students in terms of a close family bond, likened to a mother and child, expressed
as a 'moderated love'. The mentors are aware that students often have complex
lives and that personal problems can be exacerbated when removed from usual
networks of support. The personal relationship between mentor and mentee has
been identified as being fundamental to the success of the mentoring relationship
but in these more remote placement settings this seems to take on even more
significance. In addition to helping students integrate into the practice setting, the
mentors must help students to adjust to their new social situation.
Fostering Student Learning
The categories and subcategories that I have presented in this Chapter have been
unified within a central category that Ihave termed 'Fostering Student Learning'.
According to Strauss and Corbin (1998, p.146) a central category has the power to
pull together all the other categories to form an explanatory whole, encapsulating
'what this research is all about'. 'Fostering Student Learning' seems to be able to
explain the mentors' experiences and behaviours as they facilitate students'
learning and development in a remote and rural setting. The remote context
seemed to bring an added dimension to the mentor role requiring participants to
enhance the pastoral element of support for students. Commitment to supporting
students appeared not to be confined to the professional domain, rather it
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extended to the personal arena as participants demonstrated an awareness that
students were often far removed from usual networks of support.
In taking on the mentor role and 'Having a student', participants seemed to be
fulfilling an expectation that mentoring was part of what they did, intrinsic to their
role as registered nurses. In this sense 'choice' as to whether they took on the
role was side lined. Their commitment to it was embedded into their nursing
persona. Consequently, even as participants acknowledged that mentoring a
student carried with it increased responsibility, a" expressed a desire to continue
their commitment to it. There was recognition that a power dynamic existed
between mentor and mentee. The participants seemed to understand that to
'Foster student learning' the quality of the relationship with mentees was of
paramount significance. The participants in this study demonstrated efforts to
create an atmosphere in which skills and knowledge could be passed to the next
generation of nurses. The mentors saw themselves as role models and 'coaches'
and were keen to pass on appropriate personal and professional attitudes to their
mentees. Passing on pride and passion was seen as key to their role as mentors.
In a remote setting 'Fostering student learning' presented unique challenges for
participant mentors. Appreciating that in such a context students were removed
from usual networks of support, the mentors and wider clinical team seemed to fill
this void by acting as a 'surrogate family'.
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5. Fostering Student learning
This project set out to increase understanding of the experiences of mentors
supporting pre-registration nursing students. What has emerged from analysis of
the data is a tentative theory of how mentors 'Foster Student Learning' in remote
and rural placements. In this chapter I explain this tentative theory and how the
key themes emerged to lead towards its development. I consider what it has to
offer in answering my research question and sub-questions regarding the role that
mentors play in facilitating learning in practice. I go on to make recommendations
for future practice in the way that mentors are supported in their role.
A tentative theory: 'Fostering student learning'
The 'role specification' for mentors and 'sign off' mentors is to be found clearly set
out in the document 'Standards to support learning and assessment in practice'
(NMC, 2008a). However, the stark lists and tables to be found therein belie the
complexities of actually carrying out such a multi-faceted role. This research
project revealed that student learning in clinical practice seems to hinge upon a
complicated fusion of both social and cognitive experiences. What emerged from
analysis of the data is that the mentor role appears of paramount importance in
providing access to both. In addition, mentoring in remote settings seems to add
another dimension to the role as mentors extend the pastoral element of what they
do to help students acclimatise to their new environments both inside and outside
the workplace. That mentors 'nurture' their students emerged as a key aspect of
supporting students in a remote setting.
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The tentative theory 'Fostering student learning' is put forward to explain the role
that mentors play in faCilitating learning in practice, and their motivations for doing
so. The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1982) defines 'foster' as both an adjective and
a verb. As an adjective, 'foster' is described as 'having a specified relationship not
by blood, but in virtue of nursing or bringing up'. As a verb, 'foster' is defined in
terms such as 'promote growth of', 'encourage', 'tend affectionately' and 'cherish'.
'Fostering student learning' therefore seems appropriate as a term to represent my
findings, in which student learning seemed to be nurtured, in an atmosphere
likened to a supportive family. 'Fostering student learning', as a tentative theory,
emerged from the data as a way of viewing how the relationship between mentor
and mentee is played out in remote locations. It is defined as the way in which
mentors demonstrate commitment to a role in which they pass on their skills,
knowledge and professional attitudes. This overarching theory comprises three
themes, 'Having a student', 'Passing it on' and 'A surrogate family', capturing the
complexity involved in supporting a student. I now discuss how the themes
emerged from the data.
'Having a student'
Mentors frequently spoke of 'Having a student' as an abbreviated way of capturing
the mentor-mentee relationship. By 'Having a student' mentors were carrying out
an element of their role apparently considered by them to be intrinsic to it but
acknowledged as complex and difficult. This evolved as a core category as
analysis of the data revealed links to subcategories that helped to explain the
complex dynamics involved in such an association. 'Having a student' was a
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'short hand', casual way mentors used to describe a complex relationship. This
was common parlance that I, as an 'insider' researcher with knowledge of
mentorship, immediately comprehended. In my efforts to 'make the familiar
strange' I wondered what it was that this 'throwaway' term actually meant to the
participant mentors. This led me to review the data in a purposeful way, looking
for links between the subcategories that might help to explain what 'Having a
student' meant to participants. It seemed that mentors regarded 'Having a
student' as part of their role and expected it to be incorporated into their day to day
activity. In this respect it was regarded in a rather 'nonchalant' way but mentors
also acknowledged its importance, requiring personal commitment to perform it
well. The participants acknowledged the responsibility that came with 'Having a
student'. Despite this they seemed to consider it worthwhile in that it could bring
many benefits both professionally and personally. In short, the participants
seemed to feel strongly that whilst 'Having a student' was part of their 'day to day'
work it was very significant as mentoring seemed to enhance their own
professional and personal lives.
The mentors seemed to be saying that 'Having a student' was part of their role,
embedded in what they did. The comments of Betty (Chapter 4, p. 95) and Chris
(Chapter 4, p. 96) were very typical in this respect. This was not unexpected as
both 'The Code, Standards of conduct, performance and ethics for nurses and
midwives' (NMC, 2008b) and 'Standards to support learning and assessment in
practice' (NMC, 2008a) require that all registered nurses will facilitate students to
develop competence. What seemed important to participants was not the formal
role or title, just a very strong belief that this was what they had to do to the best of
their ability. Some participants could pinpoint the start of formal mentoring careers
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to a mentor preparation programme but for most it was what they had 'always
done' and as such was just 'part and parcel of nursing'. 'Choice' as a property of
the category 'Having a student' seemed minimised in two respects. First, there
was an underlying organisational expectation that registered nurses would take on
the formal role and second, it was what participants did as a matter of course as it
was rooted within their nursing persona. It seemed that whilst mentors were
aware of NMC expectations of the role, the 'vision of excellence' in mentorship
seemed to spring from a much more personal source.
The mentors demonstrated personal commitment to undertaking the role,
sometimes providing support to students 'in their own time' and going beyond the
call of duty to support their students. 'Commitment' emerged as a subcategory as
mentors described how they went about their mentoring duties, engaging with
students and often 'putting themselves out' to support their students in making the
mentor-mentee relationship a success. Some said that they felt 'guilty' because
demands of their job meant that they could not always perform as effectively in the
mentor role as they would have liked. This might help to explain why mentors
were willing to give up their own personal time, as they sought to compensate
during 'off duty' hours for the time they could not spare for their students when on
duty. Analysis revealed that all mentors spoke about their commitment and
provided examples of how this was demonstrated. Giving up their own personal
time, making themselves available to students by providing home contact details
and attending mentor update sessions on days off were some of the ways in which
the data seemed to demonstrate this. This linked with the finding that mentors
considered supporting students as integral to their role. As mentoring seemed to
be perceived as a key element of their professional lives they appeared willing to
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expend considerable personal resources in doing it well. What emerged was a
sense that when the mentor-mentee relationship was well established there was a
synergy, in that the mentor, as well as the student, was gaining from the
association. The categories 'It's good for us' and 'The feel good factor' capture
aspects of what emerged from the data as mentors described the benefits that
accrued to them both professionally and personally in 'Having a student'. They
recognised students as a learning resource and a means of driving themselves on
to ensure that their own practice was evidence based. This seemed of particular
significance to the participants, cognisant that they practised in a remote setting,
as they were keen to ensure that their practice was current. Comments such as
those from Fiona (Chapter 4, p. 122) were typical, in that mentors wanted to show
their students 'by the book'.
The mentors also seemed to see within their role a means of influencing the future
of nursing and this appeared important to them at this personal level. This
commitment and sense of satisfaction to be gained from supporting students
helped them to rise to meet the many challenges they faced. This linked to the
subcategory 'A big responsibility' that emerged as the data revealed the
challenges involved in supporting students and how mentors went about
addressing them. Irene's comments (Chapter 4, pp. 106-107) were representative
in the way that participants described how they felt under constant pressures of
time and under the scrutiny of their students. Participants seemed to make valiant
efforts to juggle workloads so that they could simultaneously support students and
manage patient care without compromising either. That student support was
maintained at a high level seemed to hinge on mentors' personal commitment to
the role and mentors' willingness to provide some of that support in their 'own'
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time. The category 'A big responsibility' emerged from the data as mentors
articulated what they had taken on by 'Having a student'. Overcoming the
challenges of supporting students appeared to enhance mentor satisfaction in a
job well done and enhance their self-esteem. A sense of self belief in one's ability
to perform well in a role is very important, according to Bandura (1986) it largely
determines the effort that will be expended upon a task.
This data, relating to what 'Having a student' meant to mentors, seemed to begin
to provide some answers to my research question, 'How do mentors see their role
in promoting students' professional development on clinical placement?' The
participants appeared to be committed professionals, who saw themselves as
having an important role to play in enhancing and promoting the profession by the
way in which they supported students.
'Passing it on'
The mentors spoke with passion about how they were committed to the role at a
very personal level as I have described above. What emerged from the data was
that this commitment was largely driven by the desire to 'Pass on' their skills and
knowledge. This became another key theme contributing to the tentative theory of
'Fostering student learning'. 'Passing it on' was an expression used frequently by
mentors. It seemed to me a rather 'colloquial' term for how the mentors were
supporting students in gaining competence across the domains described by the
NMC (2004). What mentors seemed to be saying was that they wanted to 'pass
on' clinical skills and knowledge regarding care delivery and care management
and they described a myriad of ways in which they did this. What emerged was
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that it was not just practical skills that they wished to 'pass on'. Indeed, the data
revealed that it was a pride in the profession that seemed to be the bedrock upon
which mentors could foster appropriate professional attitudes and ethical practice
within their mentees. I explored the data for links that existed between
subcategories that might help me to understand the complexity of what it was that
mentors 'passed on' to their mentees, how and why they did so. The participants
seemed to understand that 'Passing it on' would occur most effectively if they
established a supportive atmosphere within the clinical placement in which
learning could thrive. This, it seemed, was what they considered to be the
essence of 'A good placement'. In a supportive atmosphere students could be
provided with a role in which to contribute to care delivery. The mentor seemed the
Iynchpin in providing this access to an 'authentic' role for their mentees. The whole
process of 'Passing it on' seemed driven by a pride and passion in the profession
that mentors sought to convey to their students.
A quite intricate picture emerged in which mentors sought to establish, by a
process of tentative negotiation in the early days of the mentoring relationship,
what it was their mentees needed to learn. 'Establishing learning need' emerged
from the data as a category as mentors described how they tried to establish a
base line with their students upon which they could build their learning. This done,
mentors could set about transmitting skills and knowledge as required. As the
mentor-mentee relationship developed it seemed that mentors tailored their
support to meet their students' needs more specifically. They used strategies
such as 'role modelling' and 'coaching' to demonstrate best practice to their
mentees and engaged in reflective activities to help their students appreciate key
learning gained in practice. The mentors seemed to distance themselves from a
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more formal 'teaching' role, though they seemed to regard 'teaching' as more
'worthy' and important than what they were doing in their day to day interactions
with students. I noted that the mentors sometimes apologised for not having
sufficient time to 'teach' students more formally. The mentors described 'showing
them right', apparently cognisant of the impact that their example could have on
their mentees as they sought to pass on their knowledge, skills and professional
values.
'Use of self in this way appeared to be a significant means utilised by mentors in
supporting student learning in clinical practice. It seemed that mentors
understood the profound impact that their actions could have on students, aware
that the example they set could mould students' professional and personal
behaviours and that this might take place at a subliminal level. To pass on skills
in care delivery and management, mentors adopted the role of 'coach', working
side by side with their students. In such a way they were able to 'pass on' what
Spouse (2001a) terms 'craft knowledge', relating to the knowledge that
experienced practitioners have attained over time, derived from practical, everyday
experience. As coaches, mentors employed strategies described by Vygotsky
(1986), such as 'scaffolding' and 'fading' to help students undertake tasks they
would otherwise be unable to undertake on their own. This was what mentors
described as 'Speaking them through', a strategy utilised to pass on their skills and
'craft knowledge', integrating learning from practice and academic experience as
they did so.
An important means of 'passing on' their expertise and knowledge was to provide
feedback to students, both formatively and summatively, to guide their students'
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learning and development. This subcategory linked closely with those of 'Showing
them right' and 'Speaking them through' as mentors provided feedback on an on-
going basis whilst demonstrating their clinical skills and conveying their 'craft
knowledge'. The process of assessing students and providing timely and
appropriate feedback was an important means of 'Passing it on' and guiding their
students. However, providing 'negative feedback' and challenging inappropriate
student behaviour seemed very problematic for mentors, the comments of Fiona
epitomising their dilemmas (Chapter 4, p. 130). What emerged was that mentors
fully understood their accountability in this respect but also that dealing with a
poorly performing student took a heavy emotional toll upon them and was
something they felt unsure of and unhappy to tackle.
Underpinning all of the subcategories within this theme was a desire to 'pass on' to
students a pride in the National Health Service and a passion for the profession.
'Pride and passion' linked with all of the subcategories as mentors seemed to be
instilling into their student not only appropriate professional behaviours but
encouraging in their students an appreciation of the essential humanity involved in
caring for another person. The data encapsulated within the category 'Passing it
on' went some way to help address my research question, 'How do mentors
support students across the 4 domains identified by the NMC (2004)?' What
emerged from the data was that mentors conveyed their skills and knowledge to
students in a variety of ways, all underpinned by a desire to instil in their students
a pride in the profession and 'doing their best'.
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A 'surrogate family'
The theme 'A surrogate family' emerged from the data as analysis revealed the
way in which mentors seemed to view themselves as 'nurturing' their students. In
my first interview, Alex used the term 'A surrogate family' (Chapter 4, p. 144),
indicating that mentors, and the wider team, acted as a proxy family for students
far removed from their usual networks of support. I noted this as being a
particularly striking analogy and as I compared interview with interview noted that
terminology surrounding family life and relationships with children was used
frequently by mentors, the comments of Gloria (Chapter 4, p. 141) being
representative. I pondered what this meant in terms of mentoring and what the
dimensions of such an element might be. In second interviews I explored this in
more detail with mentors, the subcategories of 'a mother and her child', 'sussing
them out' and 'a new member of the family' emerged in helping to explain the way
that mentors nurtured and 'fostered' their students' learning. That mentors saw
themselves in a 'mothering role' or that of a 'guardian' was not surprising. Many
were mothers themselves and drew upon their own experiences with their
children, in the way in which they related to their often younger mentees, as Gloria
describes (Chapter 4, p. 141). The mentors described how they gained satisfaction
in seeing their students grow and develop under their guidance; this seemed a
powerful motivation for them in undertaking and continuing the mentor role. This
mothering and 'nurturing' aspect of the mentor-mentee relationship presented as
an important element of the mentor-student dynamic. Linked to this was the idea
that in order to fully support their students, the mentors seemed to be trying to gain
insights into their students' personal lives, aware that such matters might influence
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their performance in the clinical setting. The subcategory 'Sussing them out'
derived from the many examples the data provided of how mentors sought to gain
a deeper understanding of their students. This seemed a particularly important
element in how mentors supported their students in remote settings. The
participants seemed aware that issues might arise that were unlikely to crop up in
more urban or mainland settings where students might remain in their social
groups and usual place of residence whilst on clinical placement. For example,
homesickness, dealing with family responsibilities from a distance, settling in to
temporary accommodation could all be problematic for students. They seemed to
be adopting strategies to help students integrate into their communities both inside
and outside the clinical environment, providing a 'safety net' so that their students
can gain confidence. I do not mean to suggest by this that the mentors' role in
mainland or urban settings is any way less significant. Full acknowledgement is
given to the fact that mentors in such settings have a vital role in how students are
supported in a personal sense, as identified by Gray and Smith (2000). My
findings indicate that their counterparts in more remote placements are presented
with additional challenges as a consequence of location. This linked to the
subcategory of 'A new family member' in which mentors were describing how they
welcomed students, not only to the clinical placement but to the wider setting of
their new living environment, helping them to integrate into the wider community.
Now I will consider how the insights gained from the study, as summarised above,
have enabled me to address the research questions identified during the initial
stages of the study.
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What role do mentors play in facilitating learning in practice?
I now discuss the tentative theory 'Fostering student learning' considering what it
might contribute to addressing my research question, 'What role do mentors play
in facilitating learning in practice'. 'Fostering student learning' is put forward as a
theory, grounded in the data, as a way of viewing how mentors support students in
practice. I acknowledge the challenges and pitfalls in attempting to build theory
from data generated from a very small sample of mentors. The mentors were only
10in number and all volunteered to take part in the study. There were no newly
qualified mentors in the study, their perspective and that of students is missing and
might have provided other important contributions to the research. That said the
data provided insights helping to understand mentors' experiences of supporting
students in remote settings, helping to change practice locally in the way that
mentors are supported.
How mentors see their role in promoting students' professional
development on clinical placement.
Enhancing and promoting the profession emerges as one of the key drivers for
mentors in undertaking the role. The role of mentor, bound up in the mentors'
sense of self and intrinsic to them as registered nurses, seems to provide the
basis for commitment to the role. Having a sense of pride in the profession is
suggested as a key motivation for mentors to 'pass on' to the next generation of
nurses their skills, knowledge and passion. This pride in their profession is a
stimulus for mentors to be the 'best that they can be' and pass on this attitude to
their students, 'Fostering student learning' provides a means for mentors to
influence the future of the profession. As they 'Foster student learning' it is
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suggested that mentors see themselves as 'nurturing' their students, adopting the
persona of 'mother' or guardian to develop them. In the context of a remote
setting this element of the mentor role is heightened and the mentors' pastoral role
extended, cognisant that students are often far removed from usual support
networks. 'Fostering student learning' involves mentors providing students with an
authentic role to help overcome initial awkwardness and unfamiliarity with ways of
working. Introducing students to the team and including them in social activities is
an important element of 'Fostering student learning'; however, there is an
important distinction to be made between this social and emotional support and
the ways in which a welcome is extended to include students in a professional
sense. 'Fostering student learning' includes the vital element of providing students
with the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution, so that learning can fully
develop. This is legitimate peripheral participation as described by Lave and
Wenger (1991) an important dimension of 'Fostering student learning'.
How mentors support students across the 4 domains identified by the NMC
(2004).
I now consider what the tentative theory of 'Fostering student learning' can provide
in contributing to how mentors support students in their professional and ethical
practice, care delivery, care management and personal development. In the first
instance, it seems that mentors provide social support by welcoming students into
the clinical placement, fostering a sense of belonging. The mentors are providing
a 'back up' or 'safety net' for their students as they gain confidence in their new
clinical environment, and move towards achieving proficiency across the four
domains to achieve the NMC(2004) standard of proficiency. Mentors seem to be
acting as 'role models' and 'coaches' to their students across all the 4 domains,
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these seem particularly essential as tools to pass on 'craft knowledge' (Spouse,
2001a).
The importance of close working relationships is therefore vital so that mentees
can observe and learn from their mentors as they go about their work. 'Use of self'
in this way can have a significant impact upon students' practice as it is possible
that much learning might occur at a subliminal level as mentors work alongside
their mentees as they go about their day to day work together. Students are able
to witness the application of ethical and professional principles in day to day
practice, such as demonstrating respect for patients and ensuring that patients'
dignity is not compromised. Mentors also use strategies such as reflection and
debriefing as tools to help students appreciate the learning that had taken place.
Such tools can be used to discuss and 'tease out' the learning derived from
observing and participating in care delivery and management, thus acknowledging
the 'subliminal' learning that may have taken place. Using student assessment
documentation on a 'contemporaneous' basis as an 'aid memoire' to aid reflection
upon the learning seems advantageous in 'Fostering student learning'.
In order to 'Foster student learning', mentors must provide students with an
opportunity to make an authentic contribution to the work. As mentees' skills and
knowledge are unlikely to be fully developed this contribution need not be central
to the work but should be meaningful if their learning is to be progressed.
'Fostering student learning' involved use of the practice environment in that
mentors provided practice and observation opportunities to promote care delivery
and care management skills. The clinical placement holds a potential range of
learning opportunities for students to which mentors provide access, helping
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students to achieve required learning outcomes for the placement. In 'Fostering
student learning' it is the culture of the placement and general approach to
learning that seems of crucial significance in enabling access to appropriate
learning opportunities for mentees.
Factors that influence mentors' ability to promote student learning.
A variety of factors can impact upon the way in which 'Fostering student learning'
occurs, this can be viewed in terms of structural, managerial and personal factors.
Adequate time to support students in practice is seen as an essential requirement
to ensure optimal student learning can occur. Heavy workloads, inadequate
staffing levels and competing demands, both of patient care and clinical
management can all impact negatively upon time to support students in practice.
Added to which, as the pastoral role of mentors is amplified, this adds to the
pressures that mentors face supporting students in remote placements. Mentors'
skills in juggling competing responsibilities and in supporting students in their own
time mitigate these negative influences in 'Fostering student learning'. To 'Foster
student learning' mentors also draw upon support from colleagues and from the
wider practice education team, Practice Education Facilitators (PEFs) and Practice
Education Lecturers (PELs). However, it seems that it is the personal dimension
that mentors bring to the role that largely determines the success of how learning
is 'fostered' in clinical settings. The ability to 'Foster student learning' seemed
influenced by the confidence of the mentor in carrying out the role. This seems not
to be entirely dependent upon the formal preparation that has been undertaken.
Mentors own self-belief and feelings of self-worth seems built up through
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experience and reinforced by positive mentoring experiences. Motivation and
confidence seems to hinge upon Bandura's (1986) notions of self-efficacy.
Summary
The tentative theory 'Fostering student learning' has emerged from the research
findings and is suggested as a way of viewing mentors' experiences of supporting
pre-registration nursing students in remote settings. Mentors seem to heighten the
pastoral element of their mentor role to help students integrate into both new
clinical and social environments. Mentors and the wider team appear to take on
the role of a 'surrogate family', nurturing students, taking account of their
vulnerability in such situations. The mentors seem to act as 'coaches' rather than
'teachers' but do not always appreciate the significance and value of their own
'craft knowledge' that they pass on to students. They are instrumental in providing
students with an 'authentic role' so that learning can take place. Underpinning all
of this is a passion to 'pass on' to their students a pride in 'being the best that you
can be' in caring for another person.
Recommendations arising from this research
In this section I consider recommendations for future practice arising from my
research findings and the tentative theory that has emerged from analysis of the
data. I would hope that they might add to debate nationally when my research
findings are able to reach a wider audience by means of publication.
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Strategies recommended for enhancing mentor-mentee contact time pre-
placement
Mentors describe the anxiety that students can experience when on placement in
remote settings, removed from usual support networks. They describe how the
pastoral elements of their role have to be increased to fill this breach and ensure
that students are supported adequately both professionally and personally. Given
that the pastoral element of the mentors' role may be very significant, it would be
appropriate for their personal relationship to be established as early as possible.
For remote placements this could be achieved by utilising technologies such as
'video link'. The Practice Education Facilitator (PEF) or Practice Education
Lecturer (PEL) should take responsibility for establishing individual student
contact, thus forming stronger links for information exchange to help alleviate
student anxiety at the earliest opportunity. Students could be encouraged in this
way to access placement profiles 'on line' and be well prepared prior to placement.
• Students should be encouraged and supported in preparing fully for clinical
placement experience
• This should include pre-placement contact with mentor, facilitated by PEF
or PEL, to help establish mentor-mentee relationship as soon as possible
Strategies recommended for giving greater recognition to the important role
of mentor and for maximising mentor-mentee contact time in clinical
placement
Given that this research has confirmed the crucial role that mentors play in
supporting students in practice by 'Fostering student learning', organisational and
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management strategies should be adopted to give greater recognition to the role
of the mentor. An important aspect of this is to ensure that mentors have sufficient
time and resources to undertake their important work. It seems that mentors
'coach' their students as they go about their work together and if this support is to
be of a high standard staffing levels and skill mix need to be adequate to ensure
that mentors have time to educate learners whilst they deliver care together. The
findings of the study reveal that mentors struggle at times to support their students
adequately. Whilst they do seem to manage this, it is sometimes achieved at a
personal cost to the mentors as they 'juggle' demands. This is evidenced in the
data both in terms of the 'pressure and stress' that they experience, the 'guilt' they
reported feeling and in the time that they commit to student support in their own
'off duty' periods. In reality, a call for increased staffing levels is unlikely to be met
in these times of funding pressures. However, there are a number of actions that
might be taken at clinical placement level to develop a culture in which the mentor
role is given more status and mentor-mentee time is given a higher priority. This
would help to ensure that the NMC (2008a) requirement that 40% of student time
must be supervised by a mentor is being met. A recommendation is that all
mentoring arrangements must be clearly documented in student assessment
documentation. Formal recording of mentor-mentee contact time should be made
explicit on student timesheets, placement duty rotas and within assessment
documentation. This might help to focus more attention on this important
requirement. It would seem prudent to maximise the amount of time that mentors
can spend with their mentees. Some mentors reported that they had to deputise
for more senior staff, for example Irene (Chapter 4, p.106 ) and this was
problematic as it diverted attention away from their mentees . This should be
highlighted as a problem when duty rotas are drawn up and avoided if at all
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possible. Where such situations cannot be avoided, clear alternative mentoring
arrangements for students should be made.
A student 'charter' (Appendix 19) could be developed by mentors in collaboration
with their students as a way of formalising the commitments and responsibilities of
both parties whilst on placement. The stimulus for devising this draft has arisen
from the findings of the research, which indicated that mentor-mentee time should
be maximised so that mentors can transmit their knowledge to students by working
side by side with them. Such a draft charter is suggested as a means of raising
awareness amongst all members of the clinical team of the importance of the role
of mentor in practice education. This might be effective if displayed prominently in
clinical areas.
• Staffing levels and skill mix to be addressed so that mentors have time to
educate learners whilst delivering care
• Duty rotas, student timesheets and assessment documentation clearly
demonstrate that NMC (2008a) requirements for mentor supervision time
have been met
• Clear alternative mentoring arrangements made explicit on duty rotas to
cover times when mentors are deputising for more senior staff
• Consideration given to development of student 'charter' making explicit
commitments of both student and mentor in clinical placement, to highlight
the importance of the mentor role in supporting student education
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Strategies recommended for establishing continuity in mentor-mentee
relationships and placements
To 'Foster student learning' in remote settings mentors seem to expend
considerable time and energies in orientating their students, not only to their new
clinical situation but also to their new wider social environment. In 'Fostering
student learning' mentors establish personal relationships and spend time
developing a supportive culture in which to 'nurture' their mentees. However, with
current arrangements, students are rather transient members of the team, moving
on and being replaced by another student at the end of their only placement
experience in this setting. Mentors must then begin again establishing a new
relationship, orientating their new student to both the workplace and to the wider
social environment. It is therefore recommended that where placements can offer
adequate breadth and depth of learning opportunities, consideration be given to
developing 'Hub' placements in island settings, where students could return for at
least one placement annually, being reunited with their mentors. This could offer
many advantages from both a mentor and student perspective. A returning
student might enhance the satisfaction and fulfilment that mentors experience, as
they are able to witness student development over a longer period, something they
say is important to them. Continuity in terms of mentoring would be maximised.
Students, returning to a more familiar environment, might have an enhanced
feeling of 'belonging' and be able to access an 'authentic role' more quickly as less
time is required to adapt to an environment that is familiar. For students who
cannot access the 'Hub' model, placement length should be such that it allows for
an adequate 'settling in' period.
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• Extend and develop the use of remote/island placements as a base for
students, to which they can return annually to enhance continuity in terms
of mentor support
• Offer placement experiences that are of sufficient duration to allow students
to 'settle in' to new living and working environments
Strategies to support mentors effectively 'Fostering student learning'
This research has revealed that mentors are presented with unique challenges in
supporting students on remote clinical placements due to the geographical
location and size of such placements. The data revealed that mentors support
their students in dealing with a' number of personal issues, which if not handled
well have the potential to impact negatively upon student learning in placement.
This seems to add to the pressures that mentors face as they provide this social
support to their students both in the workplace and wider community. It is
recommended that opportunities are provided for mentors to exchange
experiences with their peers, so that this knowledge base can be shared and
developed and so that mentors can derive support from their colleagues. Such
support might be provided at mentor 'de-brief sessions, facilitated by Practice
Education Facilitator (PEFs) or Practice Education Lecturers (PELs), where
facilitated discussion could take place in a supportive environment. Sharing
learning in this way might be helpful as mentors could reflect on their experiences
of student support and learn from each other following each cohort of student
learners.
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Participant mentors acknowledged their role and accountability with regard to
student assessment; however, this was an area that challenged them, especially
when dealing with a weak student, where mentors seemed to find it difficult to
provide robust feedback. Mentors should be provided with more support in how to
provide feedback to students, with PEF and/or PEL available to support mentors at
mid-placement and final assessment meetings with weak students. Mentor
workshops/update sessions should provide the forum for discussion regarding the
principles of providing effective feedback and assessment, complying with the
NMC (2008a) requirement for annual updating. In such a setting mentors could
share experiences with colleagues in a non-threatening environment and receive
feedback from their peers on how to handle difficult student behaviours. Mentors
should have the support of PEFs and PELs as well as support of fellow mentors
and senior charge nurses and line managers in devising action plans to help
students develop to achieve competence. This might provide mentors with more
confidence in this difficult area of their role.
Participant mentors seemed to devalue the importance of the 'craft knowledge'
they shared with students in favour of more formal teaching or 'book' knowledge.
Helping mentors to value their own 'craft knowledge' is important and could be
achieved at mentor update sessions. For example, the data revealed that mentors
used such strategies as role modelling, coaching, scaffolding, fading and reflection
to help convey their skills and knowledge to their students. Including a discussion
of the theoretical basis for such learning approaches in a mentor update sessions
might help mentors to appreciate the value of what they do on a day to day basis.
To reinforce the importance of this learning, mentors should be encouraged to use
student assessment documentation more contemporaneously as a means of
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aiding continuous discussion, reflection and learning rather than only as the place
where summative assessment is recorded at the end of the placement.
• Opportunities should be provided for mentors to explore the pastoral
elements of their role and share learning with peers. This might be achieved
at mentor 'debrief' sessions following each 'cohort' of students
• Encouraging the use of student assessment documentation as a means of
continuous discussion, reflection and learning rather than only as the place
were summative assessment is recorded at the end of placement would
help to reinforce the importance of learning in practice
• Stressing to mentors the need to carefully observe students' clinical
practice as a means of ldentifying learning need as a 'diagnostic' tool as
well as for summative assessment
• Mentors should be provided with more support so that they can feel
confident in their assessment decisions and provide robust and fair
feedback to students
• Support of PEF and PEL should be utilised in providing opportunities for
mentors to practice their skills in workshop settings and in supporting
mentors to give direct feedback to students and with action planning
• Mentor update sessions should be used to help mentors value their own
professional knowledge rather than feel the need to transmit formal 'book'
knowledge, mentors should be helped to communicate this by coaching
skills
• Mentor debrief sessions and update sessions are recommended as a forum
for providing mentors with feedback from students, so that they can act to
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do things differently if required and be shown appreciation for what has
gone well, enhancing self-worth and bolstering confidence
In this chapter I have explained the tentative theory 'Fostering student learning'
and how the three themes of 'Having a student', 'Passing it on' and 'A surrogate
family' emerged from the data, discussing my findings and the theory in relation to
what they can provide in answering my research questions. In the next and final
chapter, I go on to present my own evaluation of what I have done, considerinq
what I have learned and what I would do differently having undertaken this project.
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6. Evaluation
In this final chapter I present an evaluation of the study in terms of the research
design, the key findings, its strengths and limitations. I consider what I would have
done differently with the benefit of hindsight and what I will do differently in my
professional practice as a result of my research. I then go on to a more personal
reflection in which I consider the learning that I have derived from undertaking this
programme of study. Trying to gain an understanding of the world through the
eyes of others has provided valuable personal insights for me. I conclude the
chapter and end this thesis with an articulation of what I consider to have been this
most significant learning.
Evaluating my research
From the vantage point of this very final chapter of my thesis, I look back across
the project and inevitably find that there are things that I would have done
differently, as I now go on to discuss in this evaluation of my thesis. Reviewing my
introductory chapter I hope that I have provided the reader with a clear sense of
the context in which I currently work and the drivers that motivated me to
undertake the research. In this opening chapter I aimed to set out both my
personal and research ambitions and as I now reflect upon them I can say that
most were achieved to some degree.
Looking back to the literature that I chose to review and discuss in Chapter 2, I feel
that this choice was appropriate. Reviewing the existing literature helped me to
gain an understanding of the history of the role and how it has moved
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incrementally to its current manifestation. My review of the literature provided me
with a detailed knowledge of the issues and concerns that were topical regarding
mentoring within the profession and from my analysis I was able to develop and
focus my own research questions. Reading widely and thinking deeply about the
mentor role and educational theory enhanced my own confidence as my
knowledge base increased. I adopted an analytical approach when reviewing
research studies and this honed my skills in this respect but I am aware that I am
still developing my writing skills in presenting this review.
The Research design
My choice of methodology was helpful to me and relevant to my research
aspirations. I set out to gain an understanding of the experiences of a small group
of mentors in a remote island location when I embarked upon this project. My lack
of skills in undertaking research may have hampered the process, as I discuss in
more detail below, but I found it reassuring to be guided by grounded theory
methodology in the collection and analysis of the data. By this means I have been
able to put forward answers to my research questions, suggesting a tentative
theory 'Fostering student learning'. Drawn from the data as they are, my research
findings offer new insights into the way that mentors view their practice in a remote
context, demonstrating the appropriateness of a grounded theory approach.
Data collection
With regard to my data collection methods, I consider vindicated in my choice of
interviews as the main data gathering tool in that participants spoke in an
uninhibited way and appeared to freely share their experiences with me. Much
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rich data were generated as mentors provided candid accounts as they engaged
with me, which I consider to be a key strength of the study. Whilst pleased with
the data generated, I do confess to a poor interview technique at least in the early
stages of data collection. Reviewing the transcripts now I feel embarrassed at my
first attempts at interviewing. My style sometimes a 'remorseless interrogation'
and during some interviews I spoke almost as much as the interviewees. I found it
difficult to concentrate on the answers to my questions and frame appropriate and
timely responses. I am sure that my inability to respond sufficiently quickly to
probe participants' responses may have lost opportunities to gain important
insights. On a more positive note, as the project progressed my interviewing
technique improved. This was evident in later interviews in which a more relaxed,
'quiet' approach from me bore' many fruits in terms of mentors' willingness to
speak openly about their experiences. This was a key learning point for me.
My use of diaries as a data gathering tool had mixed success. In retrospect, I
should have thought more clearly about what I wanted to know, balanced against
what could be realistically expected of busy clinicians who were doing me a
favour. I had hoped to gain some accurate estimates of the time that mentors
spent with mentees undertaking mentoring activities. This proved not to be
possible as mentors did not provide this detail consistently. With hindsight, it was
natve of me to expect mentors to complete this level of detail, requiring them to
'log' their mentoring activities almost contemporaneously as they went about their
work. However, the diaries did provide me with an overview of the types of
mentoring activity undertaken. The 'open' comments sections were more
successful. The entries were often brief but they provided qualitative data of
mentors' experiences, substantiating findings gained from 'first round' interviews
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and helping to focus 'second round' interviews. Reviewing the diaries, I had
suspicions that they had been completed retrospectively, possibly in one 'sitting'
just before I was to collect them. Some mentors commented on the usefulness of
diaries in aiding their reflection on their mentoring role. With this in mind, I think
that a diary design that sought only to elicit 'free' responses from mentors, at
intervals decided by them, might have been more worthwhile. Mentors would
have had more of a 'free reign' to provide information they considered important,
captured at a time convenient to them, rather than complying with my pre-
determined diary format. This would have been more congruent with my
qualitative approach. Also, gathering data over a shorter time period, of say 6
weeks rather than 12 weeks, might have been less onerous for mentors. This
would have still provided an adequate time frame in which to capture the breadth
of mentor experience, avoiding a 'snap-shot' that may have been atypical in a
shorter period. These adaptations to the diary format and reduction in time spent
on data collection might have been beneficial in terms of mentor engagement and
consequent volume and richness of data generated.
Strengths and Limitations
The small scale of the research, with only 10 mentor participants, might be
considered a limitation of the study. However, this number was adequate in
generating rich data contributing to understanding of mentors' experiences of
supporting students. I believe that the 'thick descriptions' of my categories allows
readers to vicariously experience mentors' professional 'lives'. My findings, for
example, that mentors heighten their pastoral role when students are removed
from usual support networks, can help to change practice locally. For instance, I
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can focus more support in helping mentors to deal with personal issues that
students raise.
Recruiting mentors to the study relied upon an advertisement. I was relieved that
any mentor, current on the locally held mentor register, responded to my request
for help with my research. I considered that these research participants, whilst not
selected by means of 'purposive sampling' strategies, were likely to provide valid
and useful information to help answer my research questions, in keeping with my
grounded theory approach. I acknowledge that having volunteered to take part
they are likely to be amongst the most interested in and committed to their role. In
the main they were experienced mentors and this is representative of the overall
profile of the mentors on the locally held mentor register, there being very few
newly qualified practitioners. In evaluating my study, which included no newly
qualified mentors, I have considered what might have been different if they had
agreed to take part. Such mentors would not have experienced 'first hand' the
history of mentor role development. This may have led to different perspectives in
terms of how they viewed the nature of mentorship captured within the category
'it's part and parcel of nursing', in which mentors were rather dismissive of official
titles ascribed to them over the years. Also, new mentors may not have built up an
extensive repertoire of skills in terms of how they 'pass on' their skills and
knowledge to mentees and therefore the data may not have been so wide-ranging
in this respect. Overall, I do not consider that my tentative theory of 'Fostering
student learning' would be fundamentally changed. The study might also be
criticised for its lack of a student perspective and I acknowledge that student
insights would have been valuable in adding to understanding of the mentor-
student dynamic. However, given the very small scale of this research, and time
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limits imposed by the EdD programme, I stand by my decision to include only
mentors so that I could focus on their experiences, an area that has received
much less research interest in the literature.
The small nature of the study, conducted within a very small Health Board area
posed challenges in other respects with regard to my research design, in particular
regarding the 'power dynamics' between me and the participants. I have
discussed ethical considerations in Chapter 3 in some detail and the impact of my
'insider' status on the research. The regional ethics committee were reassured that
mentors were not pressurised to take part in the study and I have provided detail
of how I took account of the consequences of being an 'insider' researcher
(Appendix 12). The strategies I adopted to ameliorate the negative
consequences of my insider status seem to have been effective in eliciting frank
and honest accounts from the mentors. Conducting research with so few
participants in such a small Health Board area, has also led me to reconsider the
assurances that I gave to mentors regarding anonymity at the start of the study.
assigned pseudonyms to mentors and have taken all reasonable precautions to
remove references that might help identify individuals. However, in this age of the
internet, it would not be difficult to identify the Health Board area in which this
research took place. With numbers so small it might then be possible for readers
to recognise a particular 'turn of phrase' used in quotations that might identify an
individual mentor. In retrospect, I should have made this clearer to participant
before issuing 'cast iron' assurances of anonymity.
I consider a strength of the research to be the way in which I transcribed audio
recordings of interviews myself, very meticulously checking and rechecking the
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transcripts. In doing so, I believe that I captured a very accurate version of what
happened during interviews. This meant that I had sound source data upon which
to begin my analysis. Furthermore, adopting this painstaking approach meant that
I was very familiar with the data as Strauss and Corbin advise (1998), essential in
adopting a grounded theory approach. It is important that the researcher is
'steeped' in the data when commencing the process of analysis, and I feel that I
did achieve this.
The degree to which my findings are transferable were not fully explored during
this study. With hindsight, I could have made formal contact with practice
education colleagues in other Health Board settings seeking their comments
regarding the transferability of the findings. However, in my Practice Educator role
informal communication with colleagues in other remote settings has revealed
similar experiences regarding how mentorship takes place. Others will make
judgements about the relevance of findings when they reach a wider audience by
means of publication.
Coding and analysis of the data
I have already referred to my short comings in terms of my lack of skills as a
novice researcher. I think that these were most evident when it came to analysis of
my research data. Coding is one of the most central processes in grounded theory
(Bryman, 2008) but it is also the most difficult aspect for a novice researcher, in
terms of understanding and operation (Strauss, 1987). Bryman (2008) points out
that one of the main difficulties with qualitative research is that it rapidly generates
large volumes of cumbersome data because of its reliance on prose, such as
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interview transcripts. Whilst I was pleased with the richness of the data gathered, I
was daunted by the volume and frequently asked myself, 'How do I deal with all of
this?' A systematic approach to analysis of the data was essential if I was to do
justice to it, increase my understanding and allow me to present what I had
discovered to others. I stand by my decision to reject the use of a computer
software programme to assist with analysis of the data, my rationale for which is
given in my research design chapter. However, this is tinged with some regret, in
that I missed an opportunity to extend my research skills. This decision made, I
found that manual analysis of my data was very time consuming, a period of
uncertainty and slow progress. I now ponder whether the use of a software
programme would have made the process easier to manage.
In order to aid me in the process of data analysis I read the literature widely for
examples of how Strauss and Corbin's (1998) guidance had been applied by
others. However, authors seemed to be using their own modified versions of the
coding process, or failed to provide detailed descriptions of how they went about it.
Bryman (2008) states that unlike the analysis of quantitative data, there are few
well established, widely accepted rules for the analysis of qualitative data. This
lack was disconcerting. Furthermore, trying to grasp the detail of how other
researchers had carried out their coding was confusing, the terms 'codes',
'categories', 'elements', 'concepts' and 'themes' seemed to be used
synonymously by many researchers making it difficult for me to understand the
level to which their research had progressed. I certainly struggled with this element
of my project, lacking in confidence that I was adhering to 'correct' procedures
made me very hesitant in my approach. However, I now understand that whilst
differences exist in the way that it is achieved the coding process provides a
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means of moving from microanalysis of data to more abstract ways of
conceptualising it. My research design chapter may have given the impression
that coding of the data was undertaken mechanistically, whereas in reality coding
in qualitative research is not an exact science but one that is 'in a constant state of
potential revision and fluidity' (Bryman, 2008, p. 542). I was supported in this by
my supervisor who provided regular feedback, so that with perseverance the
process of coding and interpreting the data eventually became clearer. I have
provided in my research design and findings chapters detail of how I undertook the
process of data analysis so that readers can follow how I have interpreted the data
by following my data analysis process. In doing so I would hope that another
researcher would agree with the tentative theory that I have put forward and with
the conclusions and recommendations that I have reached.
The key findings of my research
A number of key findings emerged from my research adding new insights to
mentors' experiences of supporting students in the context of a remote and rural
setting as I present and discuss in Chapters 4 and 5. The finding that in remote
settings mentors seem to enhance their pastoral role to deal with challenges that
might not arise when students are able to remain within usual networks of support
is significant. Mentoring strategies to help students integrate and demystify local
culture in such situations are essential. This was a point noted by Mills (2007) in
an Australian study. However, I think that my findings are of merit in advancing
knowledge of mentor experience as very little research exists in remote UK island
settings. That conducted by Littlejohn (1992), with a sample size of 4, relating to
pupil nurses has little to contribute to contemporary practice.
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Many aspects of mentor experience uncovered in this research were not specific
to a remote location and have been reported in the literature previously. For
example, heavy workloads, inadequate staffing levels and competing demands,
both of patient care and clinical management, all reduced time available to support
students. However, I would argue that my findings are valuable in that they
corroborate aspects of this previous research (Aston et al., 2000, Aston and
Molassiotis, 2003, Gray and Smith, 2000, Dolan, 2003, Myall et al., 2008,
Nettleton and Bray, 2008, Carlisle et al., 2009). My findings also add an additional
dimension in that mentors in remote placements have extra pressures on their
time as they support students' integration into their new environments in a
practical, personal as well as professional sense.
Presentation of findings
The tentative theory 'Fostering student learning', comprising the themes 'Having a
student', 'Passing it on' and 'A surrogate family', is a conceptual representation of
the experiences of the participant mentors. Presenting my findings in this way
necessarily involved the distillation of large amounts of qualitative data and I have
described the grounded theory approach I adopted in doing so. My challenge has
been to present the data in such a way that readers are convinced of its
trustworthiness and of the credibility of my claims in interpreting it in such a way.
As a new researcher, I was very excited with the data that was generated, wanting
to incorporate swathes of interview transcripts into this report to illustrate mentor
perspectives. My imposed word limit for this final report precluded this and in any
case I soon realised that to convince the reader of the veracity of my
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interpretations I needed to discuss and justify my findings. I have done so by
providing 'thick descriptions' of my categories and provided detail of how I
interpreted the data, how my categories developed and themes emerged. In
evaluating my research design I have described how I struggled with the process
of data analysis, and as a clinician and novice researcher I think that this is
understandable as the process was completely new to me. I believe that I have
been able to meet the requirements of grounded theory and naturalistic research
designs by being systematic in the development of categories.
What Have I Learned?
My learning with regard to carrying out this research project has been
multifaceted. In this section I consider learning that has taken place at a more
personal level. I have decided to employ a modified version of Gibbs' (1998)
reflective model to help me to do so and avoid what Carolan (2003, p. 13)
describes as 'a self-indulgent form of navel-gazing'.
Describe
As a first step Gibbs asks us to describe 'the event' in succinct, 'matter of fact'
terms. This is no easy task given that so much psychological and emotional effort
is bound up in the process of undertaking a research project such as this. I
commenced the programme in May 2007 and suspended my studies in March
2008 for 6 months due to problems with my health and other personal issues. I
then progressed according to the prescribed study schedule submitting this final
thesis in October 2011.
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Feelings
My feelings during this journey of learning have ranged from elation to despairl
Having undertaken a first degree and Master's degree with The Open University I
looked forward to study at doctoral level. I hoped to gain new insights that I could
apply to better support mentors and students in the workplace as well as gain a
valued academic qualification. In retrospect, I feel that I was very natve when I
began my project, not fully appreciating what was required at this level of study.
got off to a faltering start, partly but not entirely, due to the personal issues
previously mentioned. I did not deal well with the uncertainty that I now
understand is often integral to establishing and carrying out a project as a lone
researcher. Despite support from my supervisor I felt that I prevaricated for many
months in making decisions about my research design and became despondent
when I received initial rejection from the regional research ethics committee. I
have subsequently learned that few research applications are given clearance
without further consideration; Dixon-Woods et al. (2007) cite overall figures in the
region of only 15%. However, at the time I felt this was a considerable blow. The
application process was lengthy and I felt the pressure of time upon me as
deadlines for The Open University loomed. This, accompanied by uncertainty
about research methodology and nagging doubts about my own academic abilities
and time management skills resulted in a loss of confidence. This could strike
when I least expected it and caused me to lose weeks of work. It was all very
undermining and led me to seriously consider withdrawing from the programme.
However, encouragement from my supervisor and the incremental nature of the
EdD programme bolstered my flagging confidence. As progress reports were
submitted and 'Year One' report completed, with positive feedback, I felt my
confidence levels begin to slowly rise.
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Most importantly, I valued the time that busy mentors spent with me, providing
such rich data that I wanted to do my best to 'tell their story'. I began to enjoy the
academic challenge of crafting a piece of work I hoped would do justice to their
faith in me. Mentors spoke very candidly about their desire to 'be the best that you
can be' and how they tried to instil this into their mentees. Their words had
resonance for me. Canfield (2007, p. 245) tells us to 'Practice Persistence' and
that most people give up when they are just about to achieve success. At the time
of writing I am unsure whether this project will be deemed an academic success.
hope it will be judged as such but I have come to realise that success can be
defined in many ways. I feel that the learning gained in both personal and
professional terms has been hugely worthwhile, as I now go on to consider.
Evaluation
In the cycle of reflection suggested by Gibbs, we are asked to consider what has
been good and bad about the experience. Overall my experience has been
positive. One of my main objectives in undertaking this research was to help me
to understand more about the research process itself. I feel that I have achieved
this aim. Conducting a literature review, grappling with theoretical frameworks,
methodologies and research instruments all enhanced my knowledge and
understanding. I have also enjoyed the 'writing up' of the project and believe that
my writing skills have developed. The structure of the Open University's EdD,
requiring as it did the submission of reports at regular intervals, ensured that
formal writing was an integral part of the project. This helped in the process of
creating a fluent account of my research. It took me some time to realise that my
writing was not 'all or nothing'. Burton (2000, p.432) recounts the experiences of a
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researcher who likewise thought that what was written had to be either 'priceless
literary pearls or unmitigated garbage'. I came to understand that drafting and
redrafting was part of a process that would hopefully lead me to authoring a thesis
at an acceptable level. I tried to follow the advice of Murray (2002, p. 7) who
suggests that 'learning comes through writing, quality comes through revision and
regular writing develops fluency'. This in mind, I was able to 'release the brakes',
write more freely and move forward.
Learning began at the very start of the programme. For example, I was able to
share my experiences of writing a research proposal and of negotiating the
complex NHS ethics approval process with colleagues starting out on research
projects. By means of interview I gained access to data of such vividness that my
understanding of mentorship was hugely enhanced. I was pleased that mentors
were able to speak so openly to me. I began to more fully appreciate the
challenges inherent within the mentor role locally. This made me consider how I
could better support mentors. As a direct result I have introduced a number of
initiatives that I believe have improved mentor experiences of supporting students.
For example, I have introduced 'debrief sessions for mentors in which they are
able to reflect upon and learn from their recent experiences of supporting students.
These are classroom based sessions facilitated by me, held at the end of each
student cohort allocation, that provide a forum for mentors to share learning and
gain support from peers. The content of these sessions is led by mentors but
typically can include discussion of student feedback and devising action plans to
address issues as appropriate. These sessions have been well evaluated by
mentors, who seem to value the support of colleagues. Mentor update sessions
have also been revised with the aim of helping mentors value their 'craft
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knowledge' and how they convey this to students, rejecting the notion that formal,
theoretical knowledge is superior.
As a result of my research I feel that I have a much greater connection with the
mentors and a deeper understanding of the challenges they face. I have begun to
view my role in a different way, and to see myself more clearly as a vigorous
advocate for them and the important work they do. I think this will be essential in
the future when reduced staffing levels may increase pressures upon mentors to
an even greater extent.
I have valued the personal insights I have gained. I have always considered
myself to be a determined person and having set goals I like to achieve them.
confess to having been slightly dismissive of those who quit a course of study with
what I might previously have considered excuses. Having come close to leaving
the programme myself, I find that I can empathise with and offer support to those
who find themselves in a similar situation with much greater understanding, and
humility! Also, pre and post registration students with whom I have contact have
been interested to hear that I am studying too. Camaraderie has developed
between us as we have exchanged views on effective study techniques. It has
been a positive experience to have this connection with them. I think that I have
been an advocate for 'Lifelong learning' and have demonstrated that age should
never be considered a barrier to study!
The most negative aspect of undertaking the project has been the difficulty of
trying to undertake a major piece of academic work whilst juggling full time
employment and family commitments. A number of personal crises arose whilst I
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was enrolled on this programme. As an Open University student of many years
standing I acknowledge that such setbacks are inevitable and have to be dealt
with whilst still achieving study targets. However, part time study at this level is
demanding and for much of the project I have felt under considerable pressure.
Covey (2004, p. 287) reminds us of the importance of 'balanced self-renewal' but
achieving a reasonable 'work-life' balance has been difficult. Yet, as the project
draws to a conclusion, I feel that I have learned much about my own resilience and
can advise and support students, who also have many competing demands upon
their time, with much greater credibility.
Analysis - What Sense Can I Make Of It?
Walford (1991) argues that the 'messiness' of the research process is not always
reflected in the literature. As a novice researcher I found this uncertainty to be
very disconcerting. This was particularly true in the early stages when I found that
significant aspects of my study were undecided. In her book, 'Achieving a PhD-
ten students' experience', Salmon (1992) presents the candid reflections of
doctoral students. This was useful in helping me to understand that my
experiences were not unusual. Students spoke of their fears, lack of confidence
and, above all, their desire for someone to tell them what to do! Their words
reflected my experiences exactly and this was reassuring. I now realise that there
is as much learning to be gained from undertaking the process of research as
there is in the product of that research.
The 'authoring' of this research project has proved to be unexpectedly enjoyable.
Dunleavy (2003, p. 5) offers an explanation as to why this might be so. He states
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that, 'Doing good research and becoming an effective author are not separate
processes, but closely related aspects of intellectual development that need to
work in parallel'. Producing regular progress reports has required drafting, re-
drafting, reflection upon and re-evaluation of my work on an on-going basis. This
has necessitated frequent engagement with the theory of adult learning and
mentorship and consideration of how this relates to my own work. This has helped
me to understand my findings and to appreciate what my research has really been
about. I think that I have made a contribution to the understanding of mentor
experience, particularly when that experience is set in a remote location. The
frank accounts that I have been able to elicit from mentors have helped me to
understand their roles and my own with greater clarity.
Conclusion
I have emerged from this experience with many lessons learned. As a novice
researcher, the structure of the EdD was very helpful in driving progress.
However, there was always an imminent deadline to be met and this constant
pressure impacted upon some of my decision making. Drawing upon this
experience I think that I will be able to deal in a more confident and measured way
with such time pressures in any further research I undertake. For the future, my
aspiration is to publish findings arising from this research, for example, on the
implications of the heightened pastoral role that mentors seem to demonstrate in
supporting students in remotes settings.
I was very pleased to be awarded a Florence Nightingale research scholarship to
partially fund this project on the basis of some of the work undertaken. I intend to
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fulfil my commitment to produce a report summarising my work and present my
findings to the awards committee.
Action Plan
When this project is completed I would like to undertake further research in the
area of practice education. I do not have detailed plans at this stage but would
see further projects as an opportunity to develop as a researcher, for example,
gaining proficiency in the use of such software packages such as NVivo for the
purposes of data analysis. This will expand my repertoire of skills in relation to the
handling of qualitative data. I have been rather 'old fashioned' in my avoidance of
new technologies and I am keen to rectify this. I will explore the use of electronic
means of storing and retrieving my references by accessing 'Refworks'. My word
processing skills are adequate but I will undertake the 'Advanced European
Computer Driving Licence' to increase my confidence in using all the formatting
features of my computer.
From a professional point of view there are a number of issues to address. Whilst
some of the recommendations arising from my research have been implemented
locally, there is still much to do to ensure that mentor support continuously
improves. I intend to work with colleagues in practice to consider ways in which
the role of the mentor can be strengthened as I have described in Chapter 5.
I regard my experience of undertaking this project as an 'apprenticeship' that has
provided me with a very sound basis in how to proceed in any future research
undertaking. I have learned that I still have much to learn but I am keen to
undertake further research in the area of Practice Education. I see this as a very
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Appendix 3: Advertisement: Initial Recruitment to the Study
NHS
~
'Work based Learning - An exploration of the perceptions of mentors
supporting pre-registration nursing students in clinical settings'
As part of a research study I am interested in talking to mentors about their
experiences of what it is like to mentor student nurses.
You will probably know that there is an increased focus on learning in clinical
settings and on mentorship at the present time. Mentors have a key role in helping
students to achieve competence in clinical practice and yet little research has
been conducted into mentor experience. This is an important omission because
without this information decisions made on how best to support both mentors and
students are taken based on an incomplete picture. If you are currently on the
mentor register and would be prepared to take part in a small-scale study that
aims to explore mentor experiences of supporting student nurses please contact:
Helen Wisdom on (tel) 00000
Staff Development Section, Hospital, Health Board Area,
helen.wisdom@ email address
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Appendix 4: Information Sheet for Respondents
Work based learning - An exploration of the perceptions of mentors
supporting pre- registration nursing students in clinical settings.
Thank you for responding to my advertisement for mentor volunteers to take part
in the above study. I would like to invite you to take part in a research project that
I am undertaking as part of an educational qualification. Before you decide, it is
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully. Please don't
hesitate to contact myself if you would like clarification of certain points or further
information about the study. Thank you for taking the time to read this information
sheet.
What is the project about?
You are probably aware that there is an increased focus on learning in clinical
settings and on mentorship at the present time. At least 50% of nurse education
programmes take place away from university in the workplace but little is known
about how effective learning takes place in clinical settings. Mentors have a key
role in helping students to achieve competence in clinical practice. This project
sets out to explore mentor views and experience of what it is like to mentor
students. Very little research has been conducted into mentor experience. This is
an important omission since without information of this kind decisions made
regarding how best to support students and mentors are taken based on an
incomplete picture. The aim of the project is to explore mentor perceptions of
work-based learning and give mentors a voice in this important area. The
research will take place over a period of approximately 3 years.
Why have I been invited to take part?
You have been invited to take part because you take on the role of mentor to a
range of students at different stages of their pre-registration nursing programmes. I
want to gather the views of experienced mentors and mentors who are new to the
mentoring role. I aim to recruit and interview between 5-10 mentors as part of this
project.
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Do I have to take part?
No. It is up to you to decide whether to take part. If you do decide to take part, you
will be given this information sheet to keep and will be asked to sign a consent
form. If you decide to take part, you are still free to withdraw at any time and
without giving a reason. A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to
take part, will have no adverse consequences to you in any way.
If you agree to take part what will you be asked to do?
You will be invited to meet with me, the researcher, to talk about your experiences
of being a mentor. I will have some broad topic areas that I would like to raise with
you but the aim is to find out what mentorship is like from your perspective.
Therefore, I would be pleased if you would tell me about issues that you feel are
important from your point of view. These meetings will take place in a mutually
agreed venue, away from your work area, at a time convenient to you. I would
anticipate that they would take no longer than one hour. With your agreement the
interviews will be recorded on audiotape and then the data will be transcribed.
The transcripts will be returned to you to check for the accuracy of your comments.
After this initial interview, there may be areas raised that I would like to follow up
on and would ask if you would agree to be interviewed again to discuss these
areas in more depth. Follow up interviews will follow the same format as the initial
interview and would take place several months after the first. Again, if from these
follow up interviews there are areas that I would like to discuss with you the format
would be the same as before. There is no obligation to agree to future interviews
and you will be invited to take part in no more than 3 interviews over a 3-year
period.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
There are no personal benefits to you taking part in this project. There will be the
opportunity to reflect upon a very important aspect of your professional practice.
You will be contributing to knowledge in an under researched area. This may
ultimately contribute to policy development in how students and mentors can be
better supported in clinical practice in the future. You will have access to the data
gathered from you and you will be able to respond to developing insights from the
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analysis of data from all the participants, all comments made will be anonymised
and there will be no individual identifiable factors.
Are there any disadvantages or risks to taking part?
No significant risks have been identified in taking part in this study. There will be a
time commitment involved in taking part in the study. This should not be onerous,
as interviews will last for no longer than one hour. They will take place in an
appropriate venue convenient to you. In a 2-year period, the total time commitment
will not exceed 2-3 hours.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
In all accounts of the research, data will be anonymised and confidentiality will be
assured. All data will be stored securely and will be destroyed once its use for the
purposes of this study has ended. I alone will have access to your own data,
names and contact details. I have a responsibility to behave ethically at all times
and I will follow the British Educational Research Association's Ethical Guidelines.
Permission to conduct the research will be sought from the North of Scotland
Research Ethics committee. As I am a registered nurse I must adhere to the NMC
Code of Professional conduct, standards for conduct, performance and ethics. As
such I must act upon any information revealed during the course of interview that
might indicate poor practice in the workplace. I would inform you of my proposed
action should this occur.
What will happen to the results of the research study?
The results of the research study will be written up as part of my research thesis
and this will be in the public domain. Sections of the findings may be published in
professional journals and findings presented at nursing conferences.
Suppose you decide to drop out of the study?
Your decision to take part in this study is entirely voluntary. You may withdraw
from the study at any time without giving reasons and will be able to request the
destruction of any data that you have given up to that point.
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Who has reviewed the study?
Permission to conduct this research has been obtained from The Robert Gordon
University, The Open University and the North of Scotland Research Ethics
Committee.
What do you need to do now?
Thank you for reading this information sheet and for considering taking part in the
research. If you choose not to participate you need do nothing more, I will not
contact you again regarding this. If you choose to participate please contact me,
Helen Wisdom, at the address given below. You will then hear from me shortly to
arrange our first meeting date.







Appendix 5: Consent Form
WORK BASED LEARNING - AN EXPLORATION OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF MENTORS
SUPPORTING PRE- REGISTRATION NURSING STUDENTS IN CLINICAL SETTINGS
NAME OF RESEARCHER: HELEN WISDOM
• I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated
September 2007 relating to the above study. I have had the opportunity to
consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered to
my satisfaction by the researcher.
Please initial D
• I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw
at any time, without giving any reason.
Please initial D
• I agree to take part in the above study.
Please initial D
• I confirm that I agree to the interview being audio taped. I understand that I
will not be identified. I will have the opportunity to view the transcript of my
interview and to make amendments
Please initial D
Name of mentor Date signature




Appendix 6: Information Sheet for those Completing Diaries
Health Board
Work based learning - An exploration of the perceptions of mentors
supporting pre- registration nursing students in clinical settings.
Mentoring Logs
Thank you very much for your contribution to my study to date. By means of
interviewing volunteers such as you I have already collected much useful
information. In order to help me to understand the experience of being a mentor in
greater depth I am now seeking to also collect data by asking volunteers, already
taking part in the study, to complete a log when they have contact with students.
Please take the time to read this information carefully. Please don't hesitate to
contact me if you would like clarification regarding this 'mentoring log' component
of the study or for any information at all about my study.
Why have I been invited to complete a log?
As a mentor you are working closely with pre- registration nursing students on a
day-to-day basis. The data that I have gathered from interviews has given me a
very good overview of mentor experience. However, I would now like to gain more
detailed knowledge of what the everyday experience of being a mentor is like.
One means of doing this would be for mentors to record the types of learning
experiences they provide for students and to comment upon how effective they
think that they have been. This would also help me to corroborate my findings by
using a variety of methods by which to collect data.
Do I have to complete a mentoring log?
No. It is up to you to decide whether or not you wish to complete a log. If you do
decide to take part you will be given this information sheet to keep and will be
asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part in completing a log, you
are free to withdraw at any time, from the entire study or from the 'mentoring log'
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component. A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to participate in
keeping a log, will have no adverse consequences to you in any way.
If you agree to complete a diarv what will you be asked to do?
You would be asked to complete a diary when you are next allocated a student to
mentor or are working with a student in the role of 'deputy' mentor. A sample log
is attached to this information sheet. You can see that the log is in a week per
page view, with a space for each day and a place for comments at the end of each
week. Please use the extra comments sheets at the end of the diary if you need
more space. Please jot down the mentoring activities that you have been involved
in each day if possible and any views on how effective they have been in
promoting student learning. Don't worry if you don't manage to record all of your
mentoring activities. I understand that the time pressures in clinical practice are
such that these logs may not be complete records but any information at all that
you can provide would be very helpful. This is not a student record, and students
should not be identified by name. It is not a record of student achievement and
should not be used for student assessment. This is simply a log of activities
that· you undertake with students and your views on how effective these
learning opportunities have been.
What are the possible benefits of taking part?
There are no personal benefits to you in completing a log. However, completing a
log will give you the opportunity to reflect upon your mentoring activities. In order
to comply with the 'Standards to support learning and assessment in practice'
(NMC, 2006) mentors must have mentored at least 2 students within a 3 year
period and this log could provide evidence to demonstrate the types of learning
opportunities that you provide for students.
Are there any disadvantages or risks in completing diaries?
No significant risks have been identified in taking part in completing a mentor log.
There will be a time commitment in completing logs. This should not be onerous
as all I am seeking is a note on the types of activities that you undertake with
students and your views on their effectiveness. The log would be completed during
the period you mentor a student, Le. one log for a student placement in which you
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are the mentor. I would envisage only one log in total to be completed for the
purposes of this study.
Will the information I provide in the 'mentoring log' be confidential?
In all accounts of the research, data that you provide will be anonymised and
confidentiality will be assured. I will store all data that you provide securely in
exactly the same way as the transcribed data from interviews. These diaries will
be your property and I will take a copy of them for the purposes of this study.
There will be no need to identify you by name in the log and students should not
be identified in the log.
What will happen to the information that I provide in the log?
The information that you provide in the mentoring log will be written up as part of
my research thesis, in the same way as information provided by interviews.
Suppose you decide that you don't want to complete a log of mentoring activity?
Your decision to maintain a mentoring log is entirely voluntary. You may cease to
keep the log at any time. You may withdraw from the entire study at any time and
you can request the destruction of any data that you have provided to me up to
that point.
Who has given permission for 'mentoring logs' to be completed?
The North of Scotland Research Ethics committee has given permission by
considering an amendment to the original research proposal.
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What do you need to do now?
Thank you for reading this information sheet and for considering keeping a
'mentoring log'. If you decide you do not wish to maintain a log when you next
mentor a student you need do nothing more. If you would like to maintain a log,
contact me at the address below and you will then hear from me shortly when I
can verbally explain how to maintain the log.







Appendix 7: Consent Form for 'Mentoring Diary/log'
WORK BASED LEARNING - AN EXPLORATION OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF MENTORS
SUPPORTING PRE- REGISTRATION NURSING STUDENTS IN CLINICAL SETTINGS
NAME OF RESEARCHER: HELEN WISDOM
• I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated
September 2008 relating to mentoring logs. I have had the opportunity to
consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered to
my satisfaction by the researcher.
Please initial D
• I understand that my participation in completing a log is voluntary and that I
am free to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason.
Please initial D
• I agree to take part in completing a 'mentoring' log.
Please initial D
• I confirm that I agree to the log being photocopied for use by the
researcher. The original log will remain my property. I understand that I will
not be identified.
Please initial D
Name of mentor Date signature













FuNtItI. of study: Workb.l.d I.amlng •An .xploratlon of the perceptions
of mentora lupportlng pr.- reglltratlon nuralng Itudenta
In clinical I.ttlngl
REC ...... nce number: 07/80801193
Thank you for your I.tter of 11 October 2007, responding to the Committee's request for
furth.r Information on the above research and submitting revised documentation.
Confirmation of ethical opinion
On behalf of the CommittH. I.m pleased to confirm. favourable ethical opinion for the
.bov ...... arch on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting
cIocumtntatlon.1 reviled.
CondItIonl of approval
The favourable opinion la glvln provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the
attached docum.nt You are advised to study the conditions carefully.
The favourabl. opinion Is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out. You
are advlled to study the conditions carefully, in particular:
CondlSlon1; Ann",. 'roam" R.port
Under the Natlona' Research Ethics Service (NRES) regulations NHS Research Ethics
Commltt ....... required to monitor research with a favourable opinion. This Is to take the
form of an InnuII progress report which should be submitted to the North of Scotland
Research Ethics Committee (NOSREC) 12months after the date on which the favourable






• The first annual progress report should give the commencement date for the study. This
Is normally assumed to be the date on which any of the procedures In the protocol are
initiated. Should the study not commence within 12 months of approval a written
explanation must be provided in the 111annual progress report.
• Progress reports should be In the format prescribed on the NRES website
(www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/applicantsljndex.htm).
• Progress reports must be signed by the Principallnvestigator/Chlef Investigator.
• Failure to submit a progress report could lead to a suspension of the favourable ethical
opinion for the study.
• Please note the Annual Progress Report is a short 3 page form which is extremely easy
to complete.
Condition 2; Notlncatlon of Study Completlonaermlnatlon
Under the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) regulations researche,.. are required
to notify the Ethics Committ .. from which they obtained approval of the conclusion or early
termination of a project and to submit a Completionaerminatlon of Study Report.
Researchers should follow the Instructions on the NRES website
(www.nres.npsa.nhs.uklapplicantslindex.htm)
Points to note:
• For most studies tf1etendd"'ProjMt,wiU.ttte.-.dJMrIMt visitof,the .ast
palticiput,Qr_.compfellon •• nylollow..up.roonitDrino ,and d." collectiondescribed
fn,ihe'P")tocol!
• FiAilanalysll'Ofthe<t.end r'tPOl't,wrmng Is,notmlHyeon.ldered to ooour after formal
declaratlon'Ofiheend Of the project.
• A Final Report should be sent to the NOSRECwlthln12 montha,Qfthe end of the
project.
• The summary of the final report may be enclosed with the end of study declaration. or
sent to the REC subsequently.
• There is no standard format for final reports. As a minimum we should receive details of
the end date and information on whether the project achieved Its objectives. the main
findings and arrangements for publication or dissemination of research. Including any
feedback to participants.
• Please note the CompletfonlTermination of Study Report need only be a summary
document and should. therefor •• b. easy to prepar e.
Approved documents
The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee Is as follows:
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Guldanoe.on,~ for R&D approval I. Ivallabl_ from
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Statement of compIlanee
The Committee IIconstituted In accordance with the Governance Arrangements for
RMearchEthiCI Commltt ... (Ju1y 2001) and complie. fully with the Standard Operating
ProcedureIIor Re•• arch Ethk:I Committee. in the UK .
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Now"')O!.t heve compItted the .ppllcatlon proces. you .... Invited to give your view of
the aervIoe you received from the National R.... rch Ethics Service. If you wllh to make
yourvtews known pta .. usa the feedback form available on the NRES website at:
httpI:llwww.ntMform.org.uklAppFonnlModuleaIFHdbacklEthicalRevlew.aspx
Wa YaIue )'OUr ¥Iewa and commanta and will u.a tham to Inform the operational
procua and furth.lmprove our .. rvlea.
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Study title: Workbased learning· An exploration of the perceptions








The above amendment was reviewed at the meeting of the Sub-Committee of the REC
comprising the Chair of Committee 1 and the Vice Chair of Committee 1.
Ethical opinion
The members of the Committee present gave a favourable ethical opinion of the
amendment on the basis described In the notice of amendment form and supporting
documentation.
Approved documents
The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were:
Document Version Date
Protocol 2
PartiCipant Information Sheet 1 Logs 18 September
2008
Participant Consent Form: Logs 1 18 September
2008
Mentor Log 1




AIIln\1NtJptcn and .......-ch coIlaboritora In the NHS should notify the R&D office for the
relevant NHS care organilltion of this amendment and check whether It affects R&D
approval of the ...... rch.
......... et compliance
The CommIttee II constituted In accordance with the Governance Arrangements for
ReIMrch EthiCi Commltt ... (July 2001) and compile. fully with the Standard Operating
Prucedu .... _ Reaearch Ethics Committees In the UK.









Study title: Workba,ed learning. An exploration of the perception,
of mentors ,upportlng pre· regl'tratlon nuralngltudents
In clinical ,ettlng'
01180801193REC reference:
Thank you tor sending the progress report for the above study dated 10/1012008. The
report will be reviewed by the Chair of the Research Ethics Committee, and I will let you
know if any turther information Is requested.
The favourable ethical opinion for the study continues to apply for the dUration of the
research.





Appendix 11: 'Ethical' Contract
WORK BASED LEARNING - AN EXPLORATION OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF MENTORS
SUPPORTING PRE-REGISTRATION NURSING STUDENTS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
I have a responsibility to behave ethically at all times and I will follow the British
Educational Research Association's Ethical Guidelines. Permission to conduct the
research has been sought from the North of Scotland Research Ethics committee
and The Open University's Student research project panel. The research will be
registered with The Open University's Data Protection Office and I will comply with
good practice regarding the safe storage of data.
As I am a registered nurse I must adhere to The NMC Code of Professional
conduct: standards for conduct, performance and ethics (2004). As such I must
act upon any information revealed during the course of interview that might
indicate poor practice in the workplace. I would inform you of my proposed action
should this occur and would encourage you to take appropriate action.
Helen Wisdom signature date
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Appendix 12 The insiderl outsider continuum (Adapted from Tricia Le
Gallais, 2003)
Dimensions: Potential advantages and disadvantages Strategies to deal with negative as~ects
relating to mll of 'insider' status
~osition on the
continuum
Rapport established swiftly, enhanced trust and Try to strike a 'balance' during interviews-tap
Mentors know confidence-access to more intimate data. As an into positive aspects of relationship but maintain
me and I know insider I may be less intrusive. some 'distance' e.g. with professional
them
demeanour, location of interviews in a 'neutral'
environment if possible, away from clinical
settings. I need to adopt a sensitive approach at
'Cosiness' and overfamiliarity might have negative interview - but try to set clear boundaries.
impact on credibility. Role confusion/blurring: Aware that degree of intimacy/distance may
researcher vs. employed position as Practice vary with individual mentor. Stress that I seek
Educator, friend and/or colleague. My senior role mentor's perspectives, there being no 'right 'or
in organisation-might influence data as mentors 'wrong' answers at interview.
seek to impress/manipulate me. Personal likes Acknowledgement of my own feelings about
and dislike of mentorlresearcher might impact at a mentors and mentorship - I admire what they
variety of levels. There might be a reluctance to do, I feel protective of them, proud of them-how
talk about sensitive issues - or reverse - too easy does this colour my research? My interpretation
to use me as a 'counselling service' or sounding of data may be influenced by my biases.
board. On-going 'dialogue' via my journal to monitor
progress of research - acknowledge ways in
which I influence the research.
In depth knowledge of NHS culture, no 'culture Constantly ask questions of myself in analysis of
Familiarity with shock' for me, commonly shared language, history data. Aware that I must 'make the familiar
NHS 'culture' of organisation built up over many years strange'.
and ways of
Remind myself that things change and that I
'Too familiar', not able to see important, potentially have not been in clinical practice for years.
working significant behaviours, accepting this as 'normal'. Use the 'paradigm model' advocated by Strauss
Inability to 'stand back' as an insider. and Corbin to interrogate the data.
Assumptions and preconceptions on both sides.
Familiarity with Shared knowledge of the role, During interviews I need to accept that some
role of the respondent/researcher have common experience, things are given, there will be a shared
mentor shared language/ terminology- enhances flow of understanding at some level. Sharing
dialogue during interview. experiences might develop trust- I can 'check
out' my experiences with mentors by
Difficult to ask 'stupid' (obvious) questions'- questioning them.
interviewees will assume that I have in-depth Remind myself that things have changed and
knowledge of mentoring; I might assume that my that I do not have experience of all mentors'
perspective is generally widely held. My personal situations.
experience of mentoring was gained years ago
this might skew my understanding of current
practice.
Awareness of Day to day activity of mentor role is understood - My 'insider' knowledge will always be partial. I
working there is no need for mentors to use valuable must remind myself that 'I don't know what I
environment interview time providing minutia of activity for me. don't know' and guard against making
specific to
assumptions.
This may lead me to making assumptions. Imay
mentors misunderstand experience of mentors in diverse
small island communities, a/l with individual 'micro
cultures', interpreting their experience through the
prism of my similar/ but not exact experience.
Other Each of these dimensions may give me an 'insider' Maintain my awareness that I am a member of
dimensions: or 'outsider' relationship with individual mentors myriad 'subcultures' but not in every respect.
Age, gender, and the potential to enhance/ diminish my These are widely defined and may change over
educational
research, by means of increased/lack of rapport the duration of the research.
attainment,
with respondents. Added complexity in that this
varies with each individual and in some
social class, dimensions might vary over time, e.g. my personal
social standingl credibility may enhance/ diminish depending upon
personal history actions out with this research - and will always be






Appendix 13: Exemplar Diary
Mentor log
Mentor ID
Notes on Completion of the log:
• The log is in a week per page view with a space for each day and space for
comments. Please use the space at the end of each week for any
reflections or the additional sheets at the end of the log if you need more
space.
• Please note the types of mentoring activities you have been involved in with
your student each day if possible. Please do not identify any students by
name.
• Please give the approximate time taken for each activity. There is no need
to provide the date.
• Please comment upon how effective you feel your mentoring activities were
in supporting student learning in practice. Please comment upon any
difficulties that you had in supporting your student, for example, not
sufficient time to spend with the student, or any aspects of mentoring that
you felt went particularly well.
• Please look at the 'sample page' provided for one possible way of
completing the log but don't be constrained by this, please include any
activities you consider as mentoring. These might include demonstrating a
skill, holding a brief tutorial, discussing a clinical event, observing the
student performing an event and giving them feedback.
• This log is your property. I will take a copy for my research project. Data
from this log will be anonymised and confidentiality will be assured.
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Day Time Mentoring Activity Comments
Monday 2vws Met stl,.{clevot v. l,.{sefl,.{l to ViIi!Ve
DrLevotClhovo to HeClltVi cevotre cOVVlVVlevots froVVl -prevLol,.{s
set LeClrvoLvog objechves VVlevotor - voeecls to foCl,.{S ovo
clrl,.{g ClclVVlLvoLstrClhovo Clvocl
clressLvogs
Tuesday 3Virs vLsLts, observecl w..e cloLvog leg uLcer vert) bust) clClt), voot w..ucVi
clressLvogs,. tLw..e to clLscl,.{SS cClre wLtVi
2Virs Aftervooovo s-pevot wLtVi HeClLtVi vLsLtor stuclevot but sVie observecl
VVle cloLvog rClvoge of sfzLLLs
ReseC!rcViLvog Leg l,.{Lcer treCltw..evots ovo Clvocl wLLL l,.{voclertClfze leg
:LVir cow..-puter l,.{Lcer clressLvog tow..orrow
Wednesday 3Vivs How..e vLsLts, observecl LvosuLLvo
Lv-Jechovos, cCltv,eter CClre, stuclevot




Friday Mt) stl,.{clevot wLtVi coLLeClgl,.{e Clvocl vLsLtLvog
clClt) off -pViClrVVlClct)
Saturday Mt) stuclevot clClt) off
clClt) off
Sunday 4Virs vLsLts, observLvog -pCllLLClHve cClre. v. bust), SV,Oyt stClffecl,
stl,.{clevot -pevforVVlecl OVClLCClre Clvocl -pCl-pevwovfz to cow..-pLete Lvo
cCltv,eter CClre-I su-pevvLsecl tv,e Clftervooovo.
2Vivs ReseCl vcViecl cl vugs usecl LV\--pCltLevots
wLtVi eHD
Comments
we ViClve 3 stuclevots ClLLowtecl tViLs weefz Clvocl :2 -pw-ple off s~cfz. Dovo't feel tViClt I ViClve beevo ClbLe to
s-pevocl CIS w..ucVi HVVle ClS I wouLcllLRe wLtVi VVlt) studeV\-t.
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Please use this sheet for any additional reflections you have on
your mentoring activities.
(For example, anything that you feel that has been particularly
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Examples of mentoring activity identified in diaries
Assisting student in setting up syringe driver/ removing clips/
removal of wound drain
Observed student dressing wound/ bandaging techniques/
catheterising/ cavity dressing/ applying compression hosiery.
Mentor carrying out catheterisation and bladder washout -
student observing
Student observed chemotherapy
Bed bath in HDU
Drug round with student, I.M. injections
Setting up McKinley pump
Introduction to care home, discussing relationship with
community nursing team.
Care of patient in VF - anaesthetic team required
Student discussion with Macmillan nurse
Student to theatre - observing procedures (ophthalmology)
Introduction to keeping weekly diaries and planning case loads
Student given management rota
Discussion relating to importance of notes and stock availability
Submitting timesheets
Discussion of blood tests and importance in diabetes
Wound care in community settings - discussion of compliance in
home setting
Discussion of spotting ill child and fits using e-Iearning tool.
Discussion of medicines in A&E
Reviewing critical incidents
Discussion of student 'work-book'/discussion with student
regarding progress
Plaster training/ Leg care and Doppler training including sign
guidelines.
Discussion of technique of feeding patient after bowel surgery
Tutorial on lymphatic system and oedema
How to access online learning materials/policies relating to case
load/ Reviewing case notes
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Appendix 19: Draft Student Charter
• To ". aJlot:tINda mm/Ot' and co-mentor to mpport kamlng
• A duty rota lhatprovIdu a minimum of 40% mentor contact time,
laking accounl of "Q60ntJble 'off duty' reqUIIsts
• 8upnnumerary 8IaIUs and II commitment ,IIat helshe will not be moved
to tl1tOthw fI1YQ""lels fI61Yed Q8 part of a 'pathwQy'lo meet
Id.ntIJWd kami1fg nuds
• L«I1'IfIng ,,"tis to ". discussed and documenled within 48hrs of
commencing placement with mentor or co-mentor
• Ae«u to a ratf6e of leornlng e:(periences
• .4n mvIronmenl thot uwelcommg and svpportive of koming in
whlch)'DU cmrjul part oflhe teom
• A teom approach to ntppOf't
• bpJar t-dbad on performance andprogress that Is documented
I" a tbtwl)' IrII1IIMr
• Fair and objective assessment that Is recorded In Placement
Docrutwntotlon
• Accu& to supportfrom the wider team such as PEF and PEL and other
C01f/id6ntlal S1IfJPO'1 services
• Contribute as " portner In achieving leorning outcomes. being
pro-active In (ll/dreulnglearnlng lUIetls
• Ral. any concemr ahow practice placement experience In " timely
ntIl1IIWr
• Ewduau hls//wr practice placement experience
• Ad"'" to lhe IIn/fonnpolicy
• l'fform mentor or ward nwtger when unoble ID attend placement
due 10 slewss or other reason
• ~ 10 aglwd duty rota and change shift patterns only wllh
expreu agrenMn/ of mentor
M_tor MI!IO lf1lw:t4,
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